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PART I
Forward-Looking Statements and Risk Factors
Statements contained in this annual report on Form 10-K, or Annual Report, regarding our expectations, beliefs, estimates, intentions or
strategies are forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934. Any statements contained herein that are not statements of historical fact may be deemed to be forward-looking
statements. For example, words such as "may," "will," "should," "estimates," "predicts," "potential," "continue," "strategy," "believes,"
"anticipates," "plans," "expects," "intends," and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. You should not place
undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. Actual results and trends may differ materially from historical results and those projected in
any such forward-looking statements depending on a variety of factors. These factors include, but are not limited to, market acceptance of new or
existing services and features, success of our efforts to target mid-market and larger distributed enterprises, changes in the competitive dynamics
of the markets in which we compete, customer cancellations and rate of churn, impact of current economic climate and adverse credit markets on
our target customers, our ability to scale our business, our reliance on infrastructure of third-party network services providers, risk of failure in
our physical infrastructure, risk of failure of our software, our ability to maintain the compatibility of our software with third-party applications
and mobile platforms, continued compliance with industry standards and regulatory requirements, risks relating to our strategies and objectives
for future operations, including the execution of integration plans and realization of the expected benefits of our acquisitions, the amount and
timing of costs associated with recruiting, training and integrating new employees, introduction and adoption of our cloud communications and
collaboration services in markets outside of the United States, and general economic conditions that could adversely affect our business and
operating results. The forward-looking statements may also be impacted by the additional risks faced by us as described in this Report, including
those set forth under the section entitled "Risk Factors." All forward-looking statements included in this Annual Report are based on information
available to us on the date hereof, and we assume no obligation to update any such forward-looking statements. Readers are urged to carefully
review and consider the various disclosures made in this Annual Report, which attempt to advise interested parties of the risks and factors that
may affect our business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects.
Our fiscal year ends on March 31 of each calendar year. Each reference to a fiscal year in this Annual Report, refers to the fiscal year ended
March 31 of the calendar year indicated (for example, fiscal 2015 refers to the fiscal year ended March 31, 2015). Unless the context requires
otherwise, references to "we," "us," "our," "8x8" and the "Company" refer to 8x8, Inc. and its consolidated subsidiaries.
ITEM 1. BUSINESS
Overview
8x8, Inc. offers a SaaS (Software as a Service) communication solution that is at the forefront of the disruptive shift from legacy, on-premises
communications systems to cloud-based alternatives. We are a recognized leader in the business cloud communications industry, pioneering the
development and use of Internet protocol voice, video and data communication technologies in a true SaaS model.
Our integrated, "pure-cloud" services platform is developed from internally owned and managed technologies and is uniquely positioned to serve
mid-market and enterprise businesses making the shift to cloud based Unified Communications. 8x8 makes a full set of unified communications
capabilities including cloud telephony, contact center, video and web conferencing available from anywhere in the world. With 8x8 analytics and
reporting, our customers have an unprecedented view into company communications whether employees are mobile via the mobile client or inoffice using a softphone, or a desk phone. These flexible, secure, highly reliable, and highly scalable services are delivered globally to more than
40,000 businesses operating in over 40 countries across six continents.
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Through a combination of open API's (application program interface) and prebuilt integrations, 8x8 makes it easy to mix real time customer
communications with critical customer context from internal customer data systems and industry leading Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) systems, including cloud based solutions from Salesforce.com, NetSuite, and Zendesk.
Our customers range from small businesses to large, multinational enterprises. Our turnkey solution spans the breadth of communications and
collaboration needs, is provided with 99.997% availability at an affordable cost and is quick and easy to deploy through our patent-pending
deployment methodology. This allows customers to focus on their business instead of trying to manage the complexities of disparate Unified
Communications & Collaboration (UCC) platforms and the integration of these platforms with other cloud-based business applications, such as
enterprise resource planning or ERP, CRM and/or human capital management or HCM.
Available Information
We were incorporated in California in February 1987 and reincorporated in Delaware in December 1996. We maintain a corporate Internet
website at the address http://www.8x8.com. The contents of this website are not incorporated in or otherwise to be regarded as part of this
Annual Report. We file reports with the Securities and Exchange Commission, or SEC, which are available on our website free of charge. These
reports include annual reports on Form 10-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, current reports on Form 8-K and amendments to such reports,
each of which is provided on our website as soon as reasonably practical after we electronically file such materials with or furnish them to the
SEC. You also can read and copy any materials we file with the SEC at the SEC's Public Reference Room at 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC
20549. You can obtain additional information about the operation of the Public Reference Room by calling the SEC at 1.800.SEC.0330. In
addition, the SEC maintains a website (www.sec.gov) that contains reports, proxy and information statements, and other information regarding
issuers that file electronically with the SEC, including 8x8.
Our Industry
Businesses are increasingly focused on utilizing mobility and UCC solutions to enable increased productivity, improve interactions with
customers and partners, and enhance organizational agility and responsiveness. Legacy solutions have proven to be costly and cumbersome and
do not meet these evolving business requirements. Companies of all sizes are managing a mobile and globally distributed workforce that seeks to
leverage multiple means of communications and collaboration, including voice, text, video and desktop. The rapid rise of mobile devices in the
enterprise has created demand for "bring your own device," or BYOD, provisioning capabilities. Additionally, companies are looking to increase
their competitive edge by integrating ERP, CRM and HCM applications and other back-office information technology, or IT, systems with their
communications and collaboration systems. Finally, as cyber threats proliferate and Internet hacker attacks become more sophisticated, voice
and data security and compliance are at the forefront of business requirements. Legacy providers have struggled to keep up with the new
business paradigm and continue to require long, high-touch sales and setup cycles in an effort to solve carrier and hardware complexity. Some of
the new cloud-based providers deliver point solutions and typically do not provide a secure, comprehensive UCC platform in the cloud.
Cloud Market Opportunity
We believe that the addressable market for our cloud telephony, unified communications and contact center services is large, growing and
underpenetrated. Our services directly address multiple markets. According to IDC (International Data Corporation), worldwide cloud-based
UCC offerings are forecast to reach almost $8 billion in 2014 and grow to $13.5 billion in 2018 at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of
15.2%. Research and Markets forecasts worldwide growth in the cloud based contact center market from $4.15 billion in 2014 to $10.9 billion in
2019 at a CAGR of 21.3%.The global web event services market is forecasted by Frost & Sullivan to grow at an 11.0% CAGR from $424
million in 2013 to $712 million in 2018. We address these markets with our Virtual Office, Virtual Contact Center and Virtual Meeting
solutions, respectively.
Legacy Approaches are Cumbersome and Expensive
Companies are facing increasing complexity with deployments of communications and collaboration services. The exponential growth and
variety of mobile devices (with employees seeking to incorporate their personal devices into the workplace environment), the increase in a
globally distributed workforces, demand for full functionality with third-party applications and other back office IT systems and increasing
security and regulatory concerns create numerous challenges for companies seeking a comprehensive UCC solution, including:
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Hardware/Software Vendor, Carrier and Sub-Carrier Complexity. Establishing connectivity and communications through the myriad of
hardware and software vendors, carriers, sub-carriers and international carriers is becoming ever more complex. Companies need reliable
connectivity without complex configurations that require long lead times to implement and extensive IT oversight to manage.



Device Proliferation / BYOD. The exponential growth of mobile devices has resulted in BYOD in the workplace and, as a result, has
increased companies' need for communications and collaboration services in order to improve employee productivity. Furthermore,
companies need to manage and secure voice and data while protecting customer privacy.



Globally Distributed Enterprises and Workforces. Companies of all sizes and their employees are distributed globally and need to
support communications and collaboration across locations and between employees on a unified system that can be easily deployed and
work reliably.



Applications Requirements. As companies look to gain an edge in an increasingly competitive environment, ERP applications help
improve efficiency while CRM applications help manage and streamline customer interactions and HCM applications facilitate
communication with companies' employees. Many of these applications provide additional benefits and improved productivity when
integrated with a communications and collaborations suite, allowing employees to communicate information quickly.



Compliance. Government regulations and compliance procedures add complexity to the already difficult task of managing
communications for dozens or hundreds of employees. Companies need a way to secure voice and data communications, prevent
fraudulent use of communication services and comply with privacy protection regulations.



Cost of Deployment . In addition to these complex requirements, chief information officers are facing increased budget scrutiny and a
need to implement a scalable solution at an affordable cost.

Shortcomings of Existing Solutions
The current market is primarily comprised of two categories of solutions that are proving unable to adequately address today's business
communications and collaboration requirements:


Legacy Providers. Legacy providers typically provide on-premises solutions that require a long, complicated and high-touch sales and
setup process with proprietary hardware. These on-premises solutions are difficult to deploy and expensive to maintain in multiple
locations for a globally distributed workforce. In addition, the legacy solutions do not provide the mobility, resiliency and business
continuity capabilities required by customers. Legacy on-premises providers can only effectively provide service to groups of employees
and the complexities of their deployment model make seamless employee communication in a distributed environment cost prohibitive.
BYOD demands from employees further complicate the delivery of a companywide communication system. The result is a patchwork
communications systems with security risks that stretch across the organization. Security compliancy in this environment is impossible
and information insecurity increases the chances of legal costs and theft of intellectual property.



Point Solution Cloud Providers. New cloud providers have emerged to address the need for rapid provisioning and simple deployment
of communications or collaboration software. However, these solutions are typically targeted at specific application silos and do not
currently provide a comprehensive communications and collaboration suite.

The 8x8 Solution
The 8x8 unified cloud communications solution addresses the shortcomings of legacy and point solution cloud services through its pure cloud
Software as a Service offering. At the core of our service are two technologies that deliver highly available UCC functionality that has been preintegrated to CRM providers. Our Infrastructure Manager abstracts complex global interconnectivity between VoIP (Voice over Internet
Protocol) and traditional PSTN (public switched telephone network) providing customers with a phone system that can reach any phone in the
world whether wireless or wireline. Our Integration Manager integrates with third-party applications, including Salesforce.com, Microsoft
Dynamics, NetSuite, Zendesk and many others, to provide integrated applications functionality within our communications and collaboration
services. To date, we have been awarded 104 United States patents related to technology developments in these and other areas. Our solution
provides the following key benefits:
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Comprehensive SaaS Suite. Our services include 8x8 Virtual Office, 8x8 Virtual Office Pro, 8x8 Virtual Contact Center, 8x8 Virtual
Meeting and 8x8 Virtual Office Analytics and are delivered over an integrated cloud communications platform that amalgamates
telephony, unified communications (UC) and contact center users across the enterprise with single log in and shared presence to enable
cross-suite functionality. Our customers receive a single invoice each month with transparent subscription pricing without the billing
complexities and minute overages typically associated with traditional providers. Unlike current on premises solutions, software updates
and related services are delivered without complex hardware or on-premises infrastructure upgrade cycles, revolutionizing a company's
ability to take advantage of new functionality to improve business efficacy and efficiency.



Rapid Cloud Provisioning. Our UCC in the cloud allows businesses to rapidly deploy 8x8 services within their organizations. Porting
existing 1-800 numbers is often the longest part of the process. Our platform uses a proprietary deployment and provisioning
methodology to ensure fast implementation compared with alternative solutions, and can be especially beneficial for companies with
large and complex requirements, multiple sites, global implementations, or integration with CRM or other back end systems.



Global Footprint. Our Global Reach® initiative has been designed to deliver a consistently high quality of service across the globe using
our proprietary geo-routing technology. This has led to the launch of our cloud service at two new international data centers in fiscal
2015 - Hong Kong and Sydney, Australia. We currently maintain nine data center operations in five regions of the world - United States,
Canada, United Kingdom, Hong Kong and Australia.



Superior Quality and Reliability. We offer a comprehensive service level agreement (SLA) that guarantees the service availability and
voice quality for calls transmitted over the public Internet to implement dual diverse connections to the Internet. Our SLA is subject to
our customers following our guidelines for setup, and our verification. The SLA provides guarantees of more than 99.99% uptime in
addition to a mean opinion score (MOS) of greater than or equal to 3.0 for at least 98% of all calls carried over the network, including
those using compressed codecs such as G.729a, which typically exhibit less than toll quality MOS scores even under perfect network
conditions.



Applications Integration. We integrate with third-party applications including Salesforce.com, Microsoft Dynamics, NetSuite, Zendesk,
SugarCRM, eAgent and many others to provide enhanced functionality within our UCC services.



Security and Compliance. We have invested heavily in security and compliance with state and federal regulations including FISMA
(Federal Information Security Management Act), HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) FIPS 140-2 (Federal
Information Processing Standard), CPNI (Customer Proprietary Network Information), PCI-DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard) and Safe Harbor.



Affordability. Our cloud UCC services are typically more affordable than legacy communication systems and offer more UCC
functionality at a fraction of the cost of traditional providers, even before including additional system integration costs that are likely to
be incurred when deploying traditional services.

Our Strategy
8x8 is committed to developing and delivering the most innovative, reliable, scalable and secure cloud communications services available. We
intend to leverage our proprietary, standards-based unified software service to deliver these solutions globally to both small, medium businesses
or SMBs, and larger, multinational enterprises and to bring the highest quality cloud telephony, virtual contact center, virtual meeting and
analytics and reporting services to businesses at an affordable price. Our cloud communications services enhance the way our customers
communicate and collaborate while delivering measurable business benefits such as improved customer engagement, increased revenue, better
utilization of IT resources and business continuity.
Our Growth Initiatives
The following are key elements of our growth strategy:


Upsell our Products and Services. Our services provide additional benefits when used in concert, and we intend to upsell our products
and services by educating our customers on the additional functionality and overall business value that can be achieved with our UCC
platform.
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Increase Mid-Market and Distributed Enterprise Adoption. We plan to capitalize on the growing adoption of cloud-based
communications and collaboration solutions in mid-market and distributed enterprises by increasing focus on our direct and channel sales
strategy.



Expand Globally. We intend to focus on penetrating select markets outside the United States in order to capture more of the growing
global market for UCC in the cloud which we believe is underpenetrated and lends itself to a cost effective and easily deployable cloud
solution.



Build New Products and Service Offerings on our Platform. We believe our unified software platform can be leveraged to offer
additional products and services. We intend to integrate our service offerings further and provide additional functionality for our
customers.



Pursue Strategic Acquisitions. We intend to identify, acquire and integrate strategic technologies, assets and businesses that we believe
will build out our breadth of SaaS offerings and drive growth, both domestically and internationally.

Our Platform
Our unified software platform delivers a comprehensive, easy-to-use communications and collaboration solution for SMBs and mid-market and
distributed enterprises. Our Infrastructure Manager software abstracts complex global interconnectivity between VoIP and traditional PSTN,
enabling a turnkey UCC solution for our customers. Additionally, our Integration Manager software integrates with third-party applications and
other back-end IT systems, allowing our customers to access important data while communicating with their clients or collaborating with
colleagues. These core components of our software platform enable rapid workspace and phone provisioning and seamless deployment of our
UCC solutions globally. Furthermore, we have invested heavily in complying with state and federal regulations, including FISMA, HIPAA,
HITECH, FIPS 140-2, CPNI, PCI-DSS and Safe Harbor. Although we cannot ever be certain that our systems fully comply with these complex
regulations, we have expended significant resources on developing software and obtaining third party risk assessments that enable us to serve
customers that are required to comply with these regulations.
Our services work on smartphones, tablets, PCs, IP phones and mobile phones. In addition, our platform integrates with third party applications
such as Salesforce.com, NetSuite, Microsoft Dynamics, SugarCRM, Zendesk, eAgent and many others to provide enhanced functionality.
Our Services
8x8 Virtual Office
8x8 Virtual Office is a SaaS, cloud based replacement for legacy on premises business phone systems. Launched in March 2004, 8x8 Virtual
Office is targeted at the SMB and mid-market and distributed enterprise markets. It is an affordable, easy-to-use UCC solution that allows users
with a broadband Internet connection anywhere in the world access to a rich set of UCC features.
As a completely cloud-based service, Virtual Office enables SMB customers to rapidly deploy and easily manage enterprise-grade business
telephony capabilities, including full mobility, with no upfront capital expense and no requirement for in-house IT resources. Furthermore, our
cloud-based delivery model can provide seamless connectivity across multiple offices and facilities, worldwide, for our larger mid-market and
distributed enterprise customers.
Virtual Office customers can easily move their existing phone service to 8x8 and preserve their phone number identity and investment by porting
existing numbers to the new telephony service. Each extension in the virtual PBX can be located anywhere in the world that is serviced by a
high-speed Internet connection. Virtual Office extension-to-extension calls and transfers are accomplished over the Internet, anywhere in the
world, free of extra charges from third party telecommunications carriers. Virtual Office offers the following features:




Auto-attendant providing dial by extension, name or group;
Unlimited calling to the US, Canada, certain additional countries and other subscribers to our services, as well as low international rates;
Phone numbers in more than 50 countries with any desired area code for each extension;
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Conference bridge, three-way calling, music on hold, call park/pick-up, call transfer, hunt groups, and do not disturb;
Business-class voice mail including email alerts and direct transfer to mailbox;
Call waiting / Caller-ID;
Distinctive tone ringing;
Optional receptionist console application offering:
 Multiple call viewing and handling;
 Direct transfer to extension's voicemail;
 Supervised transfers; and
 View of extension status.

Virtual Office Pro extends the capabilities of Virtual Office with additional functions such as synchronization of corporate directory, an
integrated Virtual Meeting allowing for scheduled or ad hoc collaboration, presence management, as well as many other features required by our
growing number of mid-market and distributed enterprise customers. Virtual Office Pro offers the following features:









A visual overview and online control of Virtual Office business calling activity including point-and-click access to inbound and outbound
calls and call management features such as call transfer, do not disturb ("DND") and call forwarding;
Microsoft Outlook Contacts and Corporate Directory integration;
Virtual Meeting - allows subscribers to create, join and invite participants to web, audio and video meetings;
Virtual Office Mobile extension - to place and receive VoIP calls and access common Virtual Office services and functions from an
iPhone/iPod Touch/iPad/Android mobile handset;
Fax - enables users to send and receive unlimited faxes using either a separate phone number for fax or the same number as your 8x8
extension;
Call recording - enables any inbound or outbound call to be recorded and later reviewed, downloaded or deleted;
Presence management - tells other co-workers whether a user is logged in, logged off, on the phone, off the phone or currently
unavailable; and
My Inbox overview - gives a comprehensive view of all voicemails, recordings, FAX messages, calls, and chat history.

8x8 Virtual Contact Center
We introduced the 8x8 Virtual Contact Center service in July 2007. Virtual Contact Center is an integrated cloud-based call center solution that
works with any broadband Internet connection and provides enterprise class contact center functionality combined with Virtual Office calling
features. The Virtual Contact Center allows companies to quickly deploy and operate multi-channel contact centers without the time and expense
of purchasing, installing and maintaining costly, specialized equipment. Delivered entirely as a cloud service, the Virtual Contact Center requires
no specialized hardware or software, no telecom equipment and no up-front capital expenditures by the customer. Virtual Contact Center offers
features such as skills-based routing, multi-media management, real time monitoring and reporting, voice recording and logging, historical
reporting, Interactive Voice Response, integration with third party CRM and ERP solutions, and contact and case management tools.
8x8 Virtual Meeting
We launched the 8x8 Virtual Meeting service in September 2009 as an affordable, easy-to-use web event service that allows businesses to meet
with customers, share and edit documents collaboratively, conduct training classes or deliver presentations from any computer with any browser
from any location. Virtual Meeting allows unlimited meetings of unlimited duration for up to 50 participants per meeting. Additionally, Virtual
Meeting seamlessly integrates with Virtual Office so users can easily search the corporate directory or share their workspace with other meeting
participants. Virtual Meeting also enables meeting recording and management. Delivered as a cloud-based service, Virtual Meeting requires
nothing more than a web browser for customers to create web events. Additionally, we offer Virtual Room, a video collaboration service, which
is a low-cost alternative to traditional tele-presence solutions.
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8x8 Virtual Office Analytics
8x8 Virtual Office Analytics is a robust suite of web-based tools that provides enterprise-level analytics that can be used to make highly
informed business decisions. This suite of services delivers easy to use, customizable and rapid insights into the historical and real-time
information associated with all extensions and devices in an organization's Virtual Office phone system. Virtual Office Analytics improves
enterprise decision making by providing details about internal and external call activity, real-time call queue status, call quality, and individual
end-point device status around the globe. This deep level of detail and intelligence can be used to improve businesses productivity in areas such
as employee performance, sales campaigns and customer experience management.
Sales, Marketing and Promotional Activities
We currently sell and market our services to end users through our direct sales force, website, and channel partners. Our sales force primarily
handles inbound telephone calls and website leads which are generated from third party lead generation sources and direct web advertising such
as Google, or traditional advertising channels such as in-flight magazines and billboards. Sales representatives are paid a base salary or hourly
rate and monthly commission for selling our products and services. The commission is based on new sales made by the sales representative. Our
sales department employs more than 100 people.
Competition
Given the breadth of our communications and collaboration platform, we face competition from a variety of firms, none of whom currently
competes directly with our entire set of cloud UCC services, but who separately compete with us on one or more areas. We believe that the
principal competitive factors affecting our ability to attract and retain customers are the breadth of services delivered via the Internet, reliability,
call quality, price, and customer service. For more information regarding the risks associated with such competition, please refer to our "Risk
Factors" below.
Hosted or Cloud Based Telephony and Contact Center Providers
When companies make the move to cloud based providers of UCC, contact center, or phone service 8x8 competes with hosted or cloud providers
to win that business. There are a number of competitors in this emerging market but none is dominant. We believe that our breadth of service
including our contact center capabilities give companies of all sizes a significant incentive to choose us when competing with cloud based
providers that offer either UCC capabilities or contact center capabilities but not both.
Our primary competitors of our cloud telephony and contact center service also include traditional PBX providers including Cisco Systems, Inc.
and Avaya Holdings Corp. and other cloud telephony and contact center providers such as Comcast Corporation, inContact, Inc., Interactive
Intelligence and RingCentral, Inc. These competitors have services offerings primarily limited to telephony. We believe our products offer
unmatched breadth and deployment simplicity of our cloud UCC services.
Communications and Collaboration Software Vendors
We also face competition from communications and collaboration vendors such as Cisco, Google and Microsoft Corporation. These competitors
provide software solutions that compete with our Virtual Meeting service. They represent a point solution that overlaps with our offering. While
none of these competitors currently have cloud services offerings that span the entire breadth of our services offerings, they each have strong
software solutions for their respective communications and/or collaboration silos. Many of these competitors are substantially larger and better
capitalized than we are and have advantages with larger existing customer bases and larger marketing budgets. However, we believe that a
deployment of a collection of their software solutions that is equivalent to a similar deployment of our services is likely to be more expensive for
the customer.
Legacy on Premises Telephone equipment providers and Incumbent Telephony Companies
In telephony, we face competition from incumbent telephone companies, cable companies and alternative voice and video communication
providers, including cloud telephony providers. Because most of our target customers are already purchasing communications services from one
or more of these providers, our success is dependent upon our ability to attract these customers away from their existing providers.
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These competitors include AT&T, CenturyLink and Verizon Communications. These competitors are substantially larger and better capitalized
than we are and have the advantage of a large existing customer base, and larger marketing budgets than we have. Moreover, they also provide
some of the broadband services that are required to use our service, which is a significant competitive advantage. However, the services offered
by these competitors are typically more expensive to adopt, typically require on-premise implementations and require regular hardware and IT
infrastructure upgrades. Furthermore, these competitors typically provide limited functionality needed for our customers to integrate their
communication systems with their IT infrastructure, therefore requiring additional system integration investments and set up.
A deployment of a collection of services offered by these competitors equivalent to a similar deployment of our services is likely to be more
expensive and difficult to manage. In addition, in a distributed office setting, on premise solutions typically will be more expensive due to the
requirement to locate on premise equipment in each office location, and the incumbent telephone companies may not have service offerings
across the business's entire office footprint due to the geographic centric business model of traditional telecommunications companies that limits
their terrestrial service offering to geographies where they have physical network facilities. By way of example, the largest incumbent telephone
exchange carriers do not have nationwide coverage across the United States for their traditional fixed line telephony service.
Operations
Our Infrastructure Manager consists of data management, monitoring, control and billing systems that support all of our products and services.
We have invested substantial resources to develop and implement our real-time call management information system. Key elements of our
Infrastructure Manager include a prospective customer quotation portal, customer provisioning, customer access, fraud control, network security,
call routing, call monitoring, media processing and normalization, call reliability, detailed call record storage and billing and integration with
third-party applications. We maintain a call switching platform in software that manages call admission, call control, call rating and routes calls
to an appropriate destination or customer premises equipment.
Network Operations Center
We maintain a network operations center at our headquarters in San Jose, California and employ a staff of approximately 50 individuals with
experience in voice and data operations to provide 24-hour operations support, seven days per week. We use various tools to monitor and
manage all elements of our network and our partners' networks in real-time. We also monitor the network elements of some of our larger
business customers. Additionally, our network operations center provides technical support to troubleshoot equipment and network problems.
We also rely upon the network operations centers and resources of our telecommunications carrier partners such as Level 3 Communications,
Inc. and data center providers such as Equinix, Inc. to augment our monitoring and response efforts.
Customer and Technical Support
We maintain a call center at our headquarters in San Jose, California and have a staff of approximately 100 employees and contractors that
provide customer service and technical support to customers. In addition, we have outsourced some customer support activities to third parties.
Customers who access our services directly through our website receive customer service and technical support through multilingual telephone
communication, web-based and "chat" sessions, and e-mail support.
Interconnection Agreements
We are a party to telecommunications interconnect and service agreements with VoIP providers and PSTN telecommunications carriers, such as
Level3 Communications, Verizon Communications and Inteliquent. Pursuant to these agreements, VoIP calls originating on our network can be
terminated on other VoIP networks or the PSTN. Correspondingly, calls originating on other VoIP networks and the PSTN can be terminated on
our network.
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Research and Development
The UCC in the cloud market is characterized by rapid technological changes and advancements, typical of most SaaS markets. Accordingly, we
make substantial investments in the design and development of new products and services, as well as the development of enhancements and
features to our existing products and services, and make these enhancements available to our customers frequently. Our future development
programs also will focus on the integration and functionality of our products and services with other SaaS products, such as Salesforce.com,
Netsuite, Zendesk and others. Supporting a variety of standard and custom integration partners and services is essential to our success as a cloud
services provider.
We currently employ more than 140 individuals in research, development and engineering activities in our facilities in San Jose, California as
well as outsourced software development consultants. Research and development expenses in each of the fiscal years ended March 31, 2015,
2014 and 2013 were $15.1 million, $11.6 million and $8.1 million, respectively.
Regulatory Matters
VoIP and other communications and collaboration services, like ours, have been subject to less regulation at the state and federal levels than
traditional telecommunications services. Providers of traditional telecommunications services are subject to the highest degree of regulation,
while providers of VoIP and other information services are largely exempt from most federal and state regulations governing traditional common
carriers. The FCC has subjected VoIP service providers to a smaller subset of regulations that apply to traditional telecommunications service
providers and has not yet classified VoIP services as either telecommunications or information. The FCC is currently examining the status of
VoIP service providers and the services they provide in multiple open proceedings. In addition, many state regulatory agencies impose taxes and
other surcharges on VoIP services, and certain states take the position that offerings by VoIP providers are intrastate telecommunications
services and therefore subject to state regulation. These states argue that if the beginning and end points of communications are known, and if
some of these communications occur entirely within the boundaries of a state, the state can regulate that offering. We believe that the FCC has
preempted states from regulating VoIP offerings in the same manner as providers of traditional telecommunications services. However, this issue
has not been resolved definitively as a matter of law, and it remains possible that the FCC could determine that such services are not information
services, or that there could be a judicial or legislative determination that the states are not preempted from regulating VoIP services as
traditional telecommunications services. We cannot predict how or when these issues will be resolved or its potential future impact on our
business at this time.
The effect of any future laws, regulations and orders on our operations, including, but not limited to, our cloud-based communications and
collaboration services, cannot be determined. But as a general matter, increased regulation and the imposition of additional funding obligations
increases service costs that may or may not be recoverable from our customers, which could result in making our services less competitive with
traditional telecommunications services if we increase our prices or decreasing our profit margins if we attempt to absorb such costs.
In addition to regulations addressing Internet telephony and broadband services, other regulatory issues relating to the Internet, in general, could
affect our ability to provide our services. Congress has adopted legislation that regulates certain aspects of the Internet including online content,
user privacy, taxation, liability for third party activities and jurisdiction. In addition, a number of initiatives pending in Congress and state
legislatures would prohibit or restrict advertising or sale of certain products and services on the Internet, which may have the effect of raising the
cost of doing business on the Internet generally.
Federal, state, local and foreign governmental organizations are considering other legislative and regulatory proposals that would regulate and/or
tax applications running over the Internet. We cannot predict whether new taxes will be imposed on our services, and depending on the type of
taxes imposed, whether and how our services would be affected thereafter. Increased regulation of the Internet may decrease its growth and
hinder technological development, which may negatively impact the cost of doing business via the Internet or otherwise materially adversely
affect our business, financial condition and results of operations. Please refer to Part I, Item 1A. "Risk Factors" for a discussion of regulatory
risks, proceedings and issues that could adversely affect our business and operating results in the future.
Intellectual Property and Proprietary Rights
Our ability to compete depends, in part, on our ability to obtain and enforce intellectual property protection for our technology in the United
States and internationally. We currently rely primarily on a combination of trade secrets, patents, copyrights, trademarks and licenses to protect
our intellectually property. As of March 31, 2015, we have been awarded 104 United States patents, of which we expect to expire between 2015
and 2042. We have additional United States and foreign patent pending.
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We cannot predict whether our pending patent applications will result in issued patents.
To protect our trade secrets and other proprietary information, we require our employees to sign agreements providing for the maintenance of
confidentiality and also the assignment of rights to inventions made by them while in our employ. There can be no assurance that our means of
protecting our proprietary rights in the United States or abroad will be adequate or that competition will not independently develop technologies
that are similar or superior to our technology, duplicate our technology or design around any of our patents. In addition, the laws of foreign
countries in which our products are or may be sold do not protect our intellectual property rights to the same extent as do the laws of the United
States. Our failure to protect our proprietary information could cause our business and operating results to suffer.
We are also subject to the risks of adverse claims and litigation alleging infringement of the intellectual property rights of others. Such claims
and litigation could require us to expend substantial resources and distract key employees from their normal duties, which could have a material
adverse effect on our operating results, cash flows and financial condition. The communications and software industries are subject to frequent
litigation regarding patent and other intellectual property rights. Moreover, the VoIP service provider community has historically been a target of
patent holders. There is a risk that we will be a target of assertions of patent rights and that we may be required to expend significant resources to
investigate and defend against such assertions of patent rights. For information about specific claims, please refer to Part I, Item 1A, Risk Factors
- "Our infringement of a third party's proprietary technology could disrupt our business" and Part I, Item 3. "LEGAL PROCEEDINGS."
We rely upon certain technology, including hardware and software, licensed from third parties. These licenses are on standard commercial terms
made generally available by the companies providing the licenses. To date, the cost and terms of these licenses individually has not been
material to our business. There can be no assurance that the technology licensed by us will continue to provide competitive features and
functionality or that licenses for technology currently utilized by us or other technology which we may seek to license in the future will be
available to us on commercially reasonable terms or at all, however. The loss of, or inability to maintain, existing licenses could result in
shipment delays or reductions until equivalent technology or suitable alternative products could be developed, identified, licensed and integrated,
and could harm our business.
Geographic Areas
Most of our customers and substantially all of our revenues are in the U.S. Revenue from customers outside the United States was not material
for the fiscal years ended March 31, 2015, 2014 and 2013. We have only one reportable segment. Financial information relating to revenues
generated in different geographic areas are set forth in Note 12 to our consolidated financial statements contained in Part II, Item 8 of this
Report.
Employees
As of March 31, 2015, our workforce consisted of 565 employees. None of our employees are represented by a labor union or are subject to a
collective bargaining arrangement.
Executive Officers of the Registrant
Our executive officers as of the date of this report are listed below.
Vikram Verma, Chief Executive Officer. Vikram Verma , age 50, has served as Chief Executive Officer since September 2013 and as a
director since January 2012. From October 2008 through August 2013, Mr. Verma was President of Strategic Venture Development for
Lockheed Martin. From 2006 through 2008, Mr. Verma was President of the IS&GS Savi Group, a division of Lockheed Martin. Mr. Verma
received a B.S.E.E. degree from Florida Institute of Technology, an M.S.E. degree from the University of Michigan in electrical engineering,
and a graduate degree of Engineer in Electrical Engineering from Stanford University.
Bryan Martin, Chairman and Chief Technology Officer. Bryan Martin, age 47, has served as Chairman of the Board of Directors since
December 2003, has served as Chief Technology Officer since September 2013 and as a director since February 2002. From February 2002 to
September 2013, he served as Chief Executive Officer. From March 2007 to November 2008, and again from April 2011 to December 2011, he
served as President. From February 2001 to February 2002, he served as our President and Chief Operating Officer. He served as our Senior
Vice President, Engineering Operations from July 2000 to February 2001 and as Chief Technical Officer from August 1995 to August 2000. He
also served as a director of the Company from January 1998 through July 1999. In addition, Mr. Martin served in various technical roles for the
Company from April 1990 to August 1995. He received a B.S. and an M.S. in Electrical Engineering from Stanford University.
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Mary Ellen Genovese, Chief Financial Officer. Mary Ellen Genovese, age 55, has served as our Chief Financial Officer since November 2014.
Ms. Genovese had been serving as our Senior Vice President of Human Resources since July 2014 and prior to that, as a consultant to the
Company since April 2012. Prior to joining the Company, from 2008 to 2011, Ms. Genovese served as a consultant to a Fortune 50 security
company. From 2004 through 2006, Ms. Genovese was the Chief Financial Officer of Savi Technology, Inc. Prior to joining Savi Technology,
she was Chief Financial Officer of Trimble Navigation Limited from 2000 to 2004. Between 1992 and 2000, Ms. Genovese worked at Trimble
in a succession of other financial and accounting positions, including VP of Finance and Corporate Controller. Ms. Genovese holds a B.S.
Degree in Accounting from Fairfield University and received her CPA license from the State of Connecticut.
Darren Hakeman, Senior Vice President of Product and Strategy. Darren Hakeman, age 45, has served as our Senior Vice President of
Product and Strategy since September 2013, and was a consultant to the Company starting in May 2013. From 2009 to 2013, Mr. Hakeman
worked as a strategic advisor to leading Silicon Valley companies and emerging start-ups including Authentication Metrics, Inc. (now Agari),
Blackfire Research, and a major global security company. Prior to 2009, he served as Senior Vice President of Operations for a SaaS Business
Unit of Lockheed Martin that emerged following Lockheed's acquisition of Savi Technology, Inc. He received a B.S. and an M.S. in Electrical
Engineering from Stanford University.
Puneet Arora, Senior Vice President of Global Sales. Puneet Arora, age 39, has served as Senior Vice President of Global Sales since January
2015. From January 2013 to January 2015, Mr. Arora was Vice President and Head of North America Sales at LivePerson. From August 2010 to
August 2012, Mr. Arora led Cloud CRM Sales - North America - West for Oracle. From September 2007 to November 2009, Mr. Arora was
Vice President of Corporate Sales for Salesforce.com. He received a B.S. in Computer Engineering from Iowa State University.
ITEM 1A. RISK FACTORS
If any of the following risks actually occur, our business, results of operations and financial condition could suffer significantly.
Our success depends on the growth and customer acceptance of our services.
Our future success depends on our ability to significantly increase revenue generated from our cloud communications and collaboration services
to business customers, including SMBs and mid-market and larger distributed enterprises. To increase our revenue, we must add new customers
and encourage existing customers to continue their subscriptions on terms favorable to us, increase their usage of our services, and purchase
additional services from us. For customer demand and adoption of our cloud communications and collaboration services to grow, the quality,
cost and feature benefits of these services must be sufficient to cause customers to adopt them. For example, our cloud telephony and contact
center services must continue to evolve so that high-quality service and features can be consistently provided at competitive prices. As our target
markets mature, or as competitors introduce lower cost and/or differentiated products or services that are perceived to compete with ours, our
ability to sell new customers and obtain renewals from existing customers could be impaired. As a result, we may be unable to extend our
agreements with existing customers or attract new customers or new business from existing customers on terms that would be favorable or
comparable to prior periods, which could have an adverse effect on our revenue and growth.
Historically, our core service offerings have been our cloud telephony and contact center services, which contributed a substantial majority of
our revenues in fiscal years ended March 31, 2015, 2014 and 2013. Marketing and selling new and enhanced features and services, and
additional communications and collaboration offerings, may require increasingly sophisticated and costly sales efforts. Similarly, the rate at
which our customers purchase new or enhanced services depends on a number of factors, including general economic conditions and their
reactions to any price changes related to these additional features and services. If our efforts to upsell to our customers are not successful and
negative reaction occurs, our business may suffer.
To support the successful marketing and sale of our services to new and existing customers, we must continue to offer high-quality education
and customer support. Providing this education and support requires that our customer support personnel have specific technical knowledge and
expertise, making it more difficult and costly for us to hire qualified personnel and to scale up our support operations due to the extensive
training required. The importance of high-quality customer support will increase as we expand our business and pursue new mid-market and
distributed enterprise customers. If we do not help our customers quickly resolve post-deployment issues and provide effective ongoing support,
our ability to sell additional functionality and services to existing customers will suffer and our reputation with existing or potential customers
will be harmed.
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Furthermore, we operate in an industry that is subject to significant federal and state regulation in the United States and regulation by various
governments and governmental bodies in other countries in which we offer our communications and collaboration services. Regulations may
impede the growth of our business, impose significant additional costs, and require substantial changes to software and other technology. Also,
new regulations may be adopted that materially reduce demand for our services by businesses.
We face significant risks in our strategy to target mid-market and larger distributed enterprises for sales of our services and, if we do
not manage these efforts effectively, our business and results of operations could be materially and adversely affected.
We currently derive a minority of our revenues from sales of our cloud communications and collaboration services to mid-market and larger
distributed enterprises, but we believe penetrating these customers is key to our future growth. We have a limited history of selling our services
to larger businesses and have experienced and may continue to experience new challenges in providing our cloud communications and
collaboration services to large customers. As we have targeted more of our sales efforts to mid-market and larger distributed enterprises, our
sales cycle has become more time-consuming and expensive. As we expand farther into this market segment, we may encounter pricing pressure
and implementation and customization challenges, and revenue recognition may be delayed for some complex transactions, all of which could
harm our business and operating results. In this market segment, the customer's decision to use our service may be an enterprise-wide decision
and, if so, these types of sales may require us to provide greater levels of education regarding the use and benefits of our service, as well as
education regarding privacy and data protection laws and regulations to prospective customers with international operations. In addition, larger
customers may demand more features, integration services and customization. Furthermore, larger customers' networks can be complex, and
their lack of local IT expertise can adversely impact the quality of services that we deliver over their networks, and can result in delays in the
implementation of our services that can adversely affect the installation of our services, which may lead to the cancellation of orders or services.
This may create a perception that we are unable to deliver high quality of service to the end-users, negatively impacting our reputation and
creating an adverse perception of our abilities to implement and deliver services resulting in cancellation of orders or services. Moreover, larger
customers demand higher levels of customer service and in-person visits, which can impact our cost structure to implement and deliver services.
If a customer is not satisfied with the quality of work performed by us or a third party or with the type of services or solutions delivered, then we
might incur additional costs to address the situation, the profitability of that work might be impaired, and the customer's dissatisfaction with our
services could damage our ability to obtain additional work from that customer. In addition, negative publicity related to our customer
relationships, regardless of its accuracy, could injure our reputation and further damage our business by affecting our ability to compete for new
business with current and prospective customers.
Larger customers also might require services in different international locations where we may encounter technical, logistical, infrastructure and
regulatory limitations on our ability to implement or deliver our services, and be unable to provide the required services. These issues could limit
the expansion of our services for some of these customers or result in cancellation of all of our services to those customers that want just one
vendor internationally
As a result of these factors, these sales opportunities may require us to devote greater sales support and engineering services resources to
individual customers, driving up costs and time required to complete sales and diverting our own sales and engineering resources to a smaller
number of larger transactions, while potentially delaying revenue recognition on transactions for which we must meet technical or
implementation requirements. Such delays in revenue recognition could adversely impact our periodic revenues and cause our operating results
to become more volatile, and materially adversely affect our operating results. Furthermore, we may invest significant time and resources with
no assurance that a sale will ever be made. We also face challenges building and training an integrated sales force capable of fully addressing the
services and features contained in all of the components in our communications and collaboration suite, as well as a staff of expert engineering
and customer support personnel capable of addressing the full range of installation and deployment issues of larger customers that can arise with
a comprehensive suite of services like ours. Also, we have only limited experience in developing and managing sales channels and distribution
arrangements for larger businesses. If we fail to effectively execute our strategy to target mid-market and larger distributed enterprises, our
results of operations and our overall ability to grow our customer base could be materially and adversely affected.
Intense competition in the markets in which we compete could prevent us from increasing or sustaining our revenue and increasing or
maintaining profitability.
The business of cloud communications and collaboration services is competitive, and we expect it to become increasingly competitive in the
future. We may also face competition from large Internet companies, any of which might launch its own cloud-based business communications
services or acquire other cloud-based business communications companies in the future.
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In connection with our cloud telephony services, we face competition from incumbent telephone companies, cable companies and alternative
voice and video communication providers, including other providers of cloud telephony services. Because most of our target customers are
already purchasing communications services from one or more of these providers, our success is dependent upon our ability to attract these
customers away from their existing providers. The incumbent telephone companies are our primary competitors in cloud communications and
collaboration. These competitors include AT&T, CenturyLink and Verizon Communications as well as rural incumbents, such as Windstream. In
addition, in connection with all of our collaboration and communications services, we face competition from traditional private branch exchange,
or PBX, providers, including Cisco Systems and Avaya and other providers of cloud telephony and contact center services, such as Comcast,
inContact, Microsoft and RingCentral.
Many of our current and potential competitors have longer operating histories, significantly greater resources and brand awareness, and a larger
base of customers than we have. As a result, these competitors may have greater credibility with our existing and potential customers. They also
may be able to adopt more aggressive pricing policies and devote greater resources to the development, promotion and sale of their products than
we can to ours. Our competitors may also offer bundled service arrangements that offer a more complete or better integrated product to
customers. Competition could decrease our prices, reduce our sales, lower our gross profits or decrease our market share. In addition, our
customers are not subject to long-term contractual commitments to purchase our services and can terminate our service and switch to
competitors' offerings on short notice.
Given the significant price competition in the markets for our services, we are at a significant disadvantage compared with many of our
competitors, especially those with substantially greater resources who may be better able to withstand an extended period of downward pricing
pressure. The adverse impact of a shortfall in our revenues may be magnified by our inability to adjust our expenses to compensate for such
shortfall. Announcements, or expectations, as to the introduction of new products and technologies by our competitors or us could cause
customers to defer purchases of our existing products, which also could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition or
operating results.
Because we recognize revenue from customer subscriptions over the term of the relevant contract, the effects of customer additions,
cancellations and changes in subscribed services are not immediately reflected in full in our operating results.
As a subscription-based business, we recognize revenue over the term of each of our contracts, which generally range from one to five years. As
a result, much of the revenue we report each quarter results from contracts entered into during previous quarters. Consequently, a shortfall in
demand for our cloud communications and collaboration services or a decline in new or renewed contracts in any one quarter may not
significantly reduce our revenue for that quarter but could negatively affect our revenue in future quarters. Accordingly, the effect of significant
downturns in new sales or cancellations of our services and subscriptions from new customers or for additional services from existing customers
will impact our ongoing monthly recurring revenue but will not be reflected fully in our operating results until future periods. Our revenue
recognition model also makes it difficult for us to rapidly increase our revenue through additional sales in any period, as revenue from new
customers must be recognized over the applicable term of the contracts.
We have a history of losses and are uncertain of our future profitability.
We recorded operating income of $3.9 million for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2015 and ended the period with an accumulated deficit of
$104.7 million. Although we have achieved operating income in each of our five most recent fiscal years, we suffered substantial operating
losses prior to that and may incur operating losses in the future, which may be substantial. As we expand our geographic reach and service
offerings, and further invest in research and development and sales and marketing, we will need to increase revenues in order to generate
sustainable operating profit. Given our history of fluctuating revenues and operating losses, we cannot be certain that we will be able to maintain
operating profitability on an annual basis or on a quarterly basis in the future.
A higher rate of customer cancellations would negatively affect our business by reducing our revenue or requiring us to spend more
money to grow our customer base.
Our customers generally do not have long-term contracts with us and may discontinue their subscriptions for our services after the expiration of
their subscription period, which range from one to five years. In addition, our customers may renew for lower subscription amounts or for
shorter contract lengths. We may not accurately predict cancellation rates for our customers. Our cancellation rates may increase or fluctuate as a
result of a number of factors, including customer usage, pricing changes, number of applications used by our customers, customer satisfaction
with our service, the acquisition of our customers by other companies and deteriorating general economic conditions. If our customers do not
renew their subscriptions for our service or decrease the amount they spend with us, our revenue will decline and our business will suffer.
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Our average monthly business service revenue churn was 0.7% for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2015 compared with 1.3% for the fiscal year
ended March 31, 2014. Our method of computing this revenue churn rate may be different from methods used by our competitors and other
companies in our industry to compute their publicly disclosed churn rates. As a result only limited reliance can be placed on our churn rate when
attempting to compare it to that of other companies. Also, our churn rate can vary based on events that may not be indicative of actual trends in
our business. Our churn rate could increase in the future if customers are not satisfied with our service. Other factors, including increased
competition from other providers of communications and collaborations services, alternative technologies, and adverse business conditions also
influence our churn rate.
Because of churn, we must acquire new customers on an ongoing basis to maintain our existing level of customers and revenues. As a result,
marketing expenditures are an ongoing requirement of our business. If our churn rate increases, we will have to acquire even more new
customers in order to maintain our existing revenues. We incur significant costs to acquire new customers, and those costs are an important
factor in determining our net profitability. Therefore, if we are unsuccessful in retaining customers or are required to spend significant amounts
to acquire new customers beyond those budgeted, our revenue could decrease and our net income could decrease.
Although the majority of our billing arrangements with customers are prepaid, we regularly monitor the percentage of customers who cease to
pay for our services due to closing or downsizing their business. Even though our customer churn rates improved in fiscal 2015, we believe that
between 25% and 50% of our total customer churn is related to customers' financial condition and we cannot be certain that we will continue to
experience the same improvement in churn rates given current economic conditions. Due to the length of our sales cycle, especially in adding
new mid-market and larger distributed enterprises as customers, we may experience delays in acquiring new customers to replace those that have
terminated our services. Such delays would be exacerbated if general economic conditions worsen. An increase in churn, particularly in
challenging economic times, could have a negative impact on the results of our operations.
The impact of the current economic climate and adverse credit markets may disproportionately impact demand for our products and
services due to our target customer profile.
The majority of our existing and target customers are in the SMB and mid-market business sectors. These businesses may be more likely to be
significantly affected by economic downturns than larger, more established businesses. They also may be more likely to require working capital
financing from local and regional banks whose lending activities have been reduced substantially since 2008, as a result of which many of our
existing and target customers may lack the funds necessary to add new equipment and services such as ours. Additionally, these customers often
have limited discretionary funds which they may choose to spend on items other than our products and services. If small and medium businesses
continue to experience economic hardship, this could negatively affect the overall demand for our products and services, delay and lengthen
sales cycles and lead to slower growth or even a decline in our revenue, net income and cash flows.
The market for cloud communications and collaboration services is subject to rapid technological change, and we depend on new
product and service introductions in order to maintain and grow our business.
We operate in an emerging market that is characterized by rapid changes in customer requirements, frequent introductions of new and enhanced
products, and continuing and rapid technological advancement. To compete successfully in this emerging market, we must continue to design,
develop, manufacture, and sell new and enhanced cloud communications and collaboration products and services that provide higher levels of
performance and reliability at lower cost. If we are unable to develop new services that address our customers' needs, to deliver our applications
in one seamless integrated product offering that addresses our customers' needs, or to enhance and improve our services in a timely manner, we
may not be able to achieve or maintain adequate market acceptance of our services. Our ability to grow is also subject to the risk of future
disruptive technologies. Access and use of our services is provided via the cloud, which, itself, has been disruptive to the previous premise-based
model. If new technologies emerge that are able to deliver communications and collaboration services at lower prices, more efficiently, more
conveniently or more securely, such technologies could adversely impact our ability to compete.
Maintaining adequate research and development personnel and resources is essential to new product development and continued innovation, and
we intend to increase our investment in research and development activities to add new features and services to our offerings. If we are unable to
develop new features and services internally due to certain constraints, such as high employee turnover, lack of management ability or a lack of
other research and development resources, we may miss market opportunities. Further, many of our competitors expend a considerably greater
amount of funds on their research and development programs, and those that do not may be acquired by larger companies that would allocate
greater resources to our competitors' research and development programs. In addition, there is no guarantee that our research and development
efforts will succeed, or that our new products and services will enable us to maintain or grow our revenue or recover our development
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costs. Our failure to maintain adequate research and development resources, to compete effectively with the research and development programs
of our competitors and to successfully monetize our research and development efforts could materially and adversely affect our business and
results of operations.
We may not be able to scale our business quickly enough to meet our customers' growing needs and if we are not able to grow
efficiently, our operating results could be harmed.
As usage of our communications and collaboration services by mid-market and larger distributed enterprises expands and as customers continue
to integrate our services across their enterprises, we will need to devote additional resources to improving our application architecture,
integrating our products and applications across our technology platform, integrating with third-party systems, and maintaining infrastructure
performance. As our customers gain more experience with our services, the number of users and transactions managed by our services, the
amount of data transferred, processed and stored by us, the number of locations where our service is being accessed, and the volume of
communications managed by our services have in some cases, and may in the future, expand rapidly. In addition, we will need to appropriately
scale our internal business systems and our services organization, including customer support and services, to serve our growing customer base.
Any failure of or delay in these efforts could cause impaired system performance and reduced customer satisfaction. These issues could reduce
the attractiveness of our cloud communications and collaboration services to customers, resulting in decreased sales to new customers, lower
renewal rates by existing customers, the issuance of service credits, or requested refunds, which could hurt our revenue growth and our
reputation. Even if we are able to upgrade our systems and expand our staff, any such expansion will be expensive and complex, requiring
management time and attention and increasing our operating expenses. We could also face inefficiencies or operational failures as a result of our
efforts to scale our infrastructure. Moreover, there are inherent risks associated with upgrading, improving and expanding our information
technology systems. We cannot be sure that the expansion and improvements to our infrastructure and systems will be fully or effectively
implemented on a timely basis, if at all. These efforts may reduce revenue and our margins and adversely impact our financial results.
To provide our services, we rely on third parties for all of our network connectivity and co-location facilities.
We currently use the infrastructure of third-party network service providers, including the services of Equinix, Inc., and Level 3
Communications, Inc., to provide all of our cloud services over their networks rather than deploying our own networks.
We also rely on third-party network service providers to originate and terminate substantially all of the PTSN calls using our cloud-based
services. We leverage the infrastructure of third party network service providers to provide telephone numbers, PSTN call termination and
origination services, and local number portability for our customers rather than deploying our own network throughout the United States. This
decision has resulted in lower capital and operating costs for our business in the short-term, but has reduced our operating flexibility and ability
to make timely service changes. If any of these network service providers cease operations or otherwise terminate the services that we depend
on, the delay in switching our technology to another network service provider, if available, and qualifying this new service provider could have a
material adverse effect on our business, financial condition or operating results. The rates we pay to our network service providers may also
increase, which may reduce our profitability and increase the retail price of our service.
While we believe that relations with our current service providers are good, and we have contracts in place, there can be no assurance that these
service providers will be able or willing to supply cost-effective services to us in the future or that we will be successful in signing up alternative
or additional providers. Although we believe that we could replace our current providers, if necessary, our ability to provide service to our
subscribers could be impacted during this any such transition, which could have an adverse effect on our business, financial condition or results
of operations. The loss of access to, or requirement to change, the telephone numbers we provide to our customers also could have a material
adverse effect on our business, financial condition or operating results.
Due to our reliance on these service providers, when problems occur in a network, it may be difficult to identify the source of the problem. The
occurrence of hardware and software errors, whether caused by our service or products or those of another vendor, may result in the delay or loss
of market acceptance of our products and any necessary revisions may force us to incur significant expenses. The occurrence of some of these
types of problems may seriously harm our business, financial condition or operating results.
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Our physical infrastructure is concentrated in a few facilities and any failure in our physical infrastructure or services could lead to
significant costs and disruptions and could reduce our revenue, harm our business reputation and have a material adverse effect on our
financial results.
Our leased network and data centers are subject to various points of failure. Problems with cooling equipment, generators, uninterruptible power
supply, routers, switches, or other equipment, whether or not within our control, could result in service interruptions for our customers as well as
equipment damage. Because our services do not require geographic proximity of our data centers to our customers, our infrastructure is
consolidated into a few large data center facilities. Any failure or downtime in one of our data center facilities could affect a significant
percentage of our customers. The total destruction or severe impairment of any of our data center facilities could result in significant downtime
of our services and the loss of customer data. Because our ability to attract and retain customers depends on our ability to provide customers with
highly reliable service, even minor interruptions in our service could harm our reputation. Additionally, in connection with the expansion or
consolidation of our existing data center facilities from time to time, there is an increased risk that service interruptions may occur as a result of
server relocation or other unforeseen construction-related issues.
We have experienced interruptions in service in the past. While we have not experienced a material increase in customer attrition following these
events, the harm to our reputation is difficult to assess. We have taken and continue to take steps to improve our infrastructure to prevent service
interruptions, including upgrading our electrical and mechanical infrastructure. However, service interruptions continue to be a significant risk
for us and could materially impact our business.
Any future service interruptions could:


cause our customers to seek damages for losses incurred;



require us to replace existing equipment or add redundant facilities;



affect our reputation as a reliable provider of hosting services;



cause existing customers to cancel or elect to not renew their contracts; or



make it more difficult for us to attract new customers.

Any of these events could materially increase our expenses or reduce our revenue, which would have a material adverse effect on our operating
results.
We may also be required to transfer our servers to new data center facilities in the event that we are unable to renew our leases on acceptable
terms, or at all, or the owners of the facilities decide to close their facilities, and we may incur significant costs and possible service interruption
in connection with doing so. In addition, any financial difficulties, such as bankruptcy or foreclosure, faced by our third-party data center
operators, or any of the service providers with which we or they contract, may have negative effects on our business, the nature and extent of
which are difficult to predict. Additionally, if our data centers are unable to keep up with our increasing needs for capacity, our ability to grow
our business could be materially and adversely impacted.
Failure of our information technology systems to function properly could result in significant business disruption.
We rely on IT systems to manage numerous functions of our internal operations. Our third party ERP software is not operating on the vendor's
most updated version of the software. Furthermore, we have internally developed IT systems that are not integrated with our ERP system.
These IT systems require specialized knowledge for which we have to train new personnel, and if we were to experience an unusual increase in
attrition of our IT personnel, we may not be adequately equipped to respond to an IT system failure. Although we have never experienced
significant disruption of our IT systems based on the current infrastructure, any failure of our IT systems could result in a significant business
disruption.
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We may incur significant costs to meet the guarantees under our service level agreements, and our failure to meet these guarantees
could result in a loss of customers and expected revenue.
Our standard service level agreement guarantees levels of service availability and voice quality for calls transmitted over the public Internet that
are among the most stringent standards in our industry. Our SLAs typically provide guarantees of more than 99.99% uptime and a mean opinion
score of at least 3.0 for at least 98% of all calls carried over the network. Our SLAs further require rapid response times in order to resolve
issues. We may incur significant network support and maintenance costs in order to meet these guarantees.
We have in the past and may in the future experience network failures, software bugs or other problems that interrupt service or impair call
quality. If these problems are severe enough in duration or frequency, we may breach our service level guarantees under our SLAs, as a result of
which our customers could be entitled to credits against future amounts due under contract, early termination rights or other remedies against us.
If a sufficient number of customers exercise these remedies, the resulting reduction in revenue could have a material adverse effect on our results
of operations.
We depend on third-party vendors for IP phones and software endpoints, and any delay or interruption in supply by these vendors
would result in delayed or reduced shipments to our customers and may harm our business.
We rely on third-party vendors for IP phones and software endpoints required to utilize our service. We currently do not have long-term supply
contracts with any of these vendors. As a result, most of these third-party vendors are not obligated to provide products or services to us for any
specific period, in any specific quantities or at any specific price, except as may be provided in a particular purchase order. The inability of these
third-party vendors to deliver IP phones of acceptable quality and in a timely manner, particularly the sole source vendors, could adversely affect
our operating results or cause them to fluctuate more than anticipated. Additionally, some of our products may require specialized or highperformance component parts that may not be available in quantities or in time frames that meet our requirements.
If we do not or cannot maintain the compatibility of our communications and collaboration software with third-party applications and
mobile platforms that our customers use in their businesses, our revenue will decline.
The functionality and popularity of our communications and collaboration services depends, in part, on our ability to integrate our services with
third-party applications and platforms, including enterprise resource planning, customer relations management, human capital management and
other proprietary application suites. Third-party providers of applications and application programmable interfaces, or APIs, may change the
features of their applications and platforms, restrict our access to their applications and platforms or alter the terms governing use of their
applications and APIs and access to those applications and platforms in an adverse manner. Such changes could functionally limit or terminate
our ability to use these third-party applications and platforms in conjunction with our services, which could negatively impact our offerings and
harm our business. If we fail to integrate our software with new third-party back-end enterprise applications and platforms used by our
customers, we may not be able to offer the functionality that our customers need, which would negatively impact our ability to generate revenue
and adversely impact our business.
Our services also allow our customers to use and manage our cloud communications and collaboration services on smartphones, tablets and other
mobile devices. As new smart devices and operating systems are released, we may encounter difficulties supporting these devices and services,
and we may need to devote significant resources to the creation, support, and maintenance of our mobile applications. In addition, if we
experience difficulties in the future integrating our mobile applications into smartphones, tablets or other mobile devices or if problems arise
with our relationships with providers of mobile operating systems, such as those of Apple Inc. or Google Inc., our future growth and our results
of operations could suffer.
If our software fails due to defects or similar problems, and if we fail to correct any defect or other software problems, we could lose
customers, become subject to service performance or warranty claims or incur significant costs.
Our customers use our service to manage important aspects of their businesses, and any errors, defects, disruptions to our service or other
performance problems with our service could hurt our reputation and may damage our customers' businesses. Our services and the systems
infrastructure underlying our communications and collaboration platform incorporate software that is highly technical and complex. Our
software has contained, and may now or in the future contain, undetected errors, bugs, or vulnerabilities. Some errors in our software code may
only be discovered after the code has been released. Any errors, bugs, or vulnerabilities discovered in our code after release could result in
damage to our reputation, loss of users, loss of revenue, or liability for damages, any of which could adversely affect our business and financial
results. We implement bug
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fixes and upgrades as part of our regularly scheduled system maintenance, which may lead to system downtime. Even if we are able to
implement the bug fixes and upgrades in a timely manner, any history of defects, or the loss, damage or inadvertent release of confidential
customer data, could cause our reputation to be harmed, and customers may elect not to purchase or renew their agreements with us and subject
us to service performance credits, warranty claims or increased insurance costs. The costs associated with any material defects or errors in our
software or other performance problems may be substantial and could materially adversely affect our operating results.
Our inability to use software licensed from third parties, or our use of open source software under license terms that interfere with our
proprietary rights, could disrupt our business.
Our technology platform incorporates software licensed from third parties, including some software, known as open source software, which we
use without charge. Although we monitor our use of open source software, the terms of many open source licenses to which we are subject have
not been interpreted by U.S. or foreign courts, and there is a risk that such licenses could be construed in a manner that imposes unanticipated
conditions or restrictions on our ability to provide our platform to our customers, content creators and brand advertisers. In the future, we could
be required to seek licenses from third parties in order to continue offering our platform, which licenses may not be available on terms that are
acceptable to us, or at all. Alternatively, we may need to re-engineer our platform or discontinue use of portions of the functionality provided by
our platform. In addition, the terms of open source software licenses may require us to provide software that we develop using such software to
others on unfavorable license terms. Our inability to use third party software could result in disruptions to our business, or delays in the
development of future offerings or enhancements of existing offerings, which could impair our business.
Our business depends on continued, unimpeded access to the Internet by us and our users, but Internet access providers and Internet
backbone providers may be able to block, degrade or charge for access to or bandwidth use of certain of our products and services,
which could lead to additional expenses and the loss of users.
Our products and services depend on the ability of our users to access the Internet, and certain of our products require significant bandwidth to
work effectively. In addition, users who access our services and applications through mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets, must have
a high-speed connection, such as Wi-Fi, 3G, 4G or LTE, to use our services and applications. Currently, this access is provided by companies
that have significant and increasing market power in the broadband and Internet access marketplace, including incumbent telephone companies,
cable companies and mobile communications companies. Some of these providers offer products and services that directly compete with our
own offerings, which give them a significant competitive advantage. Some of these providers have stated that they may take measures that could
degrade, disrupt or increase the cost of user access to certain of our products by restricting or prohibiting the use of their infrastructure to support
or facilitate our offerings, or by charging increased fees to us or our users to provide our offerings, while others, including some of the largest
providers of broadband Internet access services, have committed to not engaging in such behavior. These providers have the ability generally to
increase their rates, which may effectively increase the cost to our customers of using our cloud communications and collaboration services.
On March 12, 2015, the Federal Communications Commission, or FCC, released an order that would prevent broadband Internet access
providers from degrading or otherwise disrupting a broad range of services provisioned over consumers' and enterprises' broadband Internet
access lines. A number of providers and trade organizations have appealed the FCC's order. We cannot predict the outcome of this rulemaking or
predict whether the FCC's rules will be upheld on appeal. Although we believe interference with access to our products and services is unlikely,
broadband Internet access provider interference has occurred in limited circumstances in the United States and could result in a loss of existing
users and increased costs, and could impair our ability to attract new users, thereby negatively impacting our revenue and growth.
Vulnerabilities to security breaches, cyber intrusions and other malicious acts could adversely impact our business.
Our operations depend on our ability to protect our network from interruption by damage from unauthorized entry, computer viruses or other
events beyond our control. In the past, we may have been subject to denial or disruption of service, or DDOS, attacks by hackers intent on
bringing down our services, and we may be subject to DDOS attacks in the future. We cannot assure you that our backup systems, regular data
backups, security protocols, DDOS mitigation and other procedures that are currently in place, or that may be in place in the future, will be
adequate to prevent significant damage, system failure or data loss.
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Critical to our provision of service is the storage, processing, and transmission of confidential and sensitive data. We store, process and transmit
a wide variety of confidential and sensitive information including credit card, bank account and other financial information, proprietary, trade
secret or other data that may be protected by intellectual property laws, customers' and employees' personally identifiable information, as well as
other sensitive information. We, along with others in the industry, will be subject to cyber threats and security breaches, either by third parties or
employees, given the nature of the information we store, process and transmit. Our continued ability to securely store, process and transmit data
is essential to our business.
We are aware of the risks associated with cyber threats and we have implemented a number of measures to protect ourselves from cyber attacks.
Specifically, we have redundant servers such that if we suffer equipment or software failures in one location or on one set of servers, we have the
ability to provide continuity of service. We actively monitor our network for cyber threats and implement protective measures periodically. We
conduct vulnerability assessments and penetration testing and engage in remedial action based on such assessments. Depending on the evolving
nature of cyber threats and the measures we may have to implement to continue to maintain the security of our networks and data, our
profitability may be adversely be impacted or we may have to increase the price of our services that may make our offerings less competitive
with other communications providers.
But, like all other companies in the marketplace, there is no guarantee that we will not be adversely impacted by cyber attacks. If our employees
or third parties obtain unauthorized access to our network, or if our network is penetrated, our service could be disrupted and sensitive
information could be lost, stolen or disclosed which could have a variety of negative impacts, including legal liability, investigations by federal
and state law enforcement agencies, and exposure to fines or penalties, any of which could harm our business reputation and have a material
negative impact on our business. In addition, to the extent we market our services as compliant with particular laws governing data privacy and
security, such as Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, a security breach that exposes protected information may make us
susceptible to claims of false advertising and unfair trade practices for misrepresenting our level of compliance, in addition to any liability we
may have for the breach itself.
Many governments have enacted laws requiring companies to notify individuals of data security incidents involving certain types of personal
data. In addition, some of our customers contractually require notification of any data security compromise. Security compromises experienced
by our competitors, by our customers or by us may lead to public disclosures, which may lead to widespread negative publicity. Any security
compromise in our industry, whether actual or perceived, could harm our reputation, erode customer confidence in the effectiveness of our
security measures, negatively impact our ability to attract new customers, cause existing customers to elect not to renew their subscriptions or
subject us to third-party lawsuits, regulatory fines or other action or liability, which could materially and adversely affect our business and
operating results.
Our customers are increasingly asking us to assume liability for security breaches in excess of the amount of revenue we receive from them. In
addition, there can be no assurance that any limitations of liability provisions in our contracts for a security breach would be enforceable or
adequate or would otherwise protect us from any such liabilities or damages with respect to any particular claim. We also cannot be sure that our
existing general liability insurance coverage and coverage for errors or omissions will continue to be available on acceptable terms or will be
available in sufficient amounts to cover one or more large claims, or that the insurer will not deny coverage as to any future claim. The
successful assertion of one or more large claims against us that exceed available insurance coverage, or the occurrence of changes in our
insurance policies, including premium increases or the imposition of large deductible or co-insurance requirements, could have a material
adverse effect on our business, financial condition and operating results.
Failure to comply with laws and contractual obligations related to data privacy and protection could have a material adverse effect on
our business, financial condition and operating results.
We are subject to the data privacy and protection laws and regulations adopted by federal, state and foreign governmental agencies. Data privacy
and protection is highly regulated, and may become the subject of additional regulation in the future. Privacy laws restrict our storage, use,
processing, disclosure, transfer and protection of non-public personal information, including credit card data, provided to us by our customers.
We strive to comply with all applicable laws, regulations, policies and legal obligations relating to privacy and data protection. However, it is
possible that these requirements may be interpreted and applied in a manner that is inconsistent from one jurisdiction to another and may conflict
with other rules or our practices. We are also subject to the privacy and data protection-related obligations in our contracts with our customers
and other third parties. Any failure, or perceived failure, by us to comply with federal, state, or international laws, including laws and regulations
regulating privacy, data or consumer protection, or to comply with our contractual obligations related to privacy, could result in proceedings or
actions against us by governmental entities, contractual parties or others, which could result in significant liability to us as well as harm to our
reputation.
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We could be liable for breaches of security on our website, fraudulent activities of our users, or the failure of third party vendors to
deliver credit card transaction processing services.
A fundamental requirement for operating an Internet-based, worldwide communication and collaboration service and electronically billing our
customers is the secure transmission of confidential information and media over public networks. Although we have developed systems and
processes that are designed to protect consumer information and prevent fraudulent credit card transactions and other security breaches, failure to
mitigate such fraud or breaches may adversely affect our operating results. The law relating to the liability of providers of online payment
services is currently unsettled and states may enact their own rules with which we may not comply. We rely on third party providers to process
and guarantee payments made by our subscribers up to certain limits, and we may be unable to prevent our customers from fraudulently
receiving goods and services. Our liability risk will increase if a larger fraction of transactions effected using our cloud-based services involve
fraudulent or disputed credit card transactions. Any costs we incur as a result of fraudulent or disputed transactions could harm our business. In
addition, the functionality of our current billing system relies on certain third party vendors delivering services. If these vendors are unable or
unwilling to provide services, we will not be able to charge for our services in a timely or scalable fashion, which could significantly decrease
our revenue and have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and operating results.
We must maintain Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard, or PCI DSS, compliance to bill our customers via credit card. If we fail to
meet minimum-security standards for PCI DSS compliance, credit card providers such as American Express Company or Visa Inc. could refuse
to process credit card transactions on our behalf and our ability to collect payments from our customers would be adversely impacted.
We may also experience losses due to subscriber fraud and theft of service. Subscribers have, in the past, obtained access to our service without
paying for monthly service and international toll calls by unlawfully using our authorization codes or by submitting fraudulent credit card
information. To date, such losses from unauthorized credit card transactions and theft of service have not been significant. We have implemented
anti-fraud procedures in order to control losses relating to these practices, but these procedures may not be adequate to effectively limit all of our
exposure in the future from fraud. If our procedures are not effective, consumer fraud and theft of service could significantly decrease our
revenue and have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and operating results. In addition, software and security flaws in
our software can result in unauthorized access to our core network resulting in damages such as fraudulent toll usage on our network.
Additionally, third parties have attempted in the past, and may attempt in the future, to fraudulently induce domestic and international
employees, consultants or customers into disclosing sensitive information, such as user names, passwords or customer proprietary network
information, or CPNI, or other information in order to gain access to our customers' data or to our data. CPNI includes information such as the
phone numbers called by a consumer, the frequency, duration, and timing of such calls, and any services/features purchased by the consumer,
such as call waiting, call forwarding, and caller ID, in addition to other information that may appear on a consumer's bill.
Natural disasters, war, terrorist attacks or malicious conduct could adversely impact our operations that could degrade or impede our
ability to offer services.
As a provider of "cloud-based" services, our services rely on uninterrupted connection to the Internet through data centers and networks. Any
interruption or disruption to our network, or the third parties on which we rely, could adversely impact our ability to provide service. Our
network could be disrupted by circumstances outside of our control including natural disasters, acts of war, terrorist attacks or other malicious
acts including, but not limited to, cyber-attacks. Our headquarters, global networks operations center and one of our third-party data center
facilities are located in the San Francisco Bay Area, a region known for seismic activity. Should any of these events occur and interfere with our
ability to operate our network even for a limited period of time, we could incur significant expenses, lose substantial amounts of revenue, suffer
damage to our reputation, and lose customers. Such an event may also impede our customers' connections to our network, since these
connections also occur over the Internet, and would be perceived by our customers as an interruption of our services, even though such
interruption would be beyond our control. Any of these events could have a material adverse impact on our business.
We may also be subject to negative search engine optimization attacks intended to impair our visibility on search engines such as Google,
Yahoo! and Bing. Such attacks generally involve generating a high volume of poor-quality inbound links to a company's website in order to
cause the company's website ranking to decline due to the operation of a spam-detecting penalty function in the search engine's algorithm. We
depend on search engine visibility for a significant portion of our revenue, so any degradation in our search engine rankings could have a
material adverse impact on our revenue and profits.
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We license technology from third parties that we do not control and cannot be assured of retaining.
We rely upon certain technology, including hardware and software, licensed from third parties. There can be no assurance that the technology
licensed by us will continue to provide competitive features and functionality or that licenses for technology currently utilized by us or other
technology which we may seek to license in the future, will be available to us on commercially reasonable terms or at all. The loss of, or inability
to maintain, existing licenses could result in delays or reductions in the installation and deployment of our cloud communications and
collaboration services until equivalent technology or suitable alternative products could be developed, identified, licensed and integrated, and
could harm our business. Software defects in the core IP and networking hardware we license from vendors, over which we have little or no
control, can adversely affect our ability to deliver services to our customers and could harm our business. These licenses are on standard
commercial terms made generally available by the companies providing the licenses. The cost and terms of these licenses individually are not
material to our business.
Our infringement of a third party's proprietary technology could disrupt our business.
There has been substantial litigation in the communications, cloud telephony services, semiconductor, electronics, and related industries
regarding intellectual property rights and, from time to time, third parties may claim that we, our customers, our licensees or parties' indemnified
by us are infringing, misappropriating or otherwise violating their intellectual property rights. Third parties may also claim that our employees
have misappropriated or divulged their former employers' trade secrets or confidential information. Our broad range of current and former
technology, including IP telephony systems, digital and analog circuits, software, and semiconductors, increases the likelihood that third parties
may claim infringement by us of their intellectual property rights. For example, on May 2, 2008, we received a letter from AT&T Intellectual
Property, L.L.C., or AT&T IP, expressing the belief that we must license a specified patent for use in our 8x8 broadband telephone service, as
well as suggesting that we obtain a license to its portfolio of MPEG-4 patents for use with our video telephone products and services. At the
same time, we began an evaluation of whether AT&T IP's affiliated entities may need to license any of our patents or other intellectual property.
We have continued to engage in discussions with AT&T IP to explore a mutually agreeable resolution of the parties' respective assertions
regarding these intellectual property issues. We are unable at this time to state whether we will enter into any license or cross-license agreements
with AT&T IP or whether we ultimately anticipate any material effects on our operating results or financial condition as a consequence of these
matters.
Certain technology necessary for us to provide our services may, in fact, be patented by other parties either now or in the future. If such
technology were held under patent by another person, we would have to negotiate a license for the use of that technology, which we may not be
able to negotiate at a price that is acceptable or at all. The existence of such a patent, or our inability to negotiate a license for any such
technology on acceptable terms, could force us to cease using such technology and offering products and services incorporating such technology.
We have recently been named as defendants in four patent infringement lawsuits. On February 22, 2011, we were named a defendant in a
lawsuit, Bear Creek Technologies, Inc. v. 8x8, Inc. et al., along with 20 other defendants. On March 31, 2014, we were named a defendant in a
lawsuit, CallWave Communications LLC v. 8x8, Inc. On December 31, 2014, we were named as a defendant in a lawsuit, Adaptive Data, LLC
v. 8x8, Inc. Adaptive Data, LLC also sued another 36 other defendants on December 31, 2014 and another 16 defendants on January 5, 2015
regarding the same patents asserted in our case. On April 15, 2015, we were named as a defendant in a lawsuit, UrgenSync, LLC v. 8x8, Inc.
Each of these actions is described in more detail under Part I, Item 3, "Legal Proceedings". If we are found to be infringing on the intellectual
property rights of any third party in these lawsuits or other claims and proceedings that may be asserted against us in the future, we could be
subject to monetary liabilities for such infringement, which could be material. We could also be required to refrain from using, manufacturing or
selling certain products or using certain processes, either of which could have a material adverse effect on our business and operating results.
From time to time, we have received, and may continue to receive in the future, notices of claims of infringement, misappropriation or misuse of
other parties' proprietary rights. There can be no assurance that we will prevail in these discussions and actions or that other actions alleging
infringement by us of third party patents will not be asserted or prosecuted against us. Furthermore, lawsuits like these may require significant
time and expense to defend, may divert management's attention away from other aspects of our operations and, upon resolution, may have a
material adverse effect on our business, results of operations, financial condition and cash flows. More information regarding the four pending
suits is provided under Part I, Item 3 of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2015.
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Inability to protect our proprietary technology would disrupt our business.
We rely, in part, on trademark, copyright, and trade secret law to protect our intellectual property in the United States and abroad. We seek to
protect our software, documentation, and other written materials under trade secret and copyright law, which afford only limited protection. We
also rely, in part, on patent law to protect our intellectual property in the United States and internationally. As of March 31, 2015, we had been
awarded 104 United States patents, of which we expect to expire between 2015 and 2042. We have additional United States and foreign patents
pending. We cannot predict whether such pending patent applications will result in issued patents, and if they do, whether such patents will
effectively protect our intellectual property. The intellectual property rights we obtain may not be sufficient to provide us with a competitive
advantage, and could be challenged, invalidated, infringed or misappropriated. We may not be able to protect our proprietary rights in the United
States or internationally (where effective intellectual property protection may be unavailable or limited), and competitors may independently
develop technologies that are similar or superior to our technology, duplicate our technology or design around any patent of ours.
We attempt to further protect our proprietary technology and content by requiring our employees and consultants to enter into confidentiality and
assignment of inventions agreements and third parties to enter into nondisclosure agreements. These agreements may not effectively prevent
unauthorized use or disclosure of our confidential information, intellectual property or technology and may not provide an adequate remedy in
the event of unauthorized use or disclosure of our confidential information, intellectual property or technology.
Litigation may be necessary in the future to enforce our intellectual property rights, to determine the validity and scope of our proprietary rights
or the rights of others, or to defend against claims of infringement or invalidity. Such litigation could result in substantial costs and diversion of
management time and resources and could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition, and operating results. Any
settlement or adverse determination in such litigation would also subject us to significant liability.
We also may be required to protect our proprietary technology and content in an increasing number of jurisdictions, a process that is expensive
and may not be successful, or which we may not pursue in every location. In addition, effective intellectual property protection may not be
available to us in every country, and the laws of some foreign countries may not be as protective of intellectual property rights as those in the
United States. Additional uncertainty may result from changes to intellectual property legislation enacted in the United States and elsewhere, and
from interpretations of intellectual property laws by applicable courts and agencies. Accordingly, despite our efforts, we may be unable to obtain
and maintain the intellectual property rights necessary to provide us with a competitive advantage.
Acquisitions may divert our management's attention, result in dilution to our stockholders and consume resources that are necessary to
sustain our business.
On November 29, 2013, we acquired Voicenet Solutions Limited ("Voicenet"), a UK-based provider of cloud communications and collaboration
services in the United Kingdom. In fiscal 2012, we completed two acquisitions of businesses. In fiscal 2011, we completed one acquisition and
one investment in another company. If appropriate opportunities present themselves, we may make additional acquisitions or investments or
enter into joint ventures or strategic alliances with other companies. Risks commonly encountered in such transactions include:


the difficulty of assimilating the operations and personnel of the combined companies;



the risk that we may not be able to integrate the acquired services or technologies with our current services, products, and technologies;



the potential disruption of our ongoing business;



the diversion of management attention from our existing business;



the inability of management to maximize our financial and strategic position through the successful integration of the acquired
businesses;



difficulty in maintaining controls, procedures, and policies;
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the impairment of relationships with employees, suppliers, and customers as a result of any integration;



the loss of an acquired base of customers and accompanying revenue;



the loss of an acquired base of customers and accompanying revenue while trying to transition the customer from the legacy systems to
8x8's technology due to mismatch of the features, usability, packaging, or pricing at the renewal times.



the loss of an acquired base of customers and accompanying revenue due to failure and/or lack of maintenance/support for the legacy
services and/or equipment/software/services being end of life.



the assumption of leased facilities, other long-term commitments or liabilities that could have a material adverse impact on our
profitability and cash flow; and



the dilution to our existing stockholders from the issuance of additional shares of common stock or reduction of earnings per outstanding
share in connection with an acquisition that fails to increase the value of our company.

As a result of these potential problems and risks, among others, businesses that we may acquire or invest in may not produce the revenue,
earnings, or business synergies that we anticipate. In addition, there can be no assurance that any potential transaction will be successfully
completed or that, if completed, the acquired business or investment will generate sufficient revenue to offset the associated costs or other
potential harmful effects on our business.
Our future operating results may vary substantially from period to period and may be difficult to predict.
Our historical operating results have fluctuated significantly and will likely continue to fluctuate in the future, and a decline in our operating
results could cause our stock price to fall. On an annual and a quarterly basis, there are a number of factors that may affect our operating results,
many of which are outside our control. These include, but are not limited to:


changes in market demand;



the timing of customer subscriptions for our cloud communications and collaboration services;



customer cancellations;



changes in the competitive dynamics of our market, including consolidation among competitors or customers;



lengthy sales cycles and/or regulatory approval cycles;



new product introductions by us or our competitors;



market acceptance of new or existing services and features;



the mix of our customer base and sales channels;



the mix of services sold;



the number of additional customers, on a net basis;



the amount and timing of costs associated with recruiting, training and integrating new employees;



unforeseen costs and expenses related to the expansion of our business, operations and infrastructure;



continued compliance with industry standards and regulatory requirements;



material security breaches or service interruptions due to cyberattacks or infrastructure failures or unavailability;



introduction and adoption of our cloud communications and collaboration services in markets outside of the United States; and
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general economic conditions.

Due to these and other factors, we believe that period-to-period comparisons of our results of operations are not meaningful and should not be
relied upon as indicators of our future performance. It is possible that in some future periods our results of operations may be below the
expectations of public market analysts and investors. If this were to occur, the price of our common stock would likely decline significantly.
Our products must comply with industry standards, FCC regulations, state, local, country-specific and international regulations, and
changes may require us to modify existing products and/or services.
In addition to reliability and quality standards, the market acceptance of telephony over broadband IP networks is dependent upon the adoption
of industry standards so that products from multiple manufacturers are able to communicate with each other. Our cloud-based communications
and collaboration services rely heavily on communication standards such as SIP, MGCP and network standards such as TCP/IP and UDP to
interoperate with other vendors' equipment. There is currently a lack of agreement among industry leaders about which standard should be used
for a particular application, and about the definition of the standards themselves. These standards, as well as audio and video compression
standards, continue to evolve. We also must comply with certain rules and regulations of the FCC regarding electromagnetic radiation and safety
standards established by Underwriters Laboratories, as well as similar regulations and standards applicable in other countries. Standards are
frequently modified or replaced. As standards evolve, we may be required to modify our existing products or develop and support new versions
of our products. We must comply with certain federal, state and local requirements regarding how we interact with our customers, including
marketing practices, consumer protection, privacy, and billing issues, the provision of 9-1-1 emergency service and the quality of service we
provide to our customers. The failure of our products and services to comply, or delays in compliance, with various existing and evolving
standards could delay or interrupt volume production of our communications and collaboration services, subject us to fines or other imposed
penalties, or harm the perception and adoption rates of our service, any of which would have a material adverse effect on our business, financial
condition or operating results.
For example:


The FCC has adopted network neutrality rules. In March, 2015, the FCC adopted new network neutrality rules that would prevent
Internet service providers from blocking, degrading and engaging in other practices that would impair or otherwise interfere with services
like ours. Several parties appealed the FCC's network neutrality order. We cannot predict the outcome of the appeal but interference with
our service or higher charges for using our service could cause us to lose existing customers, impair our ability to attract new customers,
and harm our revenue and growth. These problems could also arise in international markets. Most foreign countries have not adopted
formal net neutrality rules like those adopted by the FCC.



Reform of federal and state Universal Service Fund programs could increase the cost of our service to our customers diminishing or
eliminating our pricing advantage . The FCC and a number of states are considering reform or other modifications to Universal Service
Fund programs. Should the FCC or certain states adopt new contribution mechanisms or otherwise modify contribution obligations that
increase our contribution burden, we will either need to raise the amount we currently collect from our customers to cover this obligation
or absorb the costs, which would reduce our profit margins. Furthermore, the FCC has ruled that states can require us to contribute to
state Universal Service Fund programs. A number of states already require us to contribute, while others are actively considering
extending their programs to include the services we provide. We currently pass-through Universal Service Fund contributions to our
customers, which may result in our services becoming less competitive as compared to those provided by others.



We may become subject to state regulation for certain service offerings . Certain states take the position that offerings by VoIP
providers, like us, are intrastate and therefore subject to state regulation. These states argue that if the beginning and end points of
communications are known, and if some of these communications occur entirely within the boundaries of a state, the state can regulate
that offering. We believe that the FCC has preempted states from regulating VoIP services like ours in the same manner as providers of
traditional telecommunications services. We cannot predict how this issue will be resolved or its impact on our business at this time.
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The FCC adopted rules concerning call completion rates to rural areas of the United States . It is possible that we, like other providers
in the communications marketplace, may be subject to fines or other enforcement actions should the FCC determine that our call
completion rates to rural areas are, or have been, unacceptable.



The FCC may require providers like us to comply with regulations related to how we present bills to customers . The adoption of such
obligations may require us to revise our bills and may increase our costs of providing service which could either result in price increases
or reduce our profitability.



The FCC adopted rules concerning disabilities access requirements that may expand disabilities access requirements to additional
services we offer . We cannot predict whether we will be subject to additional accessibility requirements or whether any of our service
offerings that are not currently subject to disabilities access requirements will be subject to such obligations.



There may be risks associated with our ability to comply with requirements of the Telecommunications Relay Service . The FCC
requires providers of interconnected VoIP services to comply with certain regulations pertaining to people with disabilities and to
contribute to the Telecommunications Relay Services fund. We are also required to offer 7-1-1 abbreviated dialing for access to relay
services.



There may be risks associated with our ability to comply with the requirements of federal law enforcement agencies . The FCC
requires all interconnected VoIP providers to comply with the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act, or CALEA. The
FCC allows VoIP providers to comply with CALEA through the use of a service provided by a trusted third party with the ability to
extract call content and call-identifying information from a VoIP provider's network.



The FCC may require us to deploy an E-911 service that automatically determines the location of our customers . On June 1, 2007, the
FCC released a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, or the VoIP E-911 order, in which it tentatively concluded that all interconnected VoIP
providers that allow customers to use their service in more than one location (nomadic VoIP service providers, such as us), must utilize
an automatic location technology that meets the same accuracy standards which apply to providers of commercial mobile radio services
(mobile phone service providers) Since then, the FCC has been conducting proceedings and inquiries concerning the implementation of
such a rule. The outcome of these proceedings cannot be determined at this time and we may or may not be able to comply with any such
obligations that may be adopted. At present, we currently have no means to automatically identify the physical location of one of our
customers on the Internet. We cannot guarantee that emergency calling service consistent with the VoIP E-911 order will be available to
all of our customers, especially those accessing our services from outside of the United States. The FCC's current VoIP E-911 order or
follow-on orders or clarifications or their impact on our customers due to service price increases or other factors could have a material
adverse effect on our business, financial condition or operating results.



The FCC adopted orders reforming the system of payments between regulated carriers that we partner with to interface with the
public switch telephone network . The FCC reformed the system under which regulated providers of telecommunications services
compensate each other for various types of traffic, including VoIP traffic that terminates on the PSTN and applied new call signaling
requirements to VoIP providers and other service providers. The FCC's new rules require, among other things, interconnected VoIP
providers, like us, that originate interstate or intrastate traffic destined for the PSTN, to transmit the telephone number associated with the
calling party to the next provider in the call path. Intermediate providers must pass calling party number or charge number signaling
information they receive from other providers unaltered, to subsequent providers in the call path. While we believe we are in compliance
with this rule, to the extent that we pass traffic that does not have appropriate calling party number or charge number information, we
could be subject to fines, cease and desist orders, or other penalties. The FCC's Order reforming payments between carriers for various
types of traffic also includes a Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. Depending on the rules adopted by the FCC in this proceeding,
the payments we make to underlying carriers to access the PSTN may increase, which may result in us increasing the retail price of our
service, potentially making our offering less competitive with traditional providers of telecommunications services, or may reduce our
profitability.
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Our emergency and E-911 calling services are different from those offered by traditional wireline telephone companies and may expose
us to significant liability. There may be risks associated with limitations associated with E-911 emergency dialing with the 8x8 service.
Both our emergency calling service and our E-911 calling service are different, in significant respects, from the emergency calling services
offered by traditional wireline telephone companies. In each case, the differences may cause significant delays, or even failures, in callers'
receipt of the emergency assistance they need.
The FCC may determine that our nomadic emergency calling service does not satisfy the requirements of its VoIP E-911 order because, in some
instances, our nomadic emergency calling service requires that we route an emergency call to a national emergency call center instead of
connecting our customers directly to a local public-safety answering point through a dedicated connection and through the appropriate selective
router.
Delays our customers may encounter when making emergency services calls and any inability of the answering point to automatically recognize
the caller's location or telephone number can result in life threatening consequences. Customers may, in the future, attempt to hold us responsible
for any loss, damage, personal injury or death suffered as a result of any failure of our E-911 services. In July 2008, the President signed into law
the New and Emerging Technologies 911 Improvement Act of 2008. The law provides public safety entities, interconnected VoIP providers and
others involved in handling 911 calls the same liability protections when handling 911 calls from interconnected VoIP users as from mobile or
wired telephone service users. The applicability of the liability protections to our national call center service is unclear at the present time. Also,
we may be exposed to liability for 911 calls made prior to the adoption of this new law although we are unaware of any such liability.
Increased energy costs, power outages, and limited availability of electrical resources may adversely affect our operating results.
Our data centers are susceptible to increased costs of power and to electrical power outages. Our customer contracts do not contain provisions
that would allow us to pass on any increased costs of energy to our customers, which could affect our operating margins. Any increases in the
price of our services to recoup these costs could not be implemented until the end of a customer contract term. Further, power requirements at
our data centers are increasing as a result of the increasing power demands of today's servers. Increases in our power costs could impact our
operating results and financial condition. Since we rely on third parties to provide our data centers with power sufficient to meet our needs, our
data centers could have a limited or inadequate amount of electrical resources necessary to meet our customer requirements. We attempt to limit
exposure to system downtime due to power outages by using backup generators and power supplies. However, these protections may not limit
our exposure to power shortages or outages entirely. Any system downtime resulting from insufficient power resources or power outages could
damage our reputation and lead us to lose current and potential customers, which would harm our operating results and financial condition.
Decreasing telecommunications rates and increasing regulatory charges may diminish or eliminate our competitive pricing advantage
versus legacy providers.
Decreasing telecommunications rates may diminish or eliminate the competitive pricing advantage of our services, while increased regulation
and the imposition of additional regulatory funding obligations at the federal, state and local level could require us to either increase the retail
price for our services, thus making us less competitive, or absorb such costs, thus decreasing our profit margins. International and domestic
telecommunications rates have decreased significantly over the last few years in most of the markets in which we operate, and we anticipate
these rates will continue to decline in all of the markets in which we do business or expect to do business. Users who select our services to take
advantage of the current pricing differential between traditional telecommunications rates and our rates may switch to traditional
telecommunications carriers if such pricing differentials diminish or disappear, however, and we will be unable to use such pricing differentials
to attract new customers in the future. Continued rate decreases would require us to lower our rates to remain competitive and would reduce or
possibly eliminate any gross profit from our services. In addition, we may lose subscribers for our services.
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Because our long-term growth strategy involves further expansion of our sales to customers outside the United States, our business will
be susceptible to risks associated with international operations.
A component of our growth strategy involves the further expansion of our operations and customer base internationally. In November 2013, we
acquired Voicenet, demonstrating our commitment to expand our business outside of North America. The risks and challenges associated with
sales of our cloud communications and collaboration services to customers outside North America are different in some ways from those
associated with sales in North America, and we have a limited history addressing those risks and meeting those challenges. Our current
international operations and future initiatives will involve a variety of risks, including:


localization of our service, including translation into foreign languages and associated expenses;



changes in a specific country's or region's political or economic conditions;



unexpected changes in regulatory requirements, taxes or trade laws;



more stringent regulations relating to data security and the unauthorized use of, or access to, commercial and personal information,
particularly in the European Union;



differing labor regulations, especially in the European Union, where labor laws are generally more advantageous to employees as
compared to the United States, including deemed hourly wage and overtime regulations in these locations;



challenges inherent in efficiently managing an increased number of employees over large geographic distances, including the need to
implement appropriate systems, policies, benefits and compliance programs;



difficulties in managing a business in new markets with diverse cultures, languages, customs, legal systems, alternative dispute systems
and regulatory systems;



increased travel, real estate, infrastructure and legal compliance costs associated with international operations;



different pricing environments, longer sales cycles, longer accounts receivable payment cycles and other collection difficulties;



currency exchange rate fluctuations and the resulting effect on our revenue and expenses, and the cost and risk of entering into hedging
transactions if we chose to do so in the future;



limitations on our ability to reinvest earnings from operations in one country to fund the capital needs of our operations in other
countries;



laws and business practices favoring local competitors or general preferences for local vendors;



limited or insufficient intellectual property protection;



political instability or terrorist activities;



exposure to liabilities under anti-corruption and anti-money laundering laws, including the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and
similar laws and regulations in other jurisdictions; and



adverse tax burdens and foreign exchange controls that could make it difficult to repatriate earnings and cash.

We have limited experience in operating our business internationally, which increases the risk that any potential future expansion efforts that we
may undertake will not be successful. We expect to invest substantial time and resources to expand our international operations. If we are unable
to do this successfully and in a timely manner, our business and operating results could be materially adversely affected.
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Our ability to offer services outside the United States is subject to different local regulatory environments, which may be unknown,
complicated and uncertain.
Regulatory treatment of VoIP telephony and cloud-based services outside the United States varies from country to country and often the laws are
unclear. In January 2013, we launched our Virtual Office services in Canada. We currently distribute our products and services directly to
consumers and through resellers that may be subject to telecommunications regulations in their home countries. The failure by us or our
customers and resellers to comply with these laws and regulations could reduce our revenue and profitability. Because of our relationship with
the resellers, some countries may assert that we are required to register as a telecommunications provider in that country. In such case, our
failure to do so could subject us to fines or penalties. In addition, some countries are considering subjecting VoIP services to the regulations
applied to traditional telephone companies. Regulatory developments such as these could have a material adverse effect on the use of our
services in international locations.
As we expand our operations internationally, we expect to become subject to additional government regulations. Such regulations include, but
are not limited to: licensing obligations, emergency services obligations, data retention and transfer laws and regulations, privacy laws and
regulations, consumer protection, national security laws and regulations, law enforcement obligations, financial reporting, surcharge and other
fees that must be collected and remitted as well as other laws and regulations. For example, as a provider of electronic communications services
in the UK, we are subject to regulation in the UK by the Office of Communications. Some of these regulatory obligations include providing
access to emergency call services (E999/112); providing access to operator assistance, directories and directory enquiry services, offering
contracts with minimum terms, providing and publishing certain information transparently, providing itemized billing, protecting customer
information (including personal data); porting phone numbers upon a valid customer request and implementing a code of practice. We are also
required to comply with laws and matters relating to, among other things, competition law, distance selling, e- commerce and consumer
protection. We must also comply with various reporting and recordkeeping requirements.
In some cases, the relevant laws may be uncertain or unsettled complicating our ability to comply and may subject us to fines, penalties or other
enforcement actions. It is possible that we could be subject to civil and criminal liabilities that may damage our business reputation and brand.
Moreover, any changes in laws, regulations or enforcement policies may expose us to unknown civil and criminal risks that could requires us to
modify our offerings or expose us to fines, penalties or other enforcement actions, or compel us to require with onerous obligations that we
either were not previously subject or did not foresee. We may be required to exit certain foreign markets should such changes make the provision
of our service unprofitable, too costly, too risky or for other reasons that could adversely impact our profitability, or our ability to compete
effectively with other service providers. Any of these occurrences could negatively impact our brand and our business reputation.
We will also become subject to risks associated with changes in the regulatory structure of the telecommunications services marketplace in
international markets. As in the United States, we will continue to depend on underlying carriers to terminate our traffic to the PSTN in each
country where we offer services. As countries evaluate and change intercarrier payment schemes, remove and impose new obligations, our costs
to provide service may increase. This could require us either to reduce our profitability or raise the price of our service which may make our
offerings less competitive with other providers in the marketplace. We may have to exit markets that we previously thought would be profitable
which could negatively impact our business, and damage our brand and reputation.
We support local number portability, or LNP, which allows our customers to retain their existing telephone numbers when subscribing to our
services. A new customer of our services must maintain both the new 8x8 service and the customer's existing telephone service during the
number transfer process. By comparison, transferring wireless telephone numbers among wireless service providers generally takes several
hours, and transferring wireline telephone numbers among traditional wireline service providers generally takes a few days. In foreign countries,
we anticipate longer delays in porting existing telephone numbers. The additional delay that we experience is due to our reliance on third party
carriers to transfer the numbers, as well as the delay the existing telephone service provider may contribute to the process. Local number
portability is considered an important feature by many potential customers, especially our business customers, and if we fail to reduce related
delays, we may experience increased difficulty in acquiring new customers or retaining existing customers.
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We need to retain key personnel to support our products and ongoing operations.
The development and marketing of our communications and collaboration services will continue to place a significant strain on our limited
personnel, management, and other resources. Our future success depends upon the continued services of our executive officers and other key
employees who have critical industry experience and relationships that we rely on to implement our business plan. None of our officers or key
employees are bound by employment agreements for any specific term. The loss of the services of any of our officers or key employees could
delay the development and introduction of, and negatively impact our ability to sell our services which could adversely affect our financial
results and impair our growth. We currently do not maintain key person life insurance policies on any of our employees.
We may need to raise additional capital to support our future operations.
As of March 31, 2015, we had cash and cash equivalents and investments of approximately $177.1 million. While we believe these funds are
sufficient to meet our current and anticipated liquidity requirements, we may need to raise additional capital to pursue our strategic objectives.
We may seek additional funding through public or private equity or debt financing, including pursuant to the shelf registration statement of
which this prospectus supplement is a part. We might decide to raise additional debt or equity capital at such times and upon such terms as
management considers favorable and in our interests, but we cannot be certain that we will be able to complete offerings of our securities at such
times and on such terms as we may consider desirable for us. Any such financings may be upon terms that are dilutive to existing stockholders.
We may not be able to obtain such additional financing as needed on acceptable terms, or at all, which may require us to reduce our operating
costs and other expenditures, including reductions of personnel and capital expenditures.
Certain provisions in our charter documents and Delaware law could discourage takeover attempts and lead to management
entrenchment .
Our restated certificate of incorporation and amended and restated bylaws contain provisions that could have the effect of delaying or preventing
changes in control or changes in our management without the consent of our board of directors, including, among other things:


no cumulative voting in the election of directors, which limits the ability of minority stockholders to elect director candidates;



the ability of our board of directors to issue shares of preferred stock and to determine the price and other terms of those shares, including
preferences and voting rights, without stockholder approval, which could be used to significantly dilute the ownership of a hostile
acquirer;



the exclusive right of our board of directors to elect a director to fill a vacancy created by the expansion of our board of directors or the
resignation, death or removal of a director, which prevents stockholders from being able to fill vacancies on our board of directors;



a prohibition on stockholder action by written consent, which forces stockholder action to be taken at an annual or special meeting of our
stockholders;



the requirement that a special meeting of stockholders may be called only by a majority vote of our Board of Directors, the Chairman of
our Board of Directors, our Chief Executive Officer or by stockholders holdings shares of our common stock representing in the
aggregate a majority of votes then outstanding, which could delay the ability of our stockholders to force consideration of a proposal or
to take action, including the removal of directors;



the ability of our board of directors, by majority vote, to amend our amended and restated bylaws, which may allow our board of
directors to take additional actions to prevent a hostile acquisition and inhibit the ability of an acquirer to amend our amended and
restated bylaws to facilitate a hostile acquisition; and



advance notice procedures with which stockholders must comply to nominate candidates to our board of directors or to propose matters
to be acted upon at a stockholders' meeting, which may discourage or deter a potential acquirer from conducting a solicitation of proxies
to elect the acquirer's own slate of directors or otherwise attempting to obtain control of us.
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We are also subject to certain anti-takeover provisions under the General Corporation Law of the State of Delaware, or the DGCL. Under
Section 203 of the DGCL, a corporation may not, in general, engage in a business combination with any holder of 15% or more of its
capital stock unless the holder has held the stock for three years or (i) our board of directors approves the transaction prior to the
stockholder acquiring the 15% ownership position, (ii) upon consummation of the transaction that resulted in the stockholder acquiring
the 15% ownership position, the stockholder owns at least 85% of the outstanding voting stock (excluding shares owned by directors or
officers and shares owned by certain employee stock plans) or (iii) the transaction is approved by the board of directors and by the
stockholders at an annual or special meeting by a vote of 66 2/3% of the outstanding voting stock (excluding shares held or controlled by
the interested stockholder). These provisions in our restated certificate of incorporation and amended and restated bylaws and under
Delaware law could discourage potential takeover attempts.

ITEM 1B. UNRESOLVED STAFF COMMENTS
None.
ITEM 2. PROPERTIES
Our principal operations are located in San Jose, CA in a facility that is approximately 104,657 square feet of leased office space. Outside the
United States our operations are conducted primarily in leased sites located in the United Kingdom. We believe our facilities will adequately
meet our current and foreseeable future needs. For additional information regarding our obligations under leases, see Note 7 to the consolidated
financial statements contained in Part II, Item 8 of this Report.
ITEM 3. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
From time to time, we become involved in various legal claims and litigation that arise in the normal course of our operations. While the results
of such claims and litigation cannot be predicted with certainty, we are not currently aware of any such matters that we believe would have a
material adverse effect on our financial position, results of operations or cash flows.
On February 22, 2011, we were named a defendant in a lawsuit, Bear Creek Technologies, Inc. v. 8x8, Inc. et al. , along with 20 other
defendants. On August 17, 2011, the suit was dismissed without prejudice as to the Company under Rule 21 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure. On August 17, 2011, Bear Creek Technologies, Inc. refiled its suit against us in the United States District Court for the District of
Delaware. Further, on November 28, 2012, the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office initiated a Reexamination proceeding with a Reexamination
Declaration explaining that there is a substantial new question of patentability, based on four separate grounds and affecting each claim of the
patent which is the basis for the complaint filed against us. On March 26, 2013, the USPTO issued a first Office Action in the Reexamination,
with all claims of the '722 patent being rejected on each of the four separate grounds raised in the Request for Reexamination. On July 10, 2013,
the Company filed an informational pleading in support of and joining a motion to stay the proceeding in the District Court; the District Court
granted the motion on July 17, 2013, based on the possibility that at least one of the USPTO rejections will be upheld and considering the
USPTO's conclusion that Bear Creek's patent suffers from a defective claim for priority. On March 24, 2014, the USPTO issued another Office
Action in which the rejections of the claims were maintained. On August 15, 2014, the USPTO issued a Right of Appeal Notice, as the USPTO
maintained all rejections of the patent claims. On September 15, 2014, Bear Creek Technologies, Inc. filed a Notice of Appeal of this decision
with the Patent Trial and Appeal Board. The case is currently on appeal. We believe that it has meritorious defenses to these claims and is
presenting a vigorous defense, but we cannot estimate potential liability in this case at this early stage of litigation.
On March 31, 2014, we were named as a defendant in a lawsuit, CallWave Communications LLC (CallWave) v. 8x8, Inc. CallWave also sued
Fonality Inc. on March 31, 2014, and previously had sued other companies including Verizon, Google, T-Mobile, and AT&T. We answered the
complaint and filed counterclaims in response thereto. Thereafter, CallWave made numerous demands that we pay CallWave cash consideration
for settling the suit. On April 21, 2015, we filed papers to present numerous counterclaims including patent misuse. On or about May 26, 2015,
the parties concluded negotiations regarding CallWave's cash-payment demands and agreed to settle all claims in the suit (and potential future
claims) under confidential terms which await finalization by filing dismissal papers with the Court.
On December 31, 2014, we were named as a defendant in a lawsuit, Adaptive Data, LLC v. 8x8, Inc. Adaptive Data, LLC also sued another 36
other defendants on December 31, 2014 and another 16 defendants on January 5, 2015 regarding the same patents asserted in our case. Service
of process has not yet been effected on the Company.
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On April 15, 2015, we were named as a defendant in a lawsuit, UrgenSync, LLC v. 8x8, Inc. UrgenSync, LLC also sued another 14 other
defendants on the same day regarding the same patent asserted in the complaint filed against 8x8.
On April 16, 2015, we were named as a defendant in a lawsuit, Slocumb Law Firm v. 8x8, Inc. The Slocumb Law Firm alleges that it purchased
certain business services from us that did not perform as advertised or expected, asserts causes of actions for fraud, breach of contract, violations
of the Alabama Deceptive Trade Practices Act and negligence. On May 7, 2015, the Company filed a motion with the Alabama Federal Court
seeking an order compelling the Slocumb Law Firm to arbitrate its claims against us in Santa Clara County, California pursuant to a clause
mandating arbitration of disputes set forth in the terms and conditions to which Slocumb Law Firm agreed in connection with its purchase of
business services from the us. No briefing schedule or hearing date for the motion has been set as of this time. Discovery has not yet commenced
in the case. We intend to vigorously defend against Slocumb Law Firm's claims.
ITEM 4. MINE SAFETY DISCLOSURES
Not applicable.
PART II
ITEM 5. MARKET FOR REGISTRANT'S COMMON EQUITY AND RELATED STOCKHOLDER MATTERS AND ISSUER
PURCHASES OF EQUITY SECURITIES
We completed our initial public offering on July 2, 1997 under the name 8x8, Inc. From that date through April 3, 2000, our common stock was
traded on the NASDAQ National Market, or the NASDAQ, under the symbol "EGHT." From April 4, 2000 through July 18, 2001, our common
stock was traded on the NASDAQ under the symbol "NTRG." Since July 19, 2001 our common stock has traded under the symbol "EGHT." In
July 2002, in connection with the transformation of the NASDAQ to a national securities exchange our listing was transferred to the NASDAQ
Capital Market of the NASDAQ Stock Market LLC.
We have never paid cash dividends on our common stock and have no plans to do so in the foreseeable future. As of May 27, 2015, there were
247 holders of record of our common stock.
The following table sets forth the range of high and low close prices for each period indicated:
High

Period

Low

Fiscal 2015:
First quarter

$

11.07

$

6.80

Second quarter

$

8.47

$

6.49

Third quarter

$

9.31

$

5.80

Fourth quarter

$

9.15

$

7.06

First quarter

$

8.27

$

6.47

Second quarter

$

10.84

$

8.37

Third quarter

$

11.95

$

8.95

Fourth quarter

$

11.47

$

9.56

Fiscal 2014:

See Item 12 of Part III of this Report regarding information about securities authorized for issuance under our equity compensation plans.
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The graph below shows the cumulative total stockholder return over a five year period assuming the investment of $100 on March 31, 2010 in
each of 8x8's common stock, the NASDAQ Composite Index and the NASDAQ Telecommunications Index. The graph is furnished, not filed,
and the historical return cannot be indicative of future performance.
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Issuer Purchases of Equity Securities
The activity under the Repurchase Plans for the three months ended March 31, 2015 is summarized as follows:
Total Number

January 1 - January 31, 2015
February 1 - February 28, 2015
March 1 - March 31, 2015
Total

Approximate

of Shares

Dollar

Purchased

Value of Shares

Total

Weighted

as Part of

that May Yet

Number of

Average

Publicly

be Purchased

Shares

Price Paid

Announced

Under the

Purchased

Per Share

Program

Program

666,973

7.88

666,973

1,029,810

7.85

1,029,810

574,467

7.38

574,467

7.72

2,271,250

2,271,250

$

$

$

8,103,520
20,000,000

$

15,749,279

(1) Increase

due to Board of Director's authorization of the 2015 Repurchase Plan.
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ITEM 6. SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA
The following table sets forth selected consolidated financial data of 8x8 Inc. for each year in the five year period ended March 31, 2015. The
following selected consolidated financial data is qualified by reference to and should be read in conjunction with "Management's Discussion and
Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations" and with the consolidated financial statements, related notes thereto and other
financial information included elsewhere in this Annual Report on Form 10-K.

2015
Total revenues
Net income
Net income per share:
Basic
Diluted
Total assets
Accumulated deficit
Total stockholders' equity

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

162,413 $
1,926 $
0.02
0.02
295,624
(104,739)
272,211

$
$
$
$
$

Years Ended March 31,
2014
2013
2012
(in thousands, except per share amounts)
128,597 $
103,786 $
83,372 $
2,514 $
13,939 $
69,228 $
0.03
0.03
299,203
(106,665)
278,178

$
$
$
$
$

0.20
0.19
152,611
(109,179)
137,033

$
$
$
$
$

1.04
0.99
130,733
(123,118)
118,450

$
$
$
$
$

2011
70,163
6,494
0.10
0.10
26,584
(192,346)
15,861

ITEM 7. MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
OVERVIEW
We are a leading provider of VoIP and SaaS communication solutions in the cloud for SMBs and mid-market and distributed enterprises. We
deliver a broad suite of SaaS services including hosted cloud telephony, virtual contact center, and virtual meeting to in-office and mobile
devices through its proprietary unified SaaS platform. We currently serve approximately 41,600 business customers with over 650,000
subscriptions, making us a leading provider of UCC services in the cloud. Our integrated, "pure-cloud" services platform is developed from
internally owned and managed technologies and is uniquely positioned to serve mid-market and enterprise businesses making the shift to cloud
based Unified Communications. We make a full set of unified communications capabilities including cloud telephony, contact center, video and
web conferencing available from anywhere in the world. With 8x8 analytics and reporting, our customers have an unprecedented view into
company communications whether employees are mobile via the mobile client or in-office using a softphone, or a desk phone . Since fiscal
2004, substantially all of our revenue has been generated from the sale, license and provision of communications services. Prior to fiscal 2003,
our focus was on our Voice over Internet Protocol semiconductor business.
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In fiscal year 2015, we displayed continued momentum in four areas. First, our continued focus on mid-market and distributed enterprise
customers resulted in 42% of our total service revenue coming from mid-market compared with 37% in fiscal 2014. We continued to show an
increase in our average monthly service revenue per customer to $320 in the fourth quarter of fiscal 2015 compared with $287 in the same period
of fiscal 2014, which is the result of our success in selling to larger, more established customers.
Second, we achieved efficiency and productivity improvements from our SMB sales group resulting from an increased focus on adding larger
SMB (> five employees) and smaller mid-market (50 - 250 employee) accounts. As we continued to focus on building a more profitable and
sustaining midmarket customer base, one that can contribute significantly greater lifetime value than the average small business customer, we
added fewer one - two line business customers.
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Third, we continued to focus on selling a greater number and variety of services to our existing customer base. Our comprehensive suite of
services, combined with our ability to offer a broad range of cloud-based critical communications services brought us larger deals where we
continued to displace incumbent, premises-based systems. We intend to continue to pursue opportunities to sell our comprehensive suite of
unified communications, contact center and analytics/reporting services to SMBs and mid-market and distributed enterprises who wish to
consolidate their cloud communications and collaborative service requirements with a single service provider.
Fourth, we continued to build on our Global Reach initiative by continuing to invest in our Voicenet United Kingdom subsidiary, establishing a
branch in Canada, and opening data centers in Hong Kong and Australia during the year. We are in the process of migrating services for non-US
customers to our new overseas infrastructure. Beyond serving the needs of existing customers, it is our intent to penetrate these markets through
a variety of additional methods including strategic alliances, partners and acquisitions.
To support these initiatives and strengthen our business, we intend to continue investing in research and development and sales and marketing at
rates comparable to the third and fourth quarters of fiscal 2015 for the foreseeable future.
CRITICAL ACCOUNTING POLICIES & ESTIMATES
Our consolidated financial statements are prepared in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
Note 1 to the consolidated financial statements in Part II, Item 8 of this Report describes the significant accounting policies and methods used in
the preparation of our consolidated financial statements.
We have identified the policies below as some of the more critical to our business and the understanding of our results of operations. These
policies may involve a higher degree of judgment and complexity in their application and represent the critical accounting policies used in the
preparation of our consolidated financial statements. Although we believe our judgments and estimates are appropriate, actual future results may
differ from our estimates. If different assumptions or conditions were to prevail, the results could be materially different from our reported
results. The impact and any associated risks related to these policies on our business operations is discussed throughout Management's
Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations where such policies affect our reported and expected financial results.
Use of Estimates
The preparation of the consolidated financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities and equity and disclosure of
contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the consolidated financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the
reporting period. On an on-going basis, we evaluate such estimates, including, but not limited to, those related to bad debts, returns reserve for
expected cancellations, valuation of inventories, income and sales tax, and litigation and other contingencies. We base our estimates on historical
experience and on various other assumptions that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the results of which form the basis for
making judgments about the carrying value of assets and liabilities, and equity that are not readily apparent from other sources. Our actual results
could differ from those estimates under different assumptions or conditions.
Additional information regarding risk factors that may impact our estimates is included above under Part I, Item 1A, "Risk Factors."
Revenue Recognition
Our revenue recognition policies are described in Note 1 to the consolidated financial statements in Part II, Item 8 of this Report. As described
below, significant management judgments and estimates must be made and used in connection with the revenue recognized in any accounting
period. Material differences may result in the amount and timing of our revenue for any period if our management made different judgments or
utilized different estimates.
Service and Product Revenue
We recognize service revenue when persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, delivery has occurred or services have been rendered, price is
fixed or determinable and collectability is reasonably assured. We defer recognition of service revenues in instances when cash receipts are
received before services are delivered and we recognize deferred revenues ratably as services are provided.
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We recognize revenue from product sales for which there are no related services to be rendered upon shipment to customers provided that
persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, the price is fixed or determinable, title has transferred, collection of resulting receivables is
reasonably assured, there are no customer acceptance requirements, and there are no remaining significant obligations. Gross outbound shipping
and handling charges are recorded as revenue, and the related costs are included in cost of goods sold. Reserves for returns and allowances for
customer sales are recorded at the time of shipment. In accordance with the Financial Accounting Standards Board ("FASB") Accounting
Standards Codification ("ASC") 605, Revenue Recognition , we record shipments to distributors, retailers, and resellers, where the right of return
exists, as deferred revenue. We defer recognition of revenue on product sales to distributors, retailers, and resellers until the products have been
sold to the end customer.
We record revenue net of any sales and service related taxes and mandatory government charges that are billed to our customers. We believe this
approach results in consolidated financial statements that are more easily understood by users.
Under the terms of our typical subscription agreement, new customers can terminate their service within 30 days of order placement and receive
a full refund of fees previously paid. We have determined that we have sufficient history of subscriber conduct to make a reasonable estimate of
cancellations within the 30-day trial period. Therefore, we recognize new subscriber revenue in the month in which the new order was shipped,
net of an allowance for expected cancellations.
Multiple Element Arrangements
ASC 605-25, Revenue Recognition - Multiple Element Arrangements , requires that revenue arrangements with multiple deliverables be divided
into separate units of accounting if the deliverables in the arrangement meet specific criteria. The provisioning of the 8x8 cloud service with the
accompanying 8x8 IP telephone constitutes a revenue arrangement with multiple deliverables. For arrangements with multiple deliverables, we
allocate the arrangement consideration to all units of accounting based on their relative selling prices. In such circumstances, the accounting
principles establish a hierarchy to determine the relative selling price to be used for allocating arrangement consideration to units of accounting
as follows: (i) vendor-specific objective evidence of fair value ("VSOE"), (ii) third-party evidence of selling price ("TPE"), and (iii) best estimate
of the selling price ("BESP").
VSOE generally exists only when we sell the deliverable separately, on more than a limited basis, at prices within a relatively narrow range.
When VSOE cannot be established, we attempt to establish the selling price of deliverables based on relevant TPE. TPE is determined based on
manufacturer's prices for similar deliverables when sold separately, when possible. When we are unable to establish selling price using VSOE or
TPE, we use BESP for the allocation of arrangement consideration. The objective of BESP is to determine the price at which we would transact
a sale if the product or service was sold on a stand-alone basis. BESP is generally used for offerings that are not typically sold on a stand-alone
basis or for new or highly customized offerings. We determine BESP for a product or service by considering multiple factors including, but not
limited to:


the price list established by its management which is typically based on general pricing practices and targeted gross margin of products
and services sold; and



analysis of pricing history of new arrangements, including multiple element and stand-alone transactions.

In accordance with the guidance of ASC 605-25, when we enter into revenue arrangements with multiple deliverables we allocate arrangement
consideration, including activation fees, among the 8x8 IP telephones and subscriber services based on their relative selling prices. Arrangement
consideration allocated to the IP telephones that is fixed or determinable and that is not contingent on future performance or future deliverables
is recognized as product revenues during the period of the sale less the allowance for estimated returns during the 30-day trial period.
Arrangement consideration allocated to subscriber services that is fixed or determinable and that is not contingent on future performance or
future deliverables is recognized ratably as service revenues as the related services are provided, which is generally over the initial contract term.
Our ability to enter into revenue generating transactions and recognize revenue in the future is subject to a number of business and economic
risks discussed above under Item 1A,"Risk Factors."
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Collectability of Accounts Receivable
We must make estimates of the collectability of our accounts receivable. Management specifically analyzes accounts receivable, including
historical bad debts, customer concentrations, customer creditworthiness, current economic trends and changes in our customer payment terms
when evaluating the adequacy of the allowance for doubtful accounts. As of March 31, 2015, the accounts receivable balance was $6.6 million,
net of an allowance for doubtful accounts of $0.5 million, including a reserve for disputed credits, and an estimated returns reserve of $0.1
million. If the financial condition of our customers deteriorates, our actual losses may exceed our estimates, and additional allowances would be
required.
Valuation of Inventories
We write down our inventory for estimated obsolescence or unmarketable inventory equal to the difference between the cost of inventory and the
estimated market value based upon assumptions about future demand, market conditions and replacement costs. If actual future demand or
market conditions are less favorable than those projected by us, additional inventory write-downs may be required.
Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets
Goodwill and intangible assets with indefinite useful lives are not amortized. Goodwill represents the excess fair value of consideration
transferred over the fair value of net assets acquired in business combinations. The carrying value of goodwill and indefinite lived intangible
assets are not amortized, but are annually tested for impairment and more often if there is an indicator of impairment.
We perform an annual impairment assessment in the fourth quarter of each year, or more frequently if indicators of potential impairment exist, to
determine whether it is more likely than not that the fair value of a reporting unit in which goodwill resides is less than its carrying value. For
reporting units in which this assessment concludes that it is more likely than not that the fair value is more than its carrying value, goodwill is
not considered impaired and we are not required to perform the two-step goodwill impairment test. Qualitative factors considered in this
assessment include industry and market considerations, overall financial performance, and other relevant events and factors affecting the
reporting unit.
Income and Other Taxes
As part of the process of preparing our consolidated financial statements we are required to estimate our income taxes in each of the jurisdictions
in which we operate. This process requires us to estimate our actual current tax expense and to assess temporary differences resulting from booktax accounting differences for items such as accrued vacation. These differences result in deferred tax assets and liabilities, which are included
within our consolidated balance sheet. We must then assess the likelihood that our deferred tax assets will be recovered from future taxable
income and to the extent we believe that recovery is not likely, we must establish a valuation allowance. In the event that we determine that we
would be able to realize deferred tax assets in the future in excess of the net recorded amount, an adjustment to the deferred tax asset would
reduce income tax expense in the period such determination was made.
Significant management judgment is required to determine the valuation allowance recorded against our net deferred tax assets, which include
net operating loss and tax credit carry forwards. The valuation allowance is based on our estimates of taxable income by jurisdiction in which we
operate and the period over which our deferred tax assets will be recoverable. During the fourth quarter of fiscal 2015, we evaluated the need for
a valuation allowance against our net deferred tax asset and concluded that we needed less of an allowance. Therefore, we decreased our
valuation allowance by approximately $1.5 million, as certain California net operating losses will not be utilized as they have expired in fiscal
2015. During the fourth quarters of fiscal 2014 and 2013, we evaluated the need for a valuation allowance against our net deferred tax asset and
concluded that an additional allowance was needed. Therefore, we increased our valuation allowance related to our state and federal net
operating loss and tax credit carryovers which resulted in reversals of previous income statement credits of approximately $1.3 million and $1.0
million, respectively. We determined that an increase in our valuation allowance was appropriate as a result of the change in the net income
apportionment methodology in California and the acquisition of Voicenet in the third quarter of fiscal 2014. In making this determination, we
considered all available positive and negative evidence, including our recent earnings trend and expected continued future taxable income. As of
March 31, 2015, the net deferred tax asset on the consolidated balance sheet represented the projected tax benefit we expect to realize. We
continue to maintain a valuation allowance against the portion of our deferred tax assets that we believe is more likely than not to be used to
reduce our income tax liability.
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We have received inquiries, demands or audit requests from several state, municipal and 9-1-1 taxing agencies seeking payment of taxes that are
applied to or collected from the customers of providers of traditional public switched telephone network services. We recorded $0.1 million, $0.1
million and $0 of expense for the years ended March 31, 2015, 2014 and 2013, respectively, for estimated tax exposure for such assessments.
Stock-Based Compensation
We account for our employee stock options, stock purchase rights, restricted stock units, and restricted performance stock units granted under the
1996 Stock Plan, 1996 Director Option Plan, the 2006 Stock Plan, the 2003 Contactual Plan, the 2012 Equity Incentive Plan, the 2013 New
Employee Inducement Incentive Plan and stock purchase rights under the 1996 Employee Stock Purchase Plan (collectively "Equity
Compensation Plans") under the provisions of ASC 718 - Stock Compensation . Under the provisions of ASC 718, stock-based compensation
cost is measured at the grant date, based on the estimated fair value of the award, and is recognized as an expense over the employee's requisite
service period (generally the vesting period of the equity grant), net of estimated forfeitures.
We recognize stock-based compensation expense in the Consolidated Statements of Income for fiscal 2015, 2014 and 2013, based on ASC 718
criteria. Compensation expense for stock-based payment awards is recognized using the straight-line single-option method and includes the
impact of estimated forfeitures. Compensation expense for restricted stock units with performance and market conditions is recognized over the
requisite service period using the straight-line method and includes the impact of estimated forfeitures. ASC 718 requires forfeitures to be
estimated at the time of grant and revised, if necessary, in subsequent periods if actual forfeitures differ from those estimates.
To value option grants, stock purchase rights and restricted stock units under the Equity Compensation Plans for stock-based compensation, we
used the Black-Scholes option valuation model. Fair value determined using the Black-Scholes option valuation model varies based on
assumptions used for the expected stock prices volatility, expected life, risk-free interest rates and future dividend payments. . For the twelve
months ended March 31, 2015, 2014 and 2013, we used the historical volatility of our stock over a period equal to the expected life of the
options. The expected life assumptions represent the weighted-average period stock-based awards are expected to remain outstanding. We
established expected life assumptions through the review of historical exercise behavior of stock-based award grants with similar vesting
periods. The risk-free interest was based on the closing market bid yields on actively traded U.S. treasury securities in the over-the-counter
market for the expected term equal to the expected term of the option. The dividend yield assumption was based on our history and expectation
of future dividend payout.
To value restricted performance stock units under the Equity Compensation Plans, we used a Monte Carlo simulation model. Fair value
determined using the Monte Carlo simulation model varies based on the assumptions used for the expected stock price volatility, the correlation
coefficient between the Company and the NASDAQ Composite Index, risk free interest rates, and future dividend payments. For the twelve
months ended March 31, 2015 and 2014, we used the historical volatility and correlation of our stock and the Index over a period equal to the
remaining performance period as of the grant date. The risk-free interest rate was based on the closing market bid yields on actively traded U.S.
treasury securities in the over-the-counter market for the expected term equal to the remaining performance period as of the grant date. The
dividend yield assumption was based on our history and expectation of future dividend payout.
ASC 718 requires us to calculate the additional paid-in-capital pool, or APIC Pool, available to absorb tax deficiencies recognized subsequent to
adopting ASC 718, as if we had adopted ASC 718 at its effective date of January 1, 1995. There are two allowable methods to calculate our
APIC Pool: (1) the long form method or (2) the short form method as set forth in ASC 718. We have elected to use the long form method under
which we track each award grant on an employee-by-employee basis and grant-by-grant basis to determine if there is a tax benefit or tax
deficiency for such award. We then compared the fair value expense to the tax deduction received for each grant and aggregated the benefits and
deficiencies to establish the APIC Pool.
Due to the adoption of ASC 718, some option exercises result in tax deductions in excess of book deductions based on the option value at the
time of grant. We recognize these windfall tax benefits associated with the exercise of stock options directly to stockholders' equity only when
realized. We use the "with and without" approach as described in ASC 740, in determining the order in which our tax attributes are utilized. The
"with and without" approach results in the recognition of the windfall stock option tax benefits only after all other tax attributes of ours have
been considered in the annual tax accrual computation. Also, we have elected to ignore the indirect tax effects of share-based compensation
deductions in computing our research and development tax credits and alternative tax credits and as such, we recognize the full effect of these
deductions in the consolidated income statement in the period in which the taxable event occurs.
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SELECTED OPERATING STATISTICS
We periodically review certain key business metrics, within the context of our articulated performance goals, in order to evaluate the
effectiveness of our operational strategies, allocate resources and maximize the financial performance of our business. The selected operating
statistics include the following:

March 31,
2015
41,621

Total business customers (1)
Business customers average monthly
service revenue per customer (2)
Monthly business service revenue churn (3)
Overall service margin
Overall product margin
Overall gross margin

Selected Operating Statistics
Dec 31,
Sept. 30,
June 30,
2014
2014
2014
41,051
40,434
39,340

March 31,
2014
37,933

$ 320
0.5%

$ 305
1.0%

$ 299
0.9%

$ 293
0.4%

$ 287
1.2%

81%
-19%
73%

80%
-11%
72%

79%
-8%
72%

80%
-9%
71%

79%
-23%
70%

____________
(1) Business customers are defined as customers paying for service. Customers that are currently in the 30-day trial period are considered to be customers that are paying for service.
Customers subscribing to Virtual Office Solo, DNS or Cloud VPS services are not included as business customers.
(2) Business customer average monthly service revenue per customer is service revenue from business customers in the period divided by the number of months in the period divided by the
simple average number of business customers during the period.
(3) Business customer service revenue churn is calculated by dividing the service revenue lost from business customers (after the expiration of 30-day trial) during the period by the simple
average of business customer service revenue during the same period and dividing the result by the number of months in the period.

We believe it is useful to monitor these metrics together and not individually, as we do not make business decisions based upon any single
metric.
RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
The following discussion should be read in conjunction with our Consolidated Financial Statements and related notes included elsewhere in this
Report.
We have minimal seasonality in our business but typically sales of new subscriptions in our fourth fiscal quarter are greater than any of the first
three quarters of the fiscal year. We believe this occurs because the customers we target have a tendency to spend a relatively greater portion of
their annual capital budgets at the beginning of the calendar year compared with each of the last three quarters of the year.
REVENUE

Service revenue
Percentage of total revenue

$

Years Ended March 31,
Year-over-Year Change
2015
2014
2013
2014 to 2015
2013 to 2014
(dollar amounts in thousands)
148,208 $ 116,607 $ 94,384 $ 31,601
27.1% $ 22,223 23.5%
91.3%
90.7%
90.9%

Service revenue consists primarily of revenues attributable to the provision of our 8x8 cloud communication and collaboration services. We
expect that cloud communication and collaboration service revenues will continue to comprise nearly all of our service revenues for the
foreseeable future.
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The increase in fiscal year 2015, compared with fiscal year 2014, was primarily attributable to an increase in our business customer subscriber
base (net of customer churn) and an increase in the average monthly service revenue per customer. Our business service subscriber base grew
from approximately 38,000 customers at the end of fiscal 2014 to approximately 41,600 customers on March 31, 2015. Average monthly service
revenue per customer increased from $273 for fiscal 2014 to $305 for fiscal 2015. We expect growth in the number of business customers and
average monthly service revenue per customer to continue to grow in fiscal 2016.
The increase in fiscal year 2014, compared with fiscal year 2013, was primarily attributable to an increase in our business customer subscriber
base and an increase in the average monthly service revenue per customer. Our business service subscriber base grew from approximately
32,500 customers at the end of fiscal 2013 to approximately 38,000 customers on March 31, 2014. The increase in business customers included
approximately 1,000 customers obtained through our acquisition of Voicenet, on November 29, 2013. Average monthly service revenue per
customer increased from $249 for fiscal 2013 to $273 for fiscal 2014.

Product revenue
Percentage of total revenue

$

Years Ended March 31,
Year-over-Year Change
2015
2014
2013
2014 to 2015
2013 to 2014
(dollar amounts in thousands)
14,205 $
11,990 $
9,402 $ 2,215
18.5% $ 2,588 27.5%
8.7%
9.3%
9.1%

Product revenue consists primarily of revenues from sales of IP telephones in conjunction with our cloud telephony service.
The increase in fiscal year 2015 from fiscal year 2014 resulted from a $2.2 million increase in product revenue attributable to growth in our
business customer subscriber base, for which we have been subsidizing equipment purchases.
The increase in fiscal year 2014 from fiscal year 2013 resulted from a $2.6 million increase in product revenue attributable to growth in our
business customer subscriber base, for which we have been subsidizing equipment purchases.
No single customer represented more than 10% of our total revenues during fiscal 2015, 2014 or 2013.
The following table illustrates our net revenues by geographic area. Revenues are attributed to countries based on the destination of shipment
and the customer's service address (in thousands):
Years Ended March 31,
2014
92%
97%
7%
2%
1%
1%
100%
100%

2015
Americas (principally US)
Europe
Asia Pacific

2013
99%
0%
1%
100%

COST OF REVENUE

Cost of service revenue
Percentage of service revenue

$

Years Ended March 31,
Year-over-Year Change
2015
2014
2013
2014 to 2015
2013 to 2014
(dollar amounts in thousands)
29,701 $
22,445 $
19,928 $ 7,256
32.3% $ 2,517 12.6%
20.0%
19.2%
21.1%

Cost of service revenue primarily consists of costs associated with network operations and related personnel, telephony origination and
termination services provided by third party carriers and technology license and royalty expenses.
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The increase in cost of service revenue for fiscal 2015 from fiscal 2014 was primarily due to a $3.5 million increase in third party network
service expenses, a $1.5 million increase in payroll and related expenses, a $1.0 million increase in depreciation, and a $0.3 million increase in
stock-based compensation expenses.
The increase in cost of service revenue for fiscal 2014 from fiscal 2013 was primarily due to a $0.9 million increase in payroll and related
expenses, a $0.8 million increase in third party network service expenses, a $0.2 million increase in consultant and outside service expenses and
a $0.2 million increase in repair and maintenance expenses.

Cost of product revenue
Percentage of product revenue

$

Years Ended March 31,
Year-over-Year Change
2015
2014
2013
2014 to 2015
2013 to 2014
(dollar amounts in thousands)
15,863 $
15,170 $
11,801 $ 693
4.6% $ 3,369 28.5%
111.7%
126.5%
125.5%

The cost of product revenue consists primarily of IP telephones, estimated warranty obligations and direct and indirect costs associated with
product purchasing, scheduling, shipping and handling. We allocate a portion of service revenues to product revenues but these revenues are less
than the cost of the product.
The increase in the cost of product revenue for fiscal 2015 from fiscal 2014 was primarily due to a $1.5 million increase in the shipment of
equipment to our business customers, a $0.1 million increase in freight costs, offset by a $0.9 million decrease in warranty expense.
The increase in the cost of product revenue for fiscal 2014 from fiscal 2013 was primarily due to a $2.7 million increase in the shipment of
equipment to our business customers, a $0.3 million increase in warranty expense, and a $0.2 million increase in freight costs.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENSES

Research and development
Percentage of total revenue

$

Years Ended March 31,
Year-over-Year Change
2015
2014
2013
2014 to 2015
2013 to 2014
(dollar amounts in thousands)
15,118 $
11,633 $
8,147 $ 3,485
30.0% $ 3,486 42.8%
9.3%
9.0%
7.8%

Historically, our research and development expenses have consisted primarily of personnel, system prototype design, and equipment costs
necessary for us to conduct our development and engineering efforts. During the fiscal year ended March 31, 2015, we expensed all research and
development costs as they were incurred in accordance with ASC 985-20, Costs of Software to Be Sold, Leased, or Marketed , and we
capitalized $1.5 million of payroll and related costs in accordance with ASC 350-40, Goodwill and Other - Internal-Use Software .
The increase in research and development expenses for fiscal 2015 from fiscal 2014 was primarily attributable to a $0.8 million increase in
payroll and related expenses and a $0.8 million increase in temporary personnel, consulting and outside service expenses and a $0.5 million
increase in stock-based compensation expenses, partially offset by $1.5 million of payroll and related costs capitalized in accordance with ASC
350-40.
The increase in research and development expenses for fiscal 2014 from fiscal 2013 was primarily attributable to a $1.7 million increase in
payroll and related expenses and a $1.5 million increase in temporary personnel, consulting and outside service expenses, partially offset by $0.8
million of capitalized software and development costs in accordance with ASC 985-20.
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SALES AND MARKETING EXPENSES

Sales and marketing
Percentage of total revenue

$

Years Ended March 31,
Year-over-Year Change
2015
2014
2013
2014 to 2015
2013 to 2014
(dollar amounts in thousands)
80,667 $
60,906 $
45,573 $ 19,761
32.4% $ 15,333 33.6%
49.7%
47.4%
43.9%

Sales and marketing expenses consist primarily of personnel and related overhead costs for sales, marketing, and customer service which
includes deployment engineering. Such costs also include outsourced customer service call center operations, sales commissions, as well as trade
show, advertising and other marketing and promotional expenses.
The increase in sales and marketing expenses for fiscal 2015 from fiscal 2014 was primarily due to a $11.2 million increase in payroll and
related expenses from an increase in our sales force, deployment engineering, customer success teams, and from the acquisition of Voicenet, a
$1.9 million increase in third party sales commissions, a $1.4 million increase in stock-based compensation expenses, a $0.9 million increase in
temporary personnel, consulting and outside service expenses a $0.7 million increase in travel and meal expenses, a $0.6 million increase in
amortization expense due to intangibles acquired in acquisitions, a $0.6 million increase in trade show expenses, a $0.4 million increase in credit
card processing fees, a $0.2 million increase in expensed computer, software and light furniture, offset by a $0.3 million decrease in bad debt
expenses and a $0.2 million decrease in advertising expenses.
The increase in sales and marketing expenses for fiscal 2014 from fiscal 2013 was primarily due to a $10.2 million increase in payroll and
related expenses from an increase in our sales force, a $1.1 million increase in advertising expenses, a $0.8 million increase in temporary
personnel, consulting and outside service expenses, a $0.5 million increase in third party sales commissions, a $0.5 million increase in travel and
meal expenses, a $0.4 million increase in credit card processing fees, a $0.3 million increase in trade show expenses, a $0.3 million increase in
amortization expense due to intangibles acquired in acquisitions and a $0.2 million increase in expensed computer, software and light furniture.
GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

General and administrative
Percentage of total revenue

$

Years Ended March 31,
Year-over-Year Change
2015
2014
2013
2014 to 2015
2013 to 2014
(dollar amounts in thousands)
18,182 $
15,368 $
8,558 $ 2,814
18.3% $ 6,810 79.6%
11.2%
12.0%
8.2%

General and administrative expenses consist primarily of personnel and related overhead costs for finance, human resources and general
management.
The increase in general and administrative expenses for fiscal 2015 from fiscal 2014 was primarily due to a $1.7 million increase in payroll and
related expenses, a $1.0 million increase in legal expenses, a $0.3 million increase in recruiting expenses, a $0.2 million increase in facility lease
and maintenance expenses, offset by a $0.6 million decrease in stock-based compensation expenses.
The increase in general and administrative expenses for fiscal 2014 from fiscal 2013 was primarily due to a $4.8 million increase in payroll and
related expenses including a one-time charge of approximately $0.1 million in severance pay and $1.1 million in stock-based compensation
related to the resignation of the Company's president in October 2013, a $0.6 million increase in legal expenses, a $0.6 million increase in
facility lease and maintenance expenses, a $0.2 million increase in temporary personnel, consulting and outside service expenses, a $0.2 million
increase in sales and use tax expense, a $0.2 million increase in property and franchise tax expenses, and a $0.2 million increase in accounting
and tax expenses.
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GAIN ON PATENT SALE
Years Ended March 31,
2015
2014
2013
(dollar amounts in thousands)
Gain on patent sale
Percentage of total revenue

$

(1,000) $
-0.6%

- $
0.0%

Year-over-Year Change
2014 to 2015
2013 to 2014

(12,965) $ (1,000)
-12.5%

100.0% $ 12,965

100.0%

In June 2012, we entered into a patent purchase agreement for the sale of a family of United States patents. We recognized a gain of slightly less
than $12.0 million, net of transaction costs, in the first fiscal quarter of 2013, approximately $1.0 million in the fourth fiscal quarter of 2013, and
approximately $1.0 million in the second fiscal quarter of 2015 due to the third party purchaser entering into a license agreement with its
customer. The gain on patent sale has been recorded as a reduction of operating expenses in the consolidated statements of income.
INTEREST INCOME AND OTHER, NET

Interest income and other, net
Percentage of total revenue

$

Years Ended March 31,
Year-over-Year Change
2015
2014
2013
2014 to 2015
2013 to 2014
(dollar amounts in thousands)
833 $
742 $
105 $ 91
12.3% $ 637
606.7%
0.5%
0.6%
0.1%

This item primarily consisted of interest income earned on our cash, cash equivalents and investments and amortization or accretion of
investments in fiscal 2015 and 2014.
PROVISION FOR INCOME TAXES

Provision for income taxes
Percentage of total revenue

$

Years Ended March 31,
Year-over-Year Change
2015
2014
2013
2014 to 2015
2013 to 2014
(dollar amounts in thousands)
2,789 $
2,219 $
9,399 $ 570
25.7% $ (7,180) -76.4%
1.7%
1.7%
9.1%

We recorded an income tax provision of $2.8 million in fiscal year 2015, all of which related to net income from operations. During the fourth
quarter of fiscal 2015, we evaluated the need for a valuation allowance against our net deferred tax asset and determined that a decrease of $1.5
million was needed as certain California net operating losses carryforwards having expired in fiscal 2015.
We recorded an income tax provision of $2.2 million in fiscal year 2014 of which $0.9 million related to net income from operations and $1.3
million due to an increase in our valuation allowance. During the fourth quarter of fiscal 2014, we evaluated the need for a valuation allowance
against our net deferred tax asset and determined that an additional $1.3 million was needed for certain net operating loss and research credit
carryovers that may expire before utilization. Therefore, we increased the valuation allowance related to the deferred tax asset which resulted in
an additional provision for income taxes to the consolidated income statement of approximately $1.3 million.
At March 31, 2015, we had net operating loss carryforwards for federal and state income tax purposes of approximately $142.8 million and
$66.7 million, respectively that expire at various dates between 2016 and 2035. In addition, at March 31, 2015, we had research and
development credit carryforwards for federal and state tax reporting purposes of approximately $3.3 million and $5.1 million, respectively. The
federal income tax credit carryforwards will expire between 2021 and 2035, while the California income tax credit will carry forward
indefinitely. Under the ownership change limitations of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, the amount and benefit from the net
operating losses and credit carryforwards may be limited in certain circumstances.
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At March 31, 2015 and 2014, we had net deferred tax assets before valuation allowances of approximately $52.5 million and $55.4 million,
respectively.
INCOME FROM DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS, NET OF INCOME TAX PROVISION
Years Ended March 31,
2015
2014
2013
(dollar amounts in thousands)

Year-over-Year Change
2014 to 2015
2013 to 2014

Income from discontinued
operations, net of income
tax provision
Percentage of total revenue

$

0.0%

$

320
0.2%

$

489 $ (320)
0.5%

-100.0% $ (169)

34.6%

On September 30, 2013, we sold our dedicated server hosting business. The current and historical results of our dedicated server hosting
business have been reclassified to income from discontinued operations, net of income tax provision. For the years ended March 31, 2015, 2014
and 2013, income taxes were $0, $0.2 million and $0.3 million, respectively.
GAIN ON DISPOSAL OF DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS, NET OF INCOME TAX PROVISION
Years Ended March 31,
2015
2014
2013
(dollar amounts in thousands)
Gain on disposal of discontinued operations,
net of income tax provision
Percentage of total revenue

$

0.0%

$

596
0.5%

$

Year-over-Year Change
2014 to 2015
2013 to 2014

- $ (596)
0.0%

-100.0% $ 596

100.0%

For the year ended March 31, 2014, we recorded a gain on disposal of our dedicated server hosting business of $1.1 million, net of a tax
provision of $0.5 million.
LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES
As of March 31, 2015, we had $177.1 million of cash and cash equivalents and investments. By comparison, at March 31, 2014, we had $178.4
million in cash and cash equivalents and investments. During fiscal 2015, we repurchased approximately 2.5 million shares of our common stock
on the market for a total of approximately $19.2 million. We currently have no borrowing arrangements. We believe we have sufficient liquidity
to fund operations for the foreseeable future. In addition, we have a shelf registration statement that would allow us to raise up to an additional
$123.7 million from the sale of new securities of ours. Please refer to Part I, Item 1A, Risk Factors "We may need to raise additional capital to
support our future operations."
2015 to 2014
Net cash provided by operating activities for fiscal 2015 was $21.2 million, compared with $14.9 million provided by operating activities for
fiscal 2014. Cash used in or provided by operating activities has historically been affected by:






the amount of net income;
sales of subscriptions;
changes in working capital accounts, particularly in deferred revenue due to timing of annual plan renewals;
add-backs of non-cash expense items such as deferred income tax, depreciation and amortization; and
the expense associated with stock options and stock-based awards.
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Net cash used in investing activities was $12.2 million in fiscal 2015, compared with $136.5 million used in investing activities in fiscal 2014.
The decrease in cash used in investing activities during fiscal 2015 was primarily related to the purchase of investments ($106.0 million) and the
acquisition of property and equipment ($5.8 million). The increase in cash used in investing activities during fiscal 2015 was partially offset by
the sale and maturities of investments in fiscal 2015 ($100.3 million).
Net cash used in financing activities was $14.9 million in fiscal 2015, compared with $130.5 million provided by financing activities in fiscal
2014. Our financing activities for fiscal 2015 provided cash of $4.5 million due to issuance of common stock under our employee stock purchase
plan and the issuance of shares related to the exercise of options, which was offset by approximately $19.2 million used in stock repurchase
programs.
2014 to 2013
Net cash provided by operating activities for fiscal 2014 was $14.9 million, compared with $31.8 million provided by operating activities for
fiscal 2013. Cash used in or provided by operating activities has historically been affected by:






the amount of net income;
sales of subscriptions;
changes in working capital accounts, particularly in deferred revenue due to timing of annual plan renewals;
add-backs of non-cash expense items such as deferred income tax, depreciation and amortization; and
the expense associated with stock options and stock-based awards.

Net cash used in investing activities was $136.5 million in fiscal 2014, compared with $5.9 million used in investing activities in fiscal 2013.
The increase in cash used in investing activities during fiscal 2014 was primarily related to the purchase of investments ($141.6 million) and the
acquisition of a business ($18.5 million). The increase in cash used in investing activities during fiscal 2014 was partially offset by the sale of
investments in fiscal 2014 ($24.2 million) and proceeds from disposition of discontinued operations, net of transaction costs ($3.0 million).
Net cash provided by financing activities was $130.5 million in fiscal 2014, compared with $2.0 million in financing activities in fiscal 2013.
Our financing activities for fiscal 2014 provided cash of approximately $125.8 million, net of issuance costs of $0.6 million, related to
underwritten registered offering of common stock in which we sold 14,375,000 shares and $5.2 million due to issuance of common stock under
our employee stock purchase plan and the issuance of shares related to the exercise of options. The cash provided by financing activities in fiscal
2014 was partially offset by $0.5 million due to repurchase of restricted shares and payment of capital leases.
Contractual Obligations
Future operating lease payments, capital lease payments and purchase obligations at March 31, 2015 for the next five years were as follows (in
thousands):

Capital leases
Office leases
Purchase obligations
Third party customer support provider
Third party network service providers
Open purchase orders

Year Ending March 31,
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
Thereafter
Total
$
25 $
- $
- $
- $
-$
- $
25
1,913
1,977
1,872
1,926
1,100
8,788
2,158
3,014
2,452
891
48
$ 7,158 $ 4,429 $ 2,763 $ 1,926 $ 1,100 $

2,158
6,357
48
- $ 17,376

We lease our headquarters facility in San Jose, California under an operating lease agreement that expires in October 2019. The lease is an
industrial net lease with monthly base rent of $130,821 for the first 15 months with a 3% increase each year thereafter, and requires us to pay
property taxes, utilities and normal maintenance costs.
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We lease our UK headquarters in Aylesbury UK under operating lease agreements that expires in March 2017. The lease was amended in
September 2014 for additional space. The lease has a base monthly rent of approximately $7,800 until March 2015, rising to approximately
$8,800 thereafter, and requires us to pay property taxes, service charges, utilities and normal maintenance costs. We also lease office space in
London UK under an operating lease agreement that expires in April 2019. The lease has a base monthly rent of approximately $6,700 until
March 2016, rising to approximately $7,100 thereafter.
In the third quarter of 2010, we amended our contract with one of our third party customer support vendors containing a minimum monthly
commitment of approximately $0.4 million. The agreement requires a 150-day notice to terminate. At March 31, 2015, the total remaining
obligation under the contract was $2.2 million.
We entered into contracts with multiple vendors for third party network service which expire on various dates in fiscal 2016 through 2018. At
March 31, 2015, the total remaining obligations under these contracts were $6.4 million.
At March 31, 2015, we had open purchase orders of $48,000, primarily related to inventory purchases from our contract manufacturers. These
purchase commitments are reflected in our consolidated financial statements once goods or services have been received or at such time when we
are obligated to make payments related to these goods or services.
ITEM 7A. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK
The primary objective of our investment activities is to preserve principal while maximizing income without significantly increasing risk. Some
of the securities in which we invest may be subject to market risk. This means that a change in prevailing interest rates may cause the principal
amount of the investment to fluctuate. To minimize this risk, we may maintain our portfolio of cash equivalents and investments in a variety of
securities, including commercial paper, money market funds, debt securities and certificates of deposit. The risk associated with fluctuating
interest rates is limited to our investment portfolio and we do not believe that a 10% change in interest rates would have a significant impact on
our interest income.
During the years ended March 31, 2015 and 2014, we did not have any outstanding debt instruments other than equipment under capital leases
and, therefore, we were not exposed to market risk relating to interest rates.
ITEM 8. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
The Board of Directors and Stockholders
8x8, Inc.
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of 8x8, Inc. (the Company), as of March 31, 2015 and 2014, and the related
consolidated statements of income, comprehensive income, stockholders' equity and cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended
March 31, 2015. Our audits also included the financial statement schedule listed in Item 15(a)(2). We also have audited the Company's internal
control over financial reporting as of March 31, 2015, based on criteria established in Internal Control - Integrated Framework (2013) issued by
the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission. The Company's management is responsible for these consolidated
financial statements, for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting, and for its assessment of the effectiveness of internal
control over financial reporting included in the accompanying Management's Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting appearing
under Item 9A. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements and schedule and an opinion on the
Company's internal control over financial reporting based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audits to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free of
material misstatement and whether effective internal control over financial reporting was maintained in all material respects. Our audits of the
consolidated financial statements included examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the consolidated
financial statements, assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, and evaluating the overall
financial statement presentation. Our audit of internal control over financial reporting included obtaining an understanding of internal control
over financial reporting, assessing the risk that a material weakness exists, and testing and evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of
internal control based on the assessed risk. Our audits also include performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinions.
A company's internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial
reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. A
company's internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in
reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide reasonable assurance
that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in accordance with authorizations of management and
directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or
disposition of the company's assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also, projections of any
evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that
the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position
of 8x8, Inc., as of March 31, 2015 and 2014, and the consolidated results of its operations and its cash flows for each of the three years in the
period ended March 31, 2015, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. Also, in our opinion,
the related financial statement schedule, when considered in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole, presents fairly, in all
material respects, the information set forth therein. Also in our opinion, 8x8, Inc., maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control
over financial reporting as of March 31, 2015, based on criteria established in Internal Control - Integrated Framework (2013) issued by the
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission.
/s/ Moss Adams LLP
San Francisco, California
May 29, 2015
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8X8, INC.
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(IN THOUSANDS, EXCEPT SHARE AND PER SHARE AMOUNTS)
March 31,
2015

2014

53,110 $
123,984
6,642
704
428
4,454
2,274
191,596
10,248
12,260
36,887
43,169
1,464
295,624 $

59,159
47,181
5,503
811
263
2,065
1,951
116,933
72,021
7,711
15,095
38,461
47,797
1,185
299,203

7,775 $
6,183
339
2,800
1,768
2,965
21,830

6,789
4,583
660
2,323
1,857
1,909
18,121

1,352
231
23,413

1,619
1,285
21,025

-

-

ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments
Accounts receivable, net
Inventory
Deferred cost of goods sold
Deferred tax asset
Other current assets
Total current assets
Long-term investments
Property and equipment, net
Intangible assets, net
Goodwill
Non-current deferred tax asset
Other assets
Total assets

$

$

LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued compensation
Accrued warranty
Accrued taxes
Deferred revenue
Other accrued liabilities
Total current liabilities

$

Non-current liabilities
Non-current deferred revenue
Total liabilities
Commitments and contingencies (Note 7)
Stockholders' equity:
Preferred stock, $0.001 par value:
Authorized: 5,000,000 shares;
Issued and outstanding: no shares at March 31, 2015 and 2014
Common stock, $0.001 par value:
Authorized: 200,000,000 shares;
Issued and outstanding: 88,065,528 shares and 88,525,015 shares
at March 31, 2015 and 2014, respectively
Additional paid-in capital
Accumulated other comprehensive (loss) income
Accumulated deficit
Total stockholders' equity
Total liabilities and stockholders' equity

$

88
378,971
(2,109)
(104,739)
272,211
295,624 $

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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88
384,325
430
(106,665)
278,178
299,203

8X8, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME
(IN THOUSANDS, EXCEPT PER SHARE AMOUNTS)

Service revenue
Product revenue
Total revenue

$

Years Ended March 31,
2015
2014
148,208 $
116,607 $
14,205
11,990
162,413
128,597

2013
94,384
9,402
103,786

Operating expenses:
Cost of service revenue
Cost of product revenue
Research and development
Sales and marketing
General and administrative
Gain on patent sale
Total operating expenses
Income from operations
Other income, net
Income from continuing operations before
provision for income taxes
Provision for income taxes
Income from continuing operations
Income from discontinued operations,
net of income tax provision
Gain on disposal of discontinued operations,
net of income tax provision of $456
Net income

$

1,926

$

596
2,514

$

13,939

Income per share - continuing operations:
Basic
Diluted

$
$

0.02
0.02

$
$

0.02
0.02

$
$

0.19
0.18

Income per share - discontinued operations:
Basic
Diluted

$
$

0.00
0.00

$
$

0.01
0.01

$
$

0.01
0.01

Net income per share:
Basic
Diluted

$
$

0.02
0.02

$
$

0.03
0.03

$
$

0.20
0.19

Weighted average number of shares:
Basic
Diluted

29,701
15,863
15,118
80,667
18,182
(1,000)
158,531
3,882
833

22,445
15,170
11,633
60,906
15,368
125,522
3,075
742

19,928
11,801
8,147
45,573
8,558
(12,965)
81,042
22,744
105

4,715
2,789
1,926

3,817
2,219
1,598

22,849
9,399
13,450

-

320

489

89,071
91,652

78,310
81,658

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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71,390
74,700

8X8, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE (LOSS) INCOME
(IN THOUSANDS)

Net income
Other comprehensive income (loss), net of tax
Unrealized gain (loss) on investments in securities
Foreign currency translation adjustment
Comprehensive (loss) income

$

$

Years Ended March 31,
2015
2014
2013
1,926 $ 2,514 $
13,939
(26)
(2,513)
(613) $

(41)
507
2,980 $

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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22
13,961

8X8, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
(IN THOUSANDS, EXCEPT SHARES)

Balance at March 31, 2012
Issuance of common stock under
stock plans
Cost of issuance of common stock
Repurchase of common stock
Stock-based compensation expense
Income tax benefit from stockbased compensation
Unrealized investment gain
Net income
Balance at March 31, 2013
Issuance of common stock, net of
issuance costs
Issuance of common stock under
stock plans
Repurchase of common stock
Stock-based compensation expense
Income tax benefit from stockbased compensation
Unrealized investment loss
Foreign currency translation adjustment
Net income
Balance at March 31, 2014
Issuance of common stock under
stock plans
Cost of issuance of common stock
Repurchase of common stock
Stock-based compensation expense
Income tax benefit from stockbased compensation
Unrealized investment loss
Foreign currency translation adjustment
Net income
Balance at March 31, 2015

Accumulated
Additional
Other
Common Stock
Paid-in
Comprehensive
Accumulated
Shares
Amount
Capital
Income (Loss)
Deficit
Total
70,679,493 $
71 $
241,555 $
(58) $
(123,118) $ 118,450
1,503,238
(73,751)
-

1
-

2,400
(43)
(419)
2,634

-

-

2,401
(43)
(419)
2,634

72,108,980

72

49
246,176

22
(36)

13,939
(109,179)

49
22
13,939
137,033

14,375,000

14

125,736

-

-

125,750

2,091,435
(50,400)
-

2
-

5,165
(489)
7,595

-

-

5,167
(489)
7,595

88,525,015

88

142
384,325

(41)
507
430

2,514
(106,665)

142
(41)
507
2,514
278,178

2,043,781
(2,503,268)
-

2
(2)
-

4,525
(8)
(19,369)
9,347

-

-

4,527
(8)
(19,371)
9,347

88,065,528 $

88 $

151
378,971 $

(26)
(2,513)
(2,109) $

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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151
(26)
(2,513)
1,926
1,926
(104,739) $ 272,211

8X8, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(IN THOUSANDS)
Years Ended March 31,
2015
2014
2013
Cash flows from operating activities:
Net income
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by
operating activities:
Depreciation
Amortization of intangibles
Amortization of capitalized software
Net Accretion of discount and amortization of
premium on marketable securities
Gain on disposal of discontinued operations
Gain on escrow settlement
Stock-based compensation expense
Tax benefit from stock-based compensation
Deferred income tax expense
Other
Changes in assets and liabilities:
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Other current and noncurrent assets
Deferred cost of goods sold
Accounts payable
Accrued compensation
Accrued warranty
Accrued taxes
Deferred revenue
Other current and noncurrent liabilities
Net cash provided by operating activities

$

Cash flows from investing activities:
Acquisitions of property and equipment
Cost of capitalized software
Purchase of investments
Sales of investments
Proceeds from maturities of investments
Acquisition of businesses, net of cash acquired
Proceeds from disposition of discontinued operations, net of transaction costs
Net cash used in investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities:
Capital lease payments
Repurchase of common stock
Tax benefit from stock-based compensation
Proceeds from (cost of) issuance of common stock, net of issuance costs
Proceeds from issuance of common stock under employee stock plans
Net cash (used in) provided by financing activities
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash
Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalents, end of year
Supplemental and non-cash disclosures:
Acquisition of property and equipment, net in connection with
acquisitions of businesses
Acquisition of capital lease in connection with acquisitions of businesses
Interest paid
Income taxes paid

$

$

1,926 $

2,514 $ 13,939

3,540
2,232
341

2,567
1,643
147

2,523
1,428
-

896
9,347
(151)
2,390
256

114
(596)
(565)
7,595
(142)
2,266
650

2,634
(49)
9,308
616

(1,529)
52
(196)
(207)
605
1,632
(321)
490
(1,065)
1,002
21,240

(1,575)
(276)
(488)
163
(1,035)
488
208
276
681
282
14,917

(2,171)
27
(30)
(60)
410
524
65
440
345
1,839
31,788

(5,826)
(724)
(106,021)
36,764
63,546
(12,261)

(2,853)
(755)
(141,604)
24,219
(18,474)
3,000
(136,467)

(5,678)
(190)
(5,868)

(149)
(19,371)
151
4,455
(14,914)

(85)
(489)
142
125,750
5,167
130,485

(86)
(419)
49
(43)
2,458
1,959

(114)
(6,049)
59,159
53,110 $

- $
5
159

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

(81)
8,854
27,879
50,305
22,426
59,159 $ 50,305

956 $
216
5
427

8
415
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8X8, INC.
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. THE COMPANY AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
THE COMPANY
8x8, Inc. ("8x8" or the "Company") was incorporated in California in February 1987 and was reincorporated in Delaware in December 1996.
The Company is a leading provider of VoIP technology and SaaS (Software as a service) communication solutions in the cloud for SMBs and
mid-market and distributed enterprises. The Company delivers a broad suite of SaaS services to in-office and mobile devices spanning cloud
telephony, virtual contact center and virtual meeting through its proprietary unified SaaS platform. The Company currently serves approximately
41,600 business customers with over 650,000 subscriptions, making it a leading provider of UCC services in the cloud. The Company's software
abstracts complex networking, redundancy, security and interconnection requirements to provide a seamless and easy-to-use solution for its
customers. The Company's software also integrates with leading enterprise resource planning, customer relationship management, or human
capital management, and other third-party application suites, such as Salesforce.com and NetSuite, to provide organizations an integrated, fully
functional business communications and collaboration experience that is critical to operate their businesses.
The Company's fiscal year ends on March 31 of each calendar year. Each reference to a fiscal year in these notes to the consolidated financial
statements refers to the fiscal year ended March 31 of the calendar year indicated (for example, fiscal 2015 refers to the fiscal year ended March
31, 2015).
Common Stock Offering
In November 2013, the Company completed an underwritten registered offering of common stock in which it sold 14,375,000 shares for total
cash proceeds of approximately $125.8 million, net of issuance costs of $0.6 million. The shares issued in the offering had been registered under
a shelf registration statement previously filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission relating to up to $250,000,000 of the Company's
securities. A member of the Company's board of directors participated in the offering and purchased 30,000 shares at the public offering price.
Acquisition of Voicenet Solutions Limited
In November 2013, the Company entered into a share purchase agreement with the shareholders and optionholders of Voicenet Solutions
Limited, a provider of cloud communications and collaboration services in the United Kingdom. See Note 13.
PRINCIPLES OF CONSOLIDATION
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of 8x8 and its subsidiaries. All material intercompany accounts and transactions have
been eliminated.
USE OF ESTIMATES
The preparation of the consolidated financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities and equity and disclosure of
contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the consolidated financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the
reporting period. On an on-going basis, the Company evaluates its estimates, including, but not limited to, those related to bad debts, returns
reserve for expected cancellations, valuation of inventories, income and sales tax, and litigation and other contingencies. The Company bases its
estimates on historical experience and on various other assumptions that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the results of
which form the basis for making judgments about the carrying value of assets and liabilities, and equity that are not readily apparent from other
sources. Actual results could differ from those estimates under different assumptions or conditions.
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REVENUE RECOGNITION
Service and Product Revenue
The Company recognizes service revenue when persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, delivery has occurred or services have been
rendered, price is fixed or determinable and collectability is reasonably assured. The Company defers recognition of service revenues in
instances when cash receipts are received before services are delivered and recognizes deferred revenues ratably as services are provided.
The Company recognizes revenue from product sales for which there are no related services to be rendered upon shipment to customers provided
that persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, the price is fixed or determinable, title has transferred, collection of resulting receivables is
reasonably assured, there are no customer acceptance requirements, and there are no remaining significant obligations. Gross outbound shipping
and handling charges are recorded as revenue, and the related costs are included in cost of goods sold. Reserves for returns and allowances for
customer sales are recorded at the time of shipment. In accordance with the Financial Accounting Standards Board ("FASB") Accounting
Standards Codification ("ASC") 605, Revenue Recognition , the Company records shipments to distributors, retailers, and resellers, where the
right of return exists, as deferred revenue. The Company defers recognition of revenue on product sales to distributors, retailers, and resellers
until the products have been sold to the end customer.
The Company records revenue net of any sales and service related taxes and mandatory government charges that are billed to its customers. The
Company believes this approach results in consolidated financial statements that are more easily understood by users.
Under the terms of the Company's typical subscription agreement, new customers can terminate their service within 30 days of order placement
and receive a full refund of fees previously paid. The Company has determined that it has sufficient history of subscriber conduct to make a
reasonable estimate of cancellations within the 30-day trial period. Therefore, the Company recognizes new subscriber revenue that is fixed or
determinable and that are not contingent on future performance or future deliverables in the month in which the new order was shipped, net of an
allowance for expected cancellations.
Multiple Element Arrangements
ASC 605-25, Revenue Recognition - Multiple Element Arrangements , requires that revenue arrangements with multiple deliverables be divided
into separate units of accounting if the deliverables in the arrangement meet specific criteria. The provisioning of the 8x8 cloud service with the
accompanying 8x8 IP telephone constitutes a revenue arrangement with multiple deliverables. For arrangements with multiple deliverables, the
Company allocates the arrangement consideration to all units of accounting based on their relative selling prices. In such circumstances, the
accounting principles establish a hierarchy to determine the relative selling price to be used for allocating arrangement consideration to units of
accounting as follows: (i) vendor-specific objective evidence of fair value ("VSOE"), (ii) third-party evidence of selling price ("TPE"), and (iii)
best estimate of the selling price ("BESP").
VSOE generally exists only when the Company sells the deliverable separately, on more than a limited basis, at prices within a relatively narrow
range. When VSOE cannot be established, the Company attempts to establish the selling price of deliverables based on relevant TPE. TPE is
determined based on manufacturer's prices for similar deliverables when sold separately, when possible. When the Company is unable to
establish selling price using VSOE or TPE, it uses a BESP for the allocation of arrangement consideration. The objective of BESP is to
determine the price at which the Company would transact a sale if the product or service was sold on a stand-alone basis. BESP is generally used
for offerings that are not typically sold on a stand-alone basis or for new or highly customized offerings. The Company determines BESP for a
product or service by considering multiple factors including, but not limited to:


the price list established by its management which is typically based on general pricing practices and targeted gross margin of products
and services sold; and



analysis of pricing history of new arrangements, including multiple element and stand-alone transactions.
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In accordance with the guidance of ASC 605-25, when the Company enters into revenue arrangements with multiple deliverables the Company
allocates arrangement consideration, including activation fees, among the 8x8 IP telephones and subscriber services based on their relative
selling prices. Arrangement consideration allocated to the IP telephones that is fixed or determinable and that is not contingent on future
performance or future deliverables is recognized as product revenues during the period of the sale less the allowance for estimated returns during
the 30-day trial period. Arrangement consideration allocated to subscriber services that is fixed or determinable and that is not contingent on
future performance or future deliverables is recognized ratably as service revenues as the related services are provided, which is generally over
the initial contract term.
DEFERRED COST OF GOODS SOLD
Deferred cost of goods sold represents the cost of products sold for which the end customer or distributor has a right of return. The cost of the
products sold is recognized contemporaneously with the recognition of revenue, when the subscriber has accepted the service.
CASH, CASH EQUIVALENTS AND INVESTMENTS
The Company considers all highly liquid investments with an original maturity of three months or less to be cash equivalents. Management
determines the appropriate categorization of its investments at the time of purchase and reevaluates the classification at each reporting date. The
cost of the Company's investments is determined based upon specific identification.
The Company's investments are comprised of mutual funds, commercial paper, corporate debt, municipal securities, asset backed securities,
mortgage backed securities, international government securities, certificates of deposit and money market funds. At March 31, 2015 and 2014,
all investments were classified as available-for-sale and reported at fair value, based either upon quoted prices in active markets, quoted prices in
less active markets, or quoted market prices for similar investments, with unrealized gains and losses, net of related tax, if any, included in other
comprehensive income (loss) and disclosed as a separate component of consolidated stockholders' equity. Realized gains and losses on sales of
all such investments are reported within the caption of other income, net in the consolidated statements of income and computed using the
specific identification method. The Company classifies its investments as current based on the nature of the investments and their availability for
use in current operations. The Company's investments in marketable securities are monitored on a periodic basis for impairment. In the event
that the carrying value of an investment exceeds its fair value and the decline in value is determined to be other-than-temporary, an impairment
charge is recorded and a new cost basis for the investment is established. These available-for-sale investments are primarily held in the custody
of a major financial institution.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ALLOWANCE
The Company estimates the amount of uncollectible accounts receivable at the end of each reporting period based on the aging of the receivable
balance, current and historical customer trends, and communications with its customers. Amounts are written off only after considerable
collection efforts have been made and the amounts are determined to be uncollectible.
INVENTORY
Inventory is stated at the lower of standard cost, which approximates actual cost using the first-in, first-out method, or market. Any write-down
of inventory to the lower of cost or market at the close of a fiscal period creates a new cost basis that subsequently would not be marked up
based on changes in underlying facts and circumstances. On an on-going basis, the Company evaluates inventory for obsolescence and slowmoving items. This evaluation includes analysis of sales levels, sales projections, and purchases by item, as well as raw material usage related to
the Company's manufacturing facilities. If the Company's review indicates a reduction in utility below carrying value, it reduces inventory to a
new cost basis. If future demand or market conditions are different than the Company's current estimates, an inventory adjustment may be
required, and would be reflected in cost of goods sold in the period the revision is made.
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
Property and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and amortization. Depreciation and amortization are computed using the
straight-line method. Estimated useful lives of three years are used for equipment and software and five years for furniture and fixtures.
Amortization of leasehold improvements is computed using the shorter of the remaining facility lease term or the estimated useful life of the
improvements.
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Maintenance, repairs and ordinary replacements are charged to expense. Expenditures for improvements that extend the physical or economic
life of the property are capitalized. Gains or losses on the disposition of property and equipment are recorded in the Consolidated Statements of
Income.
Construction in progress primarily relates to costs to acquire or internally develop software for internal use not fully completed as of March 31,
2015.
ACCOUNTING FOR LONG-LIVED ASSETS
The Company reviews the recoverability of its long-lived assets, such as property and equipment, definite lived intangibles or capitalized
software, when events or changes in circumstances occur that indicate that the carrying value of the asset or asset group may not be recoverable.
Examples of such events could include a significant disposal of a portion of such assets, an adverse change in the market involving the business
employing the related asset or a significant change in the operation or use of an asset. The assessment of possible impairment is based on the
Company's ability to recover the carrying value of the asset or asset group from the expected future pre-tax cash flows (undiscounted and
without interest charges) of the related operations. If these cash flows are less than the carrying value of such asset, an impairment loss is
recognized for the difference between estimated fair value and carrying value. The measurement of impairment requires management to estimate
future cash flows and the fair value of long-lived assets. No such charges were recorded in the periods presented.
GOODWILL AND OTHER INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Goodwill and intangible assets with indefinite useful lives are not amortized. Goodwill represents the excess fair value of consideration
transferred over the fair value of net assets acquired in business combinations. The carrying value of goodwill and indefinite lived intangible
assets are not amortized, but are tested annually for impairment and more often if there is an indicator of impairment. The Company has
determined that it has two reporting units, and allocates goodwill to the reporting units for the purposes of the annual test for impairment.
The Company's annual goodwill impairment test is performed on January 1 each year. No goodwill impairment charges were recorded in the
periods presented.
Intangible assets with finite useful lives are amortized on a straight-line basis over the periods benefited. Amortization expense for the customer
relationship intangible asset is included in sales and marketing expenses. Amortization expense for technology is included in cost of service
revenue.
WARRANTY EXPENSE
The Company accrues for estimated product warranty cost upon revenue recognition. Accruals for product warranties are calculated based on the
Company's historical warranty experience adjusted for any specific requirements.
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND SOFTWARE COSTS
The Company accounts for software to be sold or otherwise marketed in accordance with ASC 985-20, Costs of Software to be Sold, Leased or
Marketed (ASC 985-20) which requires capitalization of certain software development costs subsequent to the establishment of technological
feasibility. The Company defines establishment of technological feasibility as the completion of a working model. Software development costs
for software to be sold or otherwise marketed incurred prior to the establishment of technological feasibility are included in research and
development and are expensed as incurred. Software development costs incurred subsequent to the establishment of technological feasibility
through the period of general market availability of the product are capitalized, if material.
In fiscal 2015 and 2014, the Company capitalized approximately $0 and $0.8 million, respectively, of software development costs in accordance
with ASC 985-20. At March 31, 2015 and 2014, total capitalized software development costs included in other long-term assets was
approximately $1.0 million, and accumulated amortization costs related to capitalized software was approximately $0.5 million and $0.1 million,
respectively.
The Company accounts for computer software developed or obtained for internal use in accordance with ASC 350-40, Internal Use Software
(ASC 350-40), which requires capitalization of certain software development costs incurred during the application development stage. In fiscal
2015, the Company capitalized $1.5 million in accordance with ASC 350-40, of which $0.8 million is classified as property and equipment and
$0.7 million is classified as long-term assets. In fiscal 2014, no such costs were capitalized. At March 31, 2015, the projects had not yet been
placed into service, and accordingly no amortization has been recognized.
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ADVERTISING COSTS
Advertising costs are expensed as incurred and were $6.8 million, $7.3 million and $6.5 million for the years ended March 31, 2015, 2014 and
2013, respectively.
FOREIGN CURRENCY TRANSLATION
The Company has determined that the functional currency of its UK foreign subsidiary is the subsidiary's local currency, the British Pound
Sterling, which the Company believes most appropriately reflects the current economic facts and circumstances of the UK subsidiary's
operations. The assets and liabilities of the subsidiary are translated at the applicable exchange rate as of the end of the balance sheet period and
revenue and expenses are translated at an average rate over the period presented. Resulting currency translation adjustments are recorded as a
component of accumulated other comprehensive income or loss within the stockholder's equity in the consolidated balance sheets.
BUSINESS SEGMENTS
The Company has one reportable operating segment. The Company's chief operating decision makers, the Chief Executive Officer, Chief
Financial Officer, and Chief Technology Officer, evaluate performance of the Company and makes decisions regarding allocation of resources
based on total Company results (see Note 12).
SUBSCRIBER ACQUISITION COSTS
Subscriber acquisition costs are expensed as incurred and include the advertising, marketing, promotions, commissions, rebates and equipment
subsidy costs associated with the Company's efforts to acquire new subscribers.
INCOME TAXES
Income taxes are accounted for using the asset and liability approach. Under the asset and liability approach, a current tax liability or asset is
recognized for the estimated taxes payable or refundable on tax returns for the current year. A deferred tax liability or asset is recognized for the
estimated future tax effects attributed to temporary differences and carryforwards. If necessary, the deferred tax assets are reduced by the amount
of benefits that, based on available evidence, is more likely than not expected to be realized.
CONCENTRATIONS
Financial instruments that potentially subject the Company to significant concentrations of credit risk consist principally of cash and cash
equivalents, investments and trade accounts receivable. The Company has cash equivalents and investment policies that limit the amount of
credit exposure to any one financial institution and restrict placement of these funds to financial institutions evaluated as highly credit-worthy.
The Company has not experienced any material losses relating to its investment instruments.
The Company sells its products to business customers and distributors. The Company performs ongoing credit evaluations of its customers'
financial condition and generally does not require collateral from its customers. At March 31, 2015 and 2014, no customer accounted for more
than 10% of accounts receivable.
The Company outsources the manufacturing of its hardware products to independent contract manufacturers. The inability of any contract
manufacturer to fulfill supply requirements of the Company could materially impact future operating results, financial position or cash flows. If
any of these contract manufacturers fail to perform on their obligations to the Company, such failure to fulfill supply requirements of the
Company could materially impact future operating results, financial position and cash flows.
The Company also relies primarily on third party network service providers to provide telephone numbers and PSTN call termination and
origination services for its customers. If these service providers failed to perform their obligations to the Company, such failure could materially
impact future operating results, financial position and cash flows.
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FAIR VALUE OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
The Company defines fair value as the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between
market participants at the measurement date. When determining the fair value measurements for assets and liabilities required or permitted to be
recorded at fair value, the Company considers the principal market or the most advantageous market in which it would transact.
The accounting guidance for fair value measurement requires the Company to maximize the use of observable inputs and minimize the use of
unobservable inputs when measuring fair value. Observable inputs are inputs that reflect the assumptions market participants would use in
valuing the asset or liability and are developed based on market data obtained from sources independent of the Company. Unobservable inputs
are inputs that reflect the Company's assumptions about the factors that market participants would use in valuing the asset or liability developed
based on the best information available in the circumstances.
The standard establishes a fair value hierarchy based on the level of independent, objective evidence surrounding the inputs used to measure fair
value by requiring that the most observable inputs be used when available. A financial instrument's categorization within the fair value hierarchy
is based upon the lowest level of input that is significant to the fair value measurement. The fair value hierarchy is as follows:


Level 1 applies to assets or liabilities for which there are quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the
Company has the ability to access at the measurement date.



Level 2 applies to assets or liabilities for which there are inputs other than quoted prices included in Level 1 that are observable for the
asset or liability, either directly or indirectly, such as quoted prices for similar assets or liabilities in active markets; quoted prices for
identical assets or liabilities in markets with insufficient volume or infrequent transactions (less active markets).



Level 3 applies to assets or liabilities for which fair value is derived from valuation techniques in which one or more significant inputs
are unobservable, including the Company's own assumptions.

The estimated fair value of financial instruments is determined by the Company using available market information and valuation methodologies
considered to be appropriate. The carrying amounts of the Company's cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable and accounts payable
approximate their fair values due to their short maturities. The Company's investments are carried at fair value.
ACCOUNTING FOR STOCK-BASED COMPENSATION
The Company accounts for its employee stock options, stock purchase rights, restricted stock units and restricted performance stock units
granted under the 1996 Stock Plan, 1996 Director Option Plan, the 2006 Stock Plan, the 2003 Contactual Plan, the 2012 Equity Incentive Plan,
the 2013 New Employee Inducement Incentive Plan and stock purchase rights under the 1996 Employee Stock Purchase Plan (collectively
"Equity Compensation Plans") under the provisions of ASC 718 - Stock Compensation . Under the provisions of ASC 718, stock-based
compensation cost is measured at the grant date, based on the estimated fair value of the award, and is recognized as an expense over the
employee's requisite service period (generally the vesting period of the equity grant), net of estimated forfeitures.
To value option grants, stock purchase rights and restricted stock units under the Equity Compensation Plans for stock-based compensation the
Company used the Black-Scholes option valuation model. Fair value determined using the Black-Scholes option valuation model varies based on
assumptions used for the expected stock prices volatility, expected life, risk free interest rates and future dividend payments. For fiscal years
2015, 2014 and 2013, the Company used the historical volatility of its stock over a period equal to the expected life of the options. The expected
life assumptions represent the weighted-average period stock-based awards are expecting to remain outstanding. These expected life assumptions
were established through the review of historical exercise behavior of stock-based award grants with similar vesting periods. The risk free
interest is based on the closing market bid yields on actively traded U.S. treasury securities in the over-the-counter market for the expected term
equal to the expected term of the option. The dividend yield assumption is based on the Company's history and expectation of future dividend
payout. Compensation expense for stock-based payment awards is recognized using the straight-line single-option method and includes the
impact of estimated forfeitures.
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The Company issued restricted performance stock units to a group of executives with vesting that is contingent on both market performance and
continued service. For the market-based restricted performance stock units issued during the fiscal year ended March 31, 2015:


the number of shares of the Company's stock to be received at vesting if applicable service requirements are also met will range from 0%
to 100% of the target amount based total shareholder return ("TSR"), which compares the performance of the price per share of the
Company's common stock with the NASDAQ Composite Index ("Index") for the three performance periods ending March 31, 2016,
March 31, 2017 and March 31, 2018, for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2015; and for the three performance periods ending March 31,
2015, March 31, 2016 and March 31, 2017 for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2014, in the following manner: where in each such
measurement period, (1) if the performance return on the price per share of the Company's common stock exceeds the performance return
on the NASDAQ Composite Index, (which shall be determined by subtracting the percentage return on the NASDAQ Composite Index
from the percentage return on the price per share of the Common Stock), then all of the TSR Performance Shares for such measurement
period will be deemed earned and will vest; (2) if the performance return on the price per share of Common Stock is more than 50%
lower than the performance return on the NASDAQ Composite Index, then none of the TSR Performance Shares for such measurement
period will be deemed earned and will vest; and (3) if the performance return on the price per share of Common Stock is between 0% and
50% lower than the performance return on the NASDAQ Composite Index, then the number of TSR Performance Shares deemed earned
and vesting for such measurement period will be reduced by 2% for each 1% by which the performance return on the NASDAQ
Composite Index exceeds the performance return on the Common Stock, and



the number of shares of the Company's stock to be received at vesting will range from 0% or 100% of the target amount based on four
tranches, with each tranche vesting at the later of (a) the satisfaction of the applicable service-based vesting requirement for that tranche,
and (b) on the first date that the average stock price of the Company's common stock for a consecutive 30 trading day period exceeds
150% of the grant date stock price. The minimum service vesting requirement for each tranche is as follows:
Tranche 1: One year following the date of the grant
Tranche 2: Two years following the date of the grant
Tranche 3: Three years following the date of the grant
Tranche 4: Four years following the date of the grant

To value these market-based restricted performance stock units under the Equity Compensation Plans, the Company used a Monte Carlo
simulation model on the date of grant. Fair value determined using the Monte Carlo simulation model varies based on the assumptions used for
the expected stock price volatility, the correlation coefficient between the Company and the NASDAQ Composite Index, risk free interest rates,
and future dividend payments. The Company used the historical volatility and correlation of our stock and the Index over a period equal to the
remaining performance period as of the grant date. The risk-free interest rate was based on the closing market bid yields on actively traded U.S.
treasury securities in the over-the-counter market for the expected term equal to the remaining performance period as of the grant date. The
dividend yield assumption was based on our history and expectation of future dividend payout. Compensation expense for restricted stock units
with performance and market conditions is recognized over the requisite service period using the straight-line method on a tranche by tranche
basis and includes the impact of estimated forfeitures.
In October 2013, the board of directors approved the modification of unvested stock options to purchase 74,479 shares of common stock and
unvested stock purchase rights totaling 37,000 shares of common stock held by the Company's president upon his resignation. The options held
by the Company's president upon his resignation, taken as a whole, had a weighted average exercise price of $4.05 per share and range from
$2.72 to $5.87 per share, and a weighted average remaining vesting term of 0.5 years. Approximately $1.1 million of the $7.6 million of stockbased compensation charge in fiscal year 2014 applied to the options held by the former president of the Company and was recorded in general
and administrative expenses.
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COMPREHENSIVE (LOSS) INCOME
Comprehensive (loss) income, as defined, includes all changes in equity (net assets) during a period from non-owner sources. The difference
between net income and comprehensive (loss) income is due to foreign currency translation adjustments and unrealized gains or losses on
investments classified as available-for-sale.
NET INCOME PER SHARE
Basic net income per share is computed by dividing net income available to common stockholders (numerator) by the weighted average number
of vested, unrestricted common shares outstanding during the period (denominator). Diluted net income per share is computed on the basis of the
weighted average number of shares of common stock plus the effect of dilutive potential common shares outstanding during the period using the
treasury stock method. Dilutive potential common shares include outstanding stock options and employee restricted purchase rights.
DEFERRED RENT
In April 2012, the Company entered into an 87-month lease agreement for its new headquarters. Under the terms of the lease agreement:


the Company received a three month rent holiday from rental payments;



base rent is $130,821 for the 15 months after the rent holiday; and



rent expense increases 3% each year thereafter.

In the second quarter of fiscal 2013, the Company received a $1.7 million allowance for reimbursement for the cost of tenant improvements that
the Company included in cash flows from operating activities. In accordance with the guidance in ASC 840-20, Leases , the Company accounts
for its headquarters facility operating lease as follows:
Rent Holidays. The Company recognizes the related rent expense on a straight-line basis at the earlier of the first rent payment or the date of
possession of the leased property. The difference between the amounts charged to expense and the rent paid is recorded as deferred lease
incentives and amortized over the lease term.
Rent Escalations. The Company recognizes escalating rent provisions on a straight-line basis over the lease term. The difference between the
amounts charged to expense and the rent paid is recorded as deferred lease incentives and amortized over the lease term.
Tenant Improvement Allowance . The tenant improvement allowance is deferred and amortized on a straight-line basis over the life of the lease
as a reduction to rent expense.
At March 31, 2015, total deferred rent included in other accrued liabilities and non-current liabilities was $0.3 million and $1.3 million,
respectively. At March 31, 2014, total deferred rent included in other accrued liabilities and non-current liabilities was $0.2 million and $1.6
million, respectively.
RECENT ACCOUNTING PRONOUNCEMENTS
In April 2014, the FASB issued Accounting Standards Update (ASU) 2014-08, Presentation of Financial Statements (Topic 205) and Property,
Plant, and Equipment (Topic 360): Reporting Discontinued Operations and Disclosures of Disposals of Components of an Entity . This ASU
changes the requirements for reporting discontinued operations in FASB ASU 205-20, such that a disposal of a component of an entity or a
group of components of an entity is required to be reported in discontinued operations if the disposal represents a strategic shift that has (or will
have) a major effect on an entity's operations and financial results. This ASU requires an entity to present, for each comparative period, the
assets and liabilities of a disposal group that includes a discontinued operation separately in the asset and liability sections, respectively, of the
statement of financial position, as well as additional disclosures about discontinued operations. Additionally, the ASU requires disclosures about
a disposal of an individually significant component of an entity that does not qualify for discontinued operations presentation in the financial
statements and expands the disclosures about an entity's significant continuing involvement with a discontinued operation. The accounting
update is effective for annual periods beginning on or after December 15, 2014. Early adoption is permitted but only for disposals that have not
been reported in financial statements previously issued. The adoption is not expected to have a material impact on the Company's results of
operations, cash flows or financial position.
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In May 2014, the FASB issued ASU 2014-09, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic 606) and the IASB has issued IFRS 15, Revenue
from Contracts with Customers . The issuance of these documents completes the joint effort by the FASB and the IASB to improve financial
reporting by creating common revenue recognition guidance for U.S. GAAP and IFRS. The new guidance affects any entity that either enters
into contracts with customers to transfer goods or services or enters into contracts for the transfer of nonfinancial assets unless those contracts
are within the scope of other standards. This ASU will supersede the revenue recognition requirements in Topic 605, Revenue Recognition , and
most industry-specific guidance. For public entities, the amendments are effective for annual reporting periods beginning after December 15,
2016, including interim periods within that reporting period. Early application is not permitted. The Company is currently assessing the impact
of this pronouncement to its consolidated financial statements.
In June 2014, the FASB issued ASU 2014-12, Accounting for Share-Based Payments When the Terms of an Award Provide That a Performance
Target Could Be Achieved after the Requisite Service Period . This ASU requires that a performance target that affects vesting and could be
achieved after the requisite service period be treated as a performance condition. A reporting entity should apply existing guidance in ASC 718,
Compensation - Stock Compensation , as it relates to such awards. ASU 2014-12 is effective for us in our first quarter of fiscal 2017 with early
adoption permitted using either of two methods: (i) prospective to all awards granted or modified after the effective date; or (ii) retrospective to
all awards with performance targets that are outstanding as of the beginning of the earliest annual period presented in the financial statements
and to all new or modified awards thereafter, with the cumulative effect of applying ASU 2014-12 as an adjustment to the opening retained
earnings balance as of the beginning of the earliest annual period presented in the financial statements. The Company is currently assessing the
impact of this pronouncement to its consolidated financial statements.
In April 2015, the FASB issued ASU 2015-05, Intangibles -Goodwill and Other -Internal-Use Software (Subtopic 350-40): Customer's
Accounting for Fees Paid in a Cloud Computing Arrangement . This ASU provide guidance to customers about whether a cloud computing
arrangement includes a software license. For public business entities, the amendments will be effective for annual periods, including interim
periods within those annual periods, beginning after December 15, 2015. The Company is currently assessing the impact of this pronouncement
to its consolidated financial statements.
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2. CASH, CASH EQUIVALENTS AND INVESTMENTS
Cash, cash equivalents, and available-for-sale investments were (in thousands):

As of March 31, 2015
Cash
Level 1:
Money market funds
Mutual funds
Subtotal
Level 2:
Commercial paper
Corporate debt
Municipal securities
Asset backed securities
Mortgage backed securities
Agency bond
International government securities
Subtotal
Total

Gross
Gross
Cash and
Amortized Unrealized Unrealized Estimated
Cash
Short-Term
Costs
Gain
Loss
Fair Value Equivalents Investments
$
24,734 $
- $
- $
24,734 $
24,734 $
-

$

28,376
2,000
55,110

-

(107)
(107)

9,043
75,284
5,435
21,503
5,822
4,201
800
122,088
177,198 $

1
57
2
4
3
4
71
71 $
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(10)
(1)
(5)
(52)
(68)
(175) $

28,376
1,893
55,003
9,044
75,331
5,436
21,502
5,770
4,204
804
122,091
177,094 $

28,376
53,110
53,110 $

1,893
1,893
9,044
75,331
5,436
21,502
5,770
4,204
804
122,091
123,984

Gross
Gross
Cash and
Amortized Unrealized Unrealized Estimated
Cash
Short-Term Long-Term
Costs
Gain
Loss
Fair Value Equivalents Investments Investments
$
26,548 $
- $
- $
26,548 $
26,548 $
- $
-

As of March 31, 2014
Cash
Level 1:
Money market funds
Mutual funds
Subtotal
Level 2:
Commercial paper
Corporate debt
Municipal securities
Asset backed securities
International government securities
Subtotal
Total
$

32,611
1,964
61,123

-

(55)
(55)

30,374
63,621
5,435
17,049
800
117,279
178,402 $

5
35
5
6
4
55
55 $

(39)
(1)
(1)
(41)
(96) $

32,611
1,909
61,068
30,379
63,617
5,439
17,054
804
117,293
178,361 $

32,611
59,159
59,159 $

Contractual maturities of investments as of March 31, 2015 are set forth below (in thousands):
Estimated
Fair Value
$
69,502
54,482
$
123,984

Due within one year
Due after one year
Total
3. INVENTORIES
Components of inventories were as follows:

Work-in-process
Finished goods

March 31,
2015
2014
(in thousands)
169 $
23
535
788
704 $
811

$
$

4. PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
Property and equipment consisted of the following:

Machinery and computer equipment
Furniture and fixtures
Licensed software
Leasehold improvements
Construction in progress

March 31,
2015
2014
(in thousands)
16,099 $
9,557
759
505
4,696
3,517
3,812
3,468
942
26,308
17,047
(16,060)
(9,336)
10,248 $
7,711

$

Less: accumulated depreciation and amortization
$
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1,909
1,909
30,379
14,893
45,272
47,181 $

48,724
5,439
17,054
804
72,021
72,021

5. INTANGIBLE ASSETS
The carrying value of intangible assets consisted of the following (in thousands):
March 31, 2015
March 31, 2014
Gross
Gross
Carrying Accumulated Net Carrying Carrying Accumulated Net Carrying
Amount Amortization
Amount
Amount Amortization
Amount
$
8,242 $
(2,905) $
5,337 $
8,242 $
(2,080) $
6,162
9,686
(3,720)
5,966
9,686
(1,710)
7,976
957
957
957
957

Technology
Customer relationships
Trade names/domains
Total acquired identifiable
intangible assets
$

18,885 $

(6,625) $

12,260 $

18,885 $

(3,790) $

15,095

At March 31, 2015, annual amortization of intangible assets, based upon our existing intangible assets and current useful lives, is estimated to be
the following (in thousands):

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
Thereafter
Total

Amount
2,159
2,152
1,904
1,658
1,658
1,772
$ 11,303
$

6. GOODWILL
The following table provides a summary of the changes in the carrying amounts of goodwill (in thousands):
Balance as of March 31, 2013
Increase in goodwill related to acquisitions
Decrease in goodwill related to disposal of discontinued operations
Foreign currency translation
Balance as of March 31, 2014
Foreign currency translation
Balance as of March 31, 2015

$

$
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25,150
14,155
(1,210)
366
38,461
(1,574)
36,887

7. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
Guarantees
Indemnifications
In the normal course of business, the Company may agree to indemnify other parties, including customers, lessors and parties to other
transactions with the Company, with respect to certain matters such as breaches of representations or covenants or intellectual property
infringement or other claims made by third parties. These agreements may limit the time within which an indemnification claim can be made and
the amount of the claim. In addition, the Company has entered into indemnification agreements with its officers and directors.
It is not possible to determine the maximum potential amount of the Company's exposure under these indemnification agreements due to the
limited history of prior indemnification claims and the unique facts and circumstances involved in each particular agreement. Historically,
payments made by the Company under these agreements have not had a material impact on the Company's operating results, financial position or
cash flows. Under some of these agreements, however, the Company's potential indemnification liability might not have a contractual limit.
Product Warranties
The Company accrues for the estimated costs that may be incurred under its product warranties upon revenue recognition. Changes in the
Company's product warranty liability, which is included in cost of product revenues in the consolidated statements of income were as follows (in
thousands):
Years Ended March 31,
2014
2013
660 $
452 $
387
185
953
611
(364)
(745)
(546)
(142)
339 $
660 $
452

2015
Balance at beginning of year
Accruals for warranties
Settlements
Changes in estimate
Balance at end of year

$

$

Leases
The Company leases its headquarters facility in San Jose, California under an operating lease agreement that expires in October 2019. The lease
is an industrial net lease with monthly base rent of $130,821 for the first 15 months with a 3% increase each year thereafter, and requires us to
pay property taxes, utilities and normal maintenance costs.
The Company leases its UK headquarters in Aylesbury UK under operating lease agreements that expires in March 2017. The lease was
amended in September 2014 for additional space. The lease has a base monthly rent of approximately $7,800 until March 2015, rising to
approximately $8,800 thereafter, and requires us to pay property taxes, service charges, utilities and normal maintenance costs. The Company
also leases office space in London UK under an operating lease agreement that expires in April 2019. The lease has a base monthly rent of
approximately $6,700 until March 2016, rising to approximately $7,100 thereafter.
At March 31, 2015, future minimum annual lease payments under non-cancelable operating leases were as follows (in thousands):
Year ending March 31:
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020 and Thereafter
Total

$

$

1,913
1,977
1,872
1,926
1,100
8,788

Rent expense for the years ended March 31, 2015, 2014 and 2013 was $1.8 million, $1.5 million and $1.2 million, respectively.
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Capital Leases
The Company has non-cancelable capital lease agreements for office equipment bearing interest at various rates. At March 31, 2015, future
minimum annual lease payments under non-cancelable capital leases were as follows (in thousands):
Year ending March 31:
2016
Total minimum payments
Less: Amount representing interest
Less: Short-term portion of capital lease obligations
Long-term portion of capital lease obligations

$

$

29
29
(4)
25
(25)
-

Capital leases included in office equipment were approximately $0.5 million and $0.6 million at March 31, 2015 and 2014, respectively. Total
accumulated amortization was approximately $0.3 million and $0.4 million at March 31, 2015 and 2014, respectively. Amortization expense for
assets recorded under capital leases is included in depreciation expense.
Minimum Third Party Customer Support Commitments
In the third quarter of 2010, the Company amended its contract with one of its third party customer support vendors containing a minimum
monthly commitment of approximately $0.4 million effective April 1, 2010. The agreement requires a 150-day notice to terminate. At March 31,
2015, the total remaining obligation under the contract was $2.2 million.
Minimum Third Party Network Service Provider Commitments
The Company entered into contracts with multiple vendors for third party network service which expire on various dates in fiscal 2016 through
2018. At March 31, 2015, future minimum annual payments under these third party network service contracts were as follows (in thousands):
Year ending March 31:
2016
2017
2018
Total minimum payments

$

$

3,014
2,452
891
6,357

Legal Proceedings
The Company, from time to time, is involved in various legal claims or litigation, including patent infringement claims that can arise in the
normal course of the Company's operations. Pending or future litigation could be costly, could cause the diversion of management's attention and
could upon resolution, have a material adverse effect on the Company's business, results of operations, financial condition and cash flows.
On February 22, 2011, the Company was named a defendant in a lawsuit, Bear Creek Technologies, Inc. v. 8x8, Inc. et al. , along with 20 other
defendants. On August 17, 2011, the suit was dismissed without prejudice as to the Company under Rule 21 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure. On August 17, 2011, Bear Creek Technologies, Inc. refiled its suit against the Company in the United States District Court for the
District of Delaware. Further, on November 28, 2012, the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office initiated a Reexamination proceeding with a
Reexamination Declaration explaining that there is a substantial new question of patentability, based on four separate grounds and affecting each
claim of the patent which is the basis for the complaint filed against us. On March 26, 2013, the USPTO issued a first Office Action in the
Reexamination, with all claims of the '722 patent being rejected on each of the four separate grounds raised in the Request for Reexamination.
On July 10, 2013, the Company filed an informational pleading in support of and joining a motion to stay the proceeding in the District Court;
the District Court granted the motion on July 17, 2013, based on the possibility that at least one of the USPTO rejections will be upheld and
considering the USPTO's conclusion that Bear Creek's patent suffers from a defective claim for priority. On March 24, 2014, the USPTO issued
another Office Action in which the rejections of the claims were maintained. On August 15, 2014, the USPTO issued a Right of Appeal Notice,
as the USPTO maintained all rejections of the patent claims.
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On September 15, 2014, Bear Creek Technologies, Inc. filed a Notice of Appeal of this decision with the Patent Trial and Appeal Board. The
case is currently on appeal. The Company believes that it has meritorious defenses to these claims and is presenting a vigorous defense, but we
cannot estimate potential liability in this case at this early stage of litigation.
On March 31, 2014, the Company was named as a defendant in a lawsuit, CallWave Communications LLC (CallWave) v. 8x8, Inc. CallWave
also sued Fonality Inc. on March 31, 2014, and previously had sued other companies including Verizon, Google, T-Mobile, and AT&T. The
Company answered the complaint and filed counterclaims in response thereto. Thereafter, CallWave made numerous demands that 8x8 pay
CallWave cash consideration for settling the suit. On April 21, 2015, the Company filed papers to present numerous counterclaims including
patent misuse. On or about May 26, 2015, the parties concluded negotiations regarding CallWave's cash-payment demands and agreed to settle
all claims in the suit (and potential future claims) under confidential terms which await finalization by filing dismissal papers with the Court. As
part of the settlement, the Company agreed to pay CallWave in a manner which the Company recognized as general and administrative expense
in the statements of income as of March 31, 2015, as the Company determined the settlement consideration to be commensurate with a loss
contingency, and the amount was probable and estimable. At March 31, 2015, the Company accrued a loss contingency related to this litigation
and to other patent-related issues in current other accrued liabilities in the consolidated balance sheets.
On December 31, 2014, the Company was named as a defendant in a lawsuit, Adaptive Data, LLC v. 8x8, Inc. Adaptive Data, LLC also sued
another 36 other defendants on December 31, 2014 and another 16 defendants on January 5, 2015 regarding the same patents asserted in our
case. Service of process has not yet been effected on the Company.
On April 15, 2015, the Company was named as a defendant in a lawsuit, UrgenSync, LLC v. 8x8, Inc. UrgenSync, LLC also sued another 14
other defendants on the same day regarding the same patent asserted in the complaint filed against 8x8.
On April 16, 2015, the Company was named as a defendant in a lawsuit, Slocumb Law Firm v. 8x8, Inc. The Slocumb Law Firm alleges that it
purchased certain business services from the Company that did not perform as advertised or expected, asserts causes of actions for fraud, breach
of contract, violations of the Alabama Deceptive Trade Practices Act and negligence. On May 7, 2015, the Company filed a motion with the
Alabama Federal Court seeking an order compelling the Slocumb Law Firm to arbitrate its claims against the Company in Santa Clara County,
California pursuant to a clause mandating arbitration of disputes set forth in the terms and conditions to which Slocumb Law Firm agreed in
connection with its purchase of business services from the Company. No briefing schedule or hearing date for the motion has been set as of this
time. Discovery has not yet commenced in the case. The Company intends to vigorously defend against Slocumb Law Firm's claims.
State and Municipal Taxes
From time to time, the Company has received inquiries from a number of state and municipal taxing agencies with respect to the remittance of
taxes. Several jurisdictions currently are conducting tax audits of the Company's records. The Company collects or has accrued for taxes that it
believes are required to be remitted. The amounts that have been remitted have historically been within the accruals established by the Company.
Regulatory
VoIP communication services, like the Company's, are subject to less regulation at the federal level than traditional telecommunication services
and states are preempted from regulating such services. Many regulatory actions are underway or are being contemplated by federal and state
authorities, including the FCC, and state regulatory agencies. The FCC initiated a notice of public rule-making in early 2004 to gather public
comment on the appropriate regulatory environment for IP telephony which would include the services we offer. In November 2004, the FCC
ruled that the VoIP service of a competitor and "similar" services are jurisdictionally interstate and not subject to state certification, tariffing and
other legacy telecommunication carrier regulations.
The effect of any future laws, regulations and the orders on the Company's operations, including, but not limited to, the 8x8 service, cannot be
determined. But as a general matter, increased regulation and the imposition of additional funding obligations increases the Company's costs of
providing service that may or may not be recoverable from the Company's customers which could result in making the Company's services less
competitive with traditional telecommunications services if the Company increases its retail prices or decreases the Company's profit margins if
it attempts to absorb such costs.
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8. STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
1996 Stock Plan
In June 1996, the Company's board of directors adopted the 1996 Stock Plan ("1996 Plan"). A total of 12,035,967 shares were reserved for
issuance under the 1996 Plan prior to its expiration in June 2006. As of March, 31, 2015, there are no shares available for future grants under the
1996 Plan. The 1996 Plan provided for granting incentive stock options to employees and nonstatutory stock options to employees, directors or
consultants. The stock option price of incentive stock options granted could not be less than the determined fair market value at the date of grant.
Options generally vested over four years and had a ten-year term.
1996 Director Option Plan
The Company's 1996 Director Option Plan ("Director Plan") was adopted in June 1996 and became effective in July 1997. A total of 1,650,000
shares of common stock were reserved for issuance under the Director Plan prior to its expiration in June 2006. As of March 31, 2015 there are
no shares available for future grants under the Director Plan. The Director Plan provided for both discretionary and periodic grants of
nonstatutory stock options to non-employee directors of the Company (the "Outside Directors"). The exercise price per share of all options
granted under the Director Plan was equal to the fair market value of a share of the Company's common stock on the date of grant. Options
generally vested over a period of four years. Options granted to Outside Directors under the Director Plan had a ten year term, or shorter upon
termination of an Outside Director's status as a director.
2006 Stock Plan
In May 2006, the Company's board of directors approved the 2006 Stock Plan ("2006 Plan"). The Company's stockholders subsequently adopted
the 2006 Plan in September 2006, and the 2006 Plan became effective in October 2006. The Company reserved 7,000,000 shares of the
Company's common stock for issuance under this plan. As of March 31, 2015, 201,336 shares remained available for future grants under the
2006 Plan. The 2006 Plan provides for granting incentive stock options to employees and nonstatutory stock options to employees, directors or
consultants. The stock option price of incentive stock options granted may not be less than the fair market value on the effective date of the
grant. Other types of options and awards under the 2006 Plan may be granted at any price approved by the administrator, which generally will be
the compensation committee of the board of directors. Options generally vest over four years and expire ten years after grant. In 2009, the 2006
Plan was amended to provide for the granting of stock purchase rights. The 2006 Plan expires in May 2016.
2003 Contactual Plan
In the second fiscal quarter of 2012, the Company assumed the Amended and Restated Contactual, Inc. 2003 Stock Option Plan (the "2003
Contactual Plan") and registered an aggregate of 171,974 shares of the Company's common stock that may be issued upon the exercise of stock
options previously granted under the 2003 Contactual Plan and assumed by the Company when it acquired Contactual. No new stock options or
other awards can be granted under 2003 Contactual Plan.
2012 Equity Incentive Plan
In June 2012, the Company's board of directors approved the 2012 Equity Incentive Plan ("2012 Plan"). The Company's stockholders
subsequently adopted the 2012 Plan in July 2012, and the 2012 Plan became effective in August 2012. The Company reserved 4,100,000 shares
of the Company's common stock for issuance under this plan. In August 2014, the 2012 Plan was amended to allow for an additional 6,800,000
shares reserved for issuance. As of March 31, 2015, 5,957,088 shares remained available under the 2012 Plan. The 2012 Plan provides for
granting incentive stock options to employees and nonstatutory stock options to employees, directors or consultants, and granting of stock
appreciation rights, restricted stock, restricted stock units and performance units, qualified performance-based awards and stock grants. The
stock option price of incentive stock options granted may not be less than the fair market value on the effective date of the grant. Other types of
options and awards under the 2012 Plan may be granted at any price approved by the administrator, which generally will be the compensation
committee of the board of directors. Options, restricted stock and restricted stock units generally vest over four years and expire ten years after
grant. The 2012 Plan expires in June 2022.
2013 New Employee Inducement Incentive Plan
In September 2013, the Company's board of directors approved the 2013 New Employee Inducement Incentive Plan ("2013 Plan"). The
Company reserved 1,000,000 shares of the Company's common stock for issuance under this plan. In November 2014, the 2013 Plan was
amended to allow for an additional 1,200,000 shares reserved for issuance. As of March 31, 2015, 722,727 shares remained available for future
grants under the 2013 Plan. The 2013 Plan provides for granting nonstatutory stock options, stock appreciation rights, restricted stock, restricted
stock and performance units and stock grants solely to newly hired employees as a material inducement to accepting employment with the
Company. Options are granted at market value on the grant date under the 2013 Plan, unless determined otherwise at the time of grant by the
administrator, which generally will be the compensation committee of the board of directors. Options, generally expire ten years after grant. The
2013 Plan expires in September 2023.
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Stock-Based Compensation
The following table summarizes stock-based compensation expense (in thousands):
Years Ended March 31,
2014
2013
692 $
372 $
211
1,495
967
428
3,748
2,217
1,363
3,412
4,039
632

2015
Cost of service revenue
Cost of product revenue
Research and development
Sales and marketing
General and administrative
Total stock-based compensation expense
related to employee stock options
and employee stock purchases, pre-tax
Tax benefit
Stock based compensation expense related to
employee stock options and employee
stock purchases, net of tax

$

$

9,347
-

7,595
-

2,634
-

9,347 $

7,595 $

2,634

Stock Options, Stock Purchase Right and Restricted Stock Unit Activity
Stock Option activity under all the Company's stock option plans since March 31, 2012, is summarized as follows:
Weighted
Average
Exercise
Number of
Price
Shares
Per Share
6,034,335 $
1.90
932,000
5.80
(835,246)
1.49
(139,545)
4.00
5,991,544
2.52
1,465,400
9.66
(1,283,470)
2.75
(171,092)
5.25
6,002,382
4.14
1,110,466
7.29
(1,326,385)
1.87
(458,556)
6.06
5,327,907 $
5.19

Outstanding at March 31, 2012
Granted
Exercised
Canceled/Forfeited
Outstanding at March 31, 2013
Granted
Exercised
Canceled/Forfeited
Outstanding at March 31, 2014
Granted
Exercised
Canceled/Forfeited
Outstanding at March 31, 2015
Vested and expected to vest at March 31, 2015
Exercisable at March 31, 2015

5,327,907 $
3,243,325 $
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5.19
3.35

Stock Purchase Right activity since March 31, 2012 is summarized as follows:

Number of

Balance at March 31, 2012
Granted
Vested
Forfeited
Balance at March 31, 2013
Granted
Vested
Forfeited
Balance at March 31, 2014
Granted
Vested
Forfeited
Balance at March 31, 2015

Shares
966,400 $
443,436
(367,017)
(84,244)
958,575
22,380
(392,844)
(98,484)
489,627
31,432
(223,360)
(73,864)
223,835 $

Weighted
Average
Grant-Date
Fair Market
Value
2.50
5.75
2.14
2.89
4.11
9.69
3.25
5.18
4.83
7.88
3.98
5.39
5.92

Weighted
Average
Remaining
Contractual
Term (in
Years)
2.61

2.52

1.93

1.50

Restricted Stock Unit activity since June 22, 2012 is summarized as follows:

Number of
Shares
Balance at June 22, 2012
Granted
Vested
Forfeited
Balance at March 31, 2013
Granted
Vested
Forfeited
Balance at March 31, 2014
Granted
Vested
Forfeited
Balance at March 31, 2015

- $
25,000
25,000
1,291,200
(133,000)
(48,344)
1,134,856
1,965,786
(187,788)
(214,168)
2,698,686 $
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Weighted
Average
Grant
Date Fair
Value
6.91
6.91
9.11
9.49
9.61
9.00
6.68
9.54
8.30
7.33

Weighted
Average
Remaining
Contractual
Term (in
Years)

2.47

2.00

1.88

Significant option groups outstanding at March 31, 2015 and related weighted average exercise price, contractual life, and aggregate intrinsic
value information for 8x8, Inc.'s stock option plans are as follows:

$ 0.55 to $ 1.26
$ 1.27 to $ 3.92
$ 4.25 to $ 6.86
$ 7.52 to $ 9.74
$ 10.97 to $ 11.26

Shares
1,095,000
1,067,933
1,543,322
1,471,652
150,000
5,327,907

$
$
$
$
$

Options Outstanding
Weighted
Weighted
Average
Average
Exercise
Remaining
Aggregate
Price
Contractual
Intrinsic
Per Share
Life (Years)
Value
1.11
2.9 $
7,982,430
1.63
1.4
7,233,393
6.10
8.2
3,543,355
9.26
8.7
156,354
11.11
8.8
$
18,915,532

Options Exercisable
Weighted
Average
Exercise
Aggregate
Price
Intrinsic
Shares
Per Share
Value
1,095,000 $
1.11 $
7,982,430
1,064,403 $
1.62
7,214,201
622,739 $
5.50
1,803,291
415,871 $
9.62
1,083
45,312 $
11.09
3,243,325
$
17,001,005

The aggregate intrinsic value in the table above represents the total pre-tax intrinsic value (the aggregate difference between the closing stock
price of the Company's common stock on March 31, 2015 and the exercise price for in-the-money options) that would have been received by the
option holders if all in-the-money options had been exercised on March 31, 2015.
The total intrinsic value of options exercised in the years ended March 31, 2015, 2014 and 2013 was $8.1 million, $8.2 million and $3.3 million,
respectively. As of March 31, 2015, there was $24.6 million of unamortized stock-based compensation expense related to unvested stock options
and awards which is expected to be recognized over a weighted average period of 2.76 years.
Cash received from option exercises and purchases of shares under the Equity Compensation Plans for the years ended March 31, 2015, 2014
and 2013 were $4.5 million, $5.2 million and $2.4 million, respectively. The total tax benefit attributable to stock options exercised in the year
ended March 31, 2015, 2014 and 2013 was $151,000, $142,000 and $49,000, respectively.
1996 Employee Stock Purchase Plan
The Company's 1996 Stock Purchase Plan ("Employee Stock Purchase Plan") was adopted in June 1996 and became effective upon the closing
of the Company's initial public offering in July 1997. The Company suspended the Employee Stock Purchase Plan in 2003 and reactivated the
Employee Stock Purchase Plan in fiscal 2005. Under the Employee Stock Purchase Plan, 500,000 shares of common stock were initially
reserved for issuance. At the start of each fiscal year, the number of shares of common stock subject to the Employee Stock Purchase Plan
increases so that 500,000 shares remain available for issuance. During fiscal 2015, 2014 and 2013, 306,248, 282,062 and 301,303 shares,
respectively, were issued under the Employee Stock Purchase Plan. In May 2006, the Company's board of directors approved a ten-year
extension of the Employee Stock Purchase Plan. Stockholders approved a ten-year extension of the Employee Stock Purchase Plan at the 2006
Annual Meeting of Stockholders held September 18, 2006. The Employee Stock Purchase Plan is effective until 2017.
The Employee Stock Purchase Plan permits eligible employees to purchase common stock through payroll deductions at a price equal to 85% of
the fair market value of the common stock at the beginning of each two year offering period or the end of a six month purchase period,
whichever is lower. When the Employee Stock Purchase Plan was reinstated in fiscal 2005, the offering period was reduced from two years to
one year. The contribution amount may not exceed ten percent of an employee's base compensation, including commissions, but not including
bonuses and overtime. In the event of a merger of the Company with or into another corporation or the sale of all or substantially all of the assets
of the Company, the Employee Stock Purchase Plan provides that a new exercise date will be set for each option under the plan which exercise
date will occur before the date of the merger or asset sale.
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Assumptions Used to Calculate Stock-Based Compensation Expense
The fair value of each of the Company's option grants has been estimated on the date of grant using the Black-Scholes pricing model with the
following assumptions:
Years Ended March 31,
2014
2013
61%
64%
70%
1.4% to 1.9%
0.7% to 2.2%
0.5% to 0.8%
6.0 years
6.1 years
5.3 years
2015

Expected volatility
Expected dividend yield
Risk-free interest rate
Weighted average expected option term
Weighted average fair value of options granted

$

4.14 $

5.70 $

3.32

The estimated fair value of stock purchase rights granted under the Employee Stock Purchase Plan was estimated using the Black-Scholes
pricing model with the following weighted-average assumptions:
Years Ended March 31,
2014
49%
40%
0.12%
0.09%
0.80 years
0.75 years

2015
Expected volatility
Expected dividend yield
Risk-free interest rate
Weighted average expected rights term
Weighted average fair value of rights granted

$

2.52 $

2013
40%
0.14%
0.75 years

2.83 $

1.78

Stock Repurchases
In July 2014, the Company's board of directors authorized the Company to purchase up to $15 . 0 million of its common stock from time to time
until July 22, 2015 (the "2014 Repurchase Plan"). Share repurchases, if any, will be funded with available cash. Repurchases under the
Repurchase Plan may be made through open market purchases at prevailing market prices or in privately negotiated transactions. The timing,
volume and nature of share repurchases are subject to market prices and conditions, applicable securities laws and other factors, and are at the
discretion of the Company's management. Share repurchases under the Repurchase Plan may be commenced, suspended or discontinued at any
time. There was no remaining authorized repurchase amount at March 31, 2015.
In February, 2015 the Company's board of directors authorized the Company to purchase up to $20 . 0 million of its common stock from time to
time until July 22, 2015 (the "2015 Repurchase Plan") with the same conditions as the 2014 Repurchase plan. The remaining authorized
repurchase amount at March 31, 2015 was approximately $15.7 million.
The stock repurchase activity as of March 31, 2015 is summarized as follows:

Repurchase of common stock
under 2014 Repurchase Plan
Repurchase of common stock
under 2015 Repurchase Plan
Total

Shares

Weighted
Average
Price

Repurchased

Per Share

Amount
Repurchased
(1)

1,913,748 $

7.82 $

14,961,177

574,467 $
2,488,215

7.38

4,239,216
19,200,393

(1) Amount excludes commission fees.
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$

The total purchase prices of the common stock repurchased and retired were reflected as a reduction to consolidated stockholders' equity during
the period of repurchase.
In fiscal 2015, 2014 and 2013, the Company also withheld 15,053, 50,400, 73,751, respectively, shares related to tax withholdings on restricted
stock awards with a total price of $0.1 million, $0.5 million, and $0.4 million, respectively.
9. INCOME TAXES
For the years ended March 31, 2015, 2014 and 2013, the Company recorded a provision for income taxes of approximately $2.8 million, $2.2
million and $9.4 million, respectively. The provision in each year was attributable to federal and state current and deferred taxes. The
components of the consolidated provision for income taxes for fiscal 2015, 2014 and 2013 consisted of the following (in thousands):

Current:
Federal
State
Foreign
Total current tax provision
Deferred
Federal
State
Foreign
Total deferred tax provision
Income tax provision

March 31,
2014

2015

2013

$

92 $
457
1
550

- $
276
276

434
434

$

2,602 $
(363)
2,239
2,789 $

1,578 $
365
1,943
2,219 $

7,185
1,780
8,965
9,399

$

The Company's income from continuing operations before income taxes included $3.5 million, $0.8 million and $0 of foreign subsidiary loss for
the fiscal years ended March 31, 2015, 2014 and 2013, respectively.
Deferred tax assets were comprised of the following (in thousands):

Current deferred tax assets
Net operating loss carryforwards
Inventory valuation
Reserves and allowances
Net current deferred tax assets

$

Net operating loss carryforwards
Research and development and other credit carryforwards
Fixed assets and intangibles
Net non-current deferred tax assets
Valuation allowance
Total

$

March 31,
2015
2014
2,179 $
333
14
33
2,394
1,791
4,587
2,157
44,228
5,414
(1,705)
47,937
(4,901)
47,623 $

51,598
4,488
(2,819)
53,267
(5,562)
49,862

As of March 31, 2015 and 2014, management assessed the realizability of deferred tax assets based on the available evidence, including a history
of taxable income and estimates of future taxable income. At March 31, 2015, management evaluated the need for a valuation allowance and
determined that a valuation allowance of approximately $4.9 million was needed. At March 31, 2014, management evaluated the need for a
valuation allowance and determined that a valuation allowance of approximately $5.6 million was needed. The net change in the valuation
allowance for the years ended March 31, 2015 and 2014 was a decrease of $0.7 million and an increase of $2.5 million, respectively.
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At March 31, 2015, the Company had net operating loss carryforwards for federal and state income tax purposes of approximately $142.8
million and $66.7 million, respectively, which expire at various dates between 2016 and 2035. The net operating loss carryforwards include
approximately $30.9 million resulting from employee exercises of non-qualified stock options or disqualifying dispositions, the tax benefits of
which, when realized, will be accounted for as an addition to additional paid-in capital rather than as a reduction of the provision for income
taxes. In addition, at March 31, 2015, the Company had research and development credit carryforwards for federal and California tax reporting
purposes of approximately $3.3 million and $5.1 million, respectively. The federal income tax credit carryforwards will expire at various dates
between 2021 and 2035, while the California income tax credits will carry forward indefinitely. A reconciliation of the Company's provision for
income taxes to the amounts computed using the statutory U.S. federal income tax rate of 34% is as follows (in thousands):

Tax provision at statutory rate
State income taxes before valuation allowance,
net of federal effect
Research and development credits
Change in valuation allowance
Compensation/option differences
Non-deductible compensation
Acquisition costs
Expiring CA NOLs
Foreign loss not benefited
Other
Total income tax provision

$

$

Years Ended March 31,
2015
2014
1,599 $
1,285 $
269
(725)
(1,480)
(331)
746
1,484
1,192
35
2,789 $

196
(1,534)
1,264
(264)
605
230
240
271
(74)
2,219 $

2013
7,768
822
(385)
1,038
(207)
403
(40)
9,399

The Company recognizes the tax benefit from uncertain tax positions if it is more likely than not that the tax positions will be sustained on
examination by the tax authorities, based on the technical merits of the position. The tax benefit is measured based on the largest benefit that has
a greater than 50% likelihood of being realized upon ultimate settlement. A reconciliation of the beginning and ending amount of unrecognized
tax benefits is as follows (in thousands):

Balance at beginning of year
Gross increases - tax position in prior period
Gross decreases - tax position in prior period
Gross increases - tax positions related to the current year
Settlements
Lapse of statute of limitations
Balance at end of year

$

$

Unrecognized Tax Benefits
2015
2014
2,165 $
3,024 $
27
(1,081)
228
222
2,420 $
2,165 $

2013
2,483
73
468
3,024

At March 31, 2015, the company had a liability for unrecognized tax benefits of $2.4 million, all of which, if recognized, would decrease the
company's effective tax rate. The Company does not expect its unrecognized tax benefits to change significantly over the next 12 months.
The Company files U.S. federal and state income tax returns in jurisdictions with varying statutes of limitations. The Company has not been
under examination by income tax authorities in federal, state or other foreign jurisdictions. The 1996 through fiscal 2015 tax years generally
remain subject to examination by federal and most state tax authorities.
The Company's policy for recording interest and penalties associated with tax examinations is to record such items as a component of operating
expense income before taxes. During the fiscal year ended March 31, 2015, 2014 and 2013, the Company did not recognize any interest or
penalties related to unrecognized tax benefits.
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Utilization of the Company's net operating loss and tax credit carryforwards can become subject to a substantial annual limitation due to the
ownership change limitations provided by Section 382 of the Internal Revenue Code and similar state provisions. Such an annual limitation
could result in the expiration or elimination of the net operating loss and tax credit carryforwards before utilization. The Company has performed
an analysis of its changes in ownership under Section 382 of the Internal Revenue Code. Management currently believes that the Section 382
limitation will not limit utilization of the carryforwards prior to their expiration, with the exception of certain acquired loss and tax credit
carryforwards of Contactual, Inc.
10. EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLAN
401(k) Savings Plan
In April 1991, the Company adopted a 401(k) savings plan (the "Savings Plan") covering substantially all of its U.S. employees. Eligible
employees may contribute to the Savings Plan from their compensation up to the maximum allowed by the Internal Revenue Service. In January
2007, the Company reactivated the employer matching contribution. The matching contribution is 100% of each employee's contributions in
each year, not to exceed $1,500 per annum. The matching expense in 2015, 2014 and 2013 was $0.7 million, $0.4 million and $0.3 million,
respectively. The Savings Plan does not allow employee contributions to be invested in the Company's common stock.
11. NET INCOME PER SHARE
The following is a reconciliation of the weighted average number of common shares outstanding used in calculating basic and diluted net income
per share (in thousands, except share and per share data):
Years Ended March 31,
2015
2014
2013
(In Thousands, Except Per Share Amounts)
Numerator:
Income from continuing operations
Income from discontinued operations, net
of income tax provision
Net income available to common stockholders

$

1,926 $

1,598 $

13,450

$

1,926 $

916
2,514 $

489
13,939

Denominator:
Common shares

89,071

78,310

71,390

Denominator for basic calculation
Employee stock options
Employee restricted purchase rights
Denominator for diluted calculation

89,071
2,088
493
91,652

78,310
2,927
421
81,658

71,390
2,958
352
74,700

Income per share - continuing operations:
Basic
Diluted

$
$

0.02 $
0.02 $

0.02 $
0.02 $

0.19
0.18

Income per share - discontinued operations:
Basic
Diluted

$
$

0.00 $
0.00 $

0.01 $
0.01 $

0.01
0.01

Net income per share:
Basic
Diluted

$
$

0.02 $
0.02 $

0.03 $
0.03 $

0.20
0.19
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The following shares attributable to outstanding stock options and restricted stock purchase rights were excluded from the calculation of diluted
earnings per share because their inclusion would have been antidilutive (in thousands):

Common stock options
Stock purchase rights

Years Ended March 31,
2015
2014
1,812
750
57
18
1,869
768

2013
953
16
969

12. SEGMENT REPORTING
ASC 280, Segment Reporting , establishes annual and interim reporting standards for an enterprise's business segments and related disclosures
about its products, services, geographic areas and major customers. Under ASC 280, the method for determining what information to report is
based upon the way management organizes the operating segments within the Company for making operating decisions and assessing financial
performance. The Company has one reportable operating segment. The Company's chief operating decision makers, the Chief Executive Officer,
the Chief Financial Officer, and the Chief Technology Officer, evaluate performance of the Company and make decisions regarding allocation of
resources based on total Company results.
The Company's revenue distribution by geographic region (based upon the destination of shipments and the customer's service address) was as
follows:
Years Ended March 31,
2014
92%
97%
7%
2%
1%
1%
100%
100%

2015
Americas (principally US)
Europe
Asia Pacific

2013
99%
0%
1%
100%

Geographic area data is based upon the location of the property and equipment and is as follows (in thousands):

North America
Europe
Asia-Pacific

$

$

March 31,
2015
2014
8,348 $
6,305
1,411
1,087
489
319
10,248 $
7,711

13. ACQUISITION
Voicenet Solutions Limited
On November 11, 2013, the Company entered into a share purchase agreement with the shareholders and optionholders of Voicenet Solutions
Limited ("Voicenet"), a provider of cloud communications and collaboration services in the United Kingdom (the "Transaction"). The Company
completed the acquisition of Voicenet on November 29, 2013. The Company purchased all of the outstanding shares of Voicenet for total
consideration transferred of $19.3 million; $3.0 million was placed in escrow and eligible for release to the Voicenet shareholders and
optionholders in installments on the first and second anniversaries of the closing date. The shares of Voicenet are held by a wholly-owned
subsidiary of 8x8 recently formed in the United Kingdom, such that Voicenet is an indirect, wholly-owned subsidiary of 8x8.
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The Company recorded the acquired tangible and identifiable intangible assets and liabilities assumed based on their estimated fair values. The
excess of the consideration transferred over the aggregate fair values of the assets acquired and liabilities assumed is recorded as goodwill. The
amount of goodwill recognized is primarily attributable to the expected contributions of the entity to the overall corporate strategy in addition to
synergies and acquired workforce of the acquired business. The finite−lived intangible assets consist of customer relationship, with an estimated
weighted-average useful life of 7 years. The fair value assigned to identifiable intangible assets acquired was based on estimates and assumptions
made by management using the excess earnings method. Intangible assets are amortized on a straight-line basis.
The fair values of the assets acquired and liabilities assumed are as follows (in thousands):
Fair Value
Assets acquired:
Cash
Current assets
Property and equipment
Intangible asset - customer relationship
Total assets acquired
Liabilities assumed:
Current and non-current liabilities
Total liabilities assumed
Net identifiable assets acquired
Goodwill
Total consideration transferred

$

$

854
1,114
956
6,381
9,305
(4,132)
(4,132)
5,173
14,155
19,328

None of the goodwill recognized is expected to be deductible for income tax purposes.
Voicenet contributed revenue of approximately $3.3 million and a net loss of approximately $0.8 million for the period from the date of
acquisition to March 31, 2014. The Company determined that it is impractical to include such pro forma information given the difficulty in
obtaining the historical financial information of Voicenet. Inclusion of such information would require the Company to make estimates and
assumptions regarding Voicenet's historical financial results that we believe may ultimately prove inaccurate.
14. GAIN ON SETTLEMENT OF ESCROW CLAIM
In December 2013, the Company settled an escrow claim for indemnification with the sellers of Contactual, Inc. Under the terms of the
settlement, the Company recorded a gain of $0.6 million in other income, net, in the consolidated statement of income during the year ended
March 31, 2014. Under the terms of the Contactual merger agreement and the escrow agreement, each indemnifying seller paid his, her or its pro
rata share of the obligations owed to the Company on January 29, 2014. Upon receipt of the cash on January 29, 2014, the Company released the
remaining escrow account balance to the sellers of Contactual Inc.
15. PATENT SALE
In June 2012, the Company entered into a patent purchase agreement and sold a family of patents to a third party for approximately $12.0
million plus a future payment of up to a maximum of $3.0 million based on future license agreements entered into by the third party purchaser.
In August 2014 and February 2013, the third party entered into two separate license agreements with its customers; therefore, the Company
earned an additional $1.0 million each under the patent purchase agreement for fiscal 2015 and 2013. Under the terms and conditions of the
patent purchase agreement, the Company has retained certain limited rights to continue to use the patents. The patent purchase agreement
contains representations and warranties customary for transactions of this type.
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16. DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS
On September 30, 2013, the Company completed the sale of its dedicated server hosting business to IRC Company, Inc. ("IRC") and, as a result,
no longer provides dedicated server hosting services. In the transaction, IRC purchased 100% of the stock of Central Host, Inc., which had been
wholly owned by the Company and all of the assets specific to the dedicated server hosting business.
The Company sold its dedicated server hosting business for total consideration of $3.0 million in cash, which was received on October 1, 2013.
The dedicated server hosting business has been reported as discontinued operations. The results of operations of these discontinued operations
are as follows:

2015
Revenue
Operating expense
Income before income taxes
Provision for income taxes
Income from discontinued operations
Gain on disposal of discontinued operations,
net of income tax provision of $456

$

Years Ended March 31,
2014
2013
- $
1,430 $
3,828
922
3,005
508
823
188
334
320
489
-

596

-

17. SUBSEQUENT EVENT
On May 26, 2015, the Company, together with 8x8 UK Investments Limited, its wholly-owned subsidiary, entered into a share purchase
agreement with the shareholders of DXI Limited, API Telecom Limited, Easycallnow Limited, and RAS Telecom Limited (collectively, "DXI"),
for the purchase of the entire share capital of DXI. DXI provides SaaS for call center solution workflows. The total aggregate purchase price was
approximately $25.5 million, consisting of $18.7 million in cash paid to DXI shareholders at closing, $3.8 million in cash deposited in escrow to
be held for two years as security against indemnity claims made by the Company after the closing date, and $3.0 million in its common stock
(approximately 353,000 shares). The Company funded the aggregate cash purchase price from our cash and investments.
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18. CONSOLIDATED QUARTERLY FINANCIAL DATA (UNAUDITED)
In thousands, except per share data amounts:

Service revenue
Product revenue
Total revenue
Operating expenses:
Cost of service revenue
Cost of product revenue
Research and development
Sales and marketing
General and administrative
Gain on patent sale
Total operating expenses
Income (loss) from operations
Other income net
Income (loss) from continuing
operations before provision
(benefit) for income taxes
Provision (benefit) for
income taxes (1)
Income (loss) from continuing
operations
Income from discontinued
operations, net of income
tax provision
Gain on disposal of discontinued
operations, net of income tax
provision of $456
Net income (loss)
Income (loss) per share
continuing operations:
Basic
Diluted
Income per share
discontinued operations:
Basic
Diluted
Net income (loss) per share:
Basic
Diluted
Shares used in per share calculations:
Basic
Diluted

(1)

QUARTER ENDED
March 31,
Dec. 31,
Sept. 30,
June 30,
March 31,
Dec. 31,
Sept. 30,
June 30,
2015
2014
2014
2014
2014
2013
2013
2013
$
40,009 $ 37,802 $ 36,121 $ 34,276 $
32,545 $ 29,737 $ 27,826 $ 26,499
3,521
3,570
3,477
3,637
3,241
3,008
2,989
2,752
43,530
41,372
39,598
37,913
35,786
32,745
30,815
29,251
7,655
4,173
4,348
21,508
5,794
43,478
52
210

7,544
3,959
3,868
20,559
4,617
40,547
825
246

7,505
3,762
3,496
19,440
3,893
(1,000)
37,096
2,502
200

6,997
3,969
3,406
19,160
3,878
37,410
503
177

6,866
3,999
3,332
18,038
3,924
36,159
(373)
140

5,584
4,041
3,325
16,051
5,547
34,548
(1,803)
586

5,209
3,783
2,640
13,745
3,125
28,502
2,313
1

4,786
3,347
2,336
13,072
2,772
26,313
2,938
15

262

1,071

2,702

680

(233)

(1,217)

2,314

2,953
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627

1,411

672

1,738

(1,306)

826

961

183

444

1,291

8

(1,971)

89

1,488

1,992

-

-

-

-

19

-

154

147

$

183 $

444 $

1,291 $

8 $

7
(1,945) $

89 $

589
2,231 $

2,139

$
$

0.00 $
0.00 $

0.01 $
0.01 $

0.01 $
0.01 $

0.00 $
0.00 $

(0.02) $
(0.02) $

0.00 $
0.00 $

0.02 $
0.02 $

0.03
0.03

$
$

0.00 $
0.00 $

0.00 $
0.00 $

0.00 $
0.00 $

0.00 $
0.00 $

0.00 $
0.00 $

0.00 $
0.00 $

0.01 $
0.01 $

0.00
0.00

$
$

0.00 $
0.00 $

0.01 $
0.01 $

0.01 $
0.01 $

0.00 $
0.00 $

(0.02) $
(0.02) $

0.00 $
0.00 $

0.03 $
0.03 $

0.03
0.03

88,950
91,266

89,594
91,974

89,073
91,615

88,592
91,445

88,184
88,184

79,742
83,182

Comparability affected by the decrease in fiscal 2015 and increase in fiscal 2014 in the valuation allowance related to the deferred tax asset which resulted in
a decrease in fiscal 2015 and an increase in the provision for income taxes of $1.5 million and $1.3 million in the fourth quarter of fiscal 2015 and 2014,
respectively.
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72,970
76,232

72,510
75,756

ITEM 9. CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
None.
ITEM 9A. CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES
Changes in Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
There have not been any changes in the Company's internal control over financial reporting, as such term is defined in Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d15(f) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the "Exchange Act") during the most recent fiscal quarter that have materially
affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, the Company's internal control over financial reporting.
Conclusion Regarding the Effectiveness of Disclosure Controls and Procedures
Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures
Our management, with the participation of our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, has evaluated the effectiveness of our
disclosure controls and procedures, as such term is defined in Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) under the Exchange Act, as of March 31, 2015.
Based on such evaluation, our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer have concluded that, as of March 31, 2015, our disclosure
controls and procedures were effective.
Management's Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
Our management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting, as such term is defined in
Rules 13a-15(f) or 15d-15(f) under the Exchange Act. Under the supervision and with the participation of our management, including our chief
executive officer and chief financial officer, we conducted an assessment of the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting
based on criteria established in the framework in Internal Control - Integrated Framework (2013) issued by the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway Commission. Based on this assessment, our management concluded that its internal control over financial
reporting was effective as of March 31, 2015.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also, projections of any
evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risks that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or
that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.
Moss Adams LLP, an independent registered public accounting firm, has audited and reported on the consolidated financial statements of 8x8,
Inc. and on the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting. The report of Moss Adams LLP is contained in Item 8 of this
Annual Report on Form 10-K.
ITEM 9B. OTHER INFORMATION
On May 26, 2015, we, together with 8x8 UK Investments Limited, our wholly-owned subsidiary, entered into a share purchase agreement with
the shareholders of DXI Limited, API Telecom Limited, Easycallnow Limited and RAS Telecom Limited (collectively, "DXI") for the purchase
of the entire share capital of DXI. The transaction closed effective May 29, 2015 and was not subject to regulatory approvals. The total aggregate
purchase price was approximately $25.5 million, consisting of $18.7 million in cash paid to the DXI shareholders at closing, $3.8 million in cash
deposited into escrow to be held for two years as security against indemnity claims made by us after the closing date, and $3.0 million in our
common stock (approximately 353,000 shares). The shares of our common stock were issued only to former management shareholders of DXI
and are subject to certain restrictions, including a four-year annual vesting requirement based on the continued employment of such shareholders.
The shares are further subject to indemnity claims asserted by us prior to vesting. Vesting of the shares is subject to acceleration in the event of
the shareholder's death or disability, or upon an employment termination without adequate cause, as provided in the share purchase agreement.
The cash escrow also applies only to the management shareholders of DXI and is to be released in annual installments over two year. The share
purchase agreement contains representations and warranties by the management shareholders that are customary in the UK for transactions of
this size and nature. We also agreed to award restricted stock units worth approximately $371,000 to certain continuing employees of DXI.
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DXI is an innovative solution provider in the contact center market. EasyContactNow, DXI's product, enables customers to easily try, buy,
deploy, and adapt services without the complexity and constraints experienced with traditional systems. DXI's management team has 80 years of
combined expertise in communication technology, which has helped the company build a solid business with demonstrated market tractionsecuring major global and regional customers, ranging from SMEs to global enterprises.
PART III
Certain information required by Part III is omitted from this Report on Form 10-K. The Registrant will file its definitive Proxy Statement for its
Annual Meeting of Stockholders pursuant to Regulation 14A of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, not later than 120 days after
the end of the fiscal year covered by this Report, and certain information included in the 2015 Proxy Statement is incorporated herein by
reference.
ITEM 10. DIRECTORS, EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Information regarding our directors and corporate governance will be presented in our definitive proxy statement for our 2015 Annual Meeting
of Stockholders to be held on or about July 23, 2015, which information is incorporated into this report by reference. However, certain
information regarding current executive officers found under the heading "Executive Officers" in Item 1 of Part I hereof is also incorporated by
reference in response to this Item 10.
We have adopted a Code of Conduct and Ethics that applies to our principal executive officer, principal financial officer and all other employees
at 8x8, Inc. This Code of Conduct and Ethics is posted in the corporate governance section of our website at http://investors.8x8.com. We intend
to satisfy the disclosure requirement under Item 5.05 of Form 8-K regarding an amendment to, or waiver from, a provision of this Code of
Conduct and Ethics by posting such information in the corporate governance section on its website at http://investors.8x8.com.
ITEM 11. EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
Information relating to executive compensation will be presented in our definitive proxy statement for our 2015 Annual Meeting of Stockholders
to be held on or about July 23, 2015, which information is incorporated into this report by reference.
ITEM 12. SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT AND RELATED
STOCKHOLDER MATTERS
Information relating to securities authorized for issuance under equity compensation plans and other information required to be provided in
response to this item will be presented in our definitive proxy statement for our 2015 Annual Meeting of Stockholders to be held on or about
July 23, 2015, which information is incorporated into this report by reference. In addition, descriptions of our equity compensation plans are set
forth in Part II, Item 8 "FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTARY DATA − NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS -- Note 5 STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY."
ITEM 13. CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS, AND DIRECTOR INDEPENDENCE
Information required to be provided in response to this item will be presented in our definitive proxy statement for our 2015 Annual Meeting of
Stockholders to be held on or about July 23, 2015, which information is incorporated into this report by reference.
ITEM 14. PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTANT FEES AND SERVICES
Information required to be provided in response to this item will be presented in our definitive proxy statement for our 2015 Annual Meeting of
Stockholders to be held on or about July 23, 2015, which information is incorporated into this report by reference.
PART IV
ITEM 15. EXHIBITS AND FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES
(a)(1) Financial Statements. The information required by this item is included in Item 8.
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(a)(2) Financial Statement Schedules. See "Schedule II - Valuation of Qualifying Accounts" (below) within Item 15 of this report.
(a)(3) Exhibits. The documents listed on the Exhibit Index appearing in this Report are filed herewith or hereby incorporated by reference.
Copies of the exhibits listed in the Exhibit Index will be furnished, upon request, to holders or beneficial owners of the Company's common
stock.
SCHEDULE II
VALUATION AND QUALIFYING ACCOUNTS
(in thousands)

Description
Total Allowance for Doubtful Accounts:
Year ended March 31, 2013:
Year ended March 31, 2014:
Year ended March 31, 2015:

Balance
at
Beginning
of Year
$
$
$

140 $
327 $
466 $

Additions
Charged to
Expenses

Deductions (a)

639 $
571 $
279 $

(a) The deductions related to allowance for doubtful accounts represent accounts receivable which are written off.
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(452) $
(432) $
(329) $

Balance
at End
of Year
327
466
416

SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Registrant, 8x8, Inc., a Delaware corporation,
has duly caused this Report on Form 10-K to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized, in the City of San Jose, State
of California, on May 29, 2015.

8X8, INC.
By: /s/ VIKRAM VERMA
Vikram Verma,
Chief Executive Officer
POWER OF ATTORNEY
KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENT, that each person whose signature appears below constitutes and appoints Vikram Verma and
Mary Ellen Genovese, jointly and severally, his attorneys-in-fact, each with the power of substitution, for him in any and all capacities, to sign
any amendments to this Report on Form 10-K, and to file the same, with exhibits thereto and other documents in connection therewith, with the
Securities and Exchange Commission, hereby ratifying and confirming all that each of said attorney-in-fact, or his substitute or substitutes, may
do or cause to be done by virtue hereof.
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, this Report on Form 10-K has been signed by the following persons in
the capacities and on the date indicated:
Signature

Title

Date

/s/ VIKRAM VERMA
Vikram Verma

Chief Executive Officer (Principal Executive
Officer)

May 29, 2015

/s/ MARY ELLEN GENOVESE
Mary Ellen Genovese

Chief Financial Officer and Secretary
(Principal Financial and Accounting Officer)

May 29, 2015

/s/ BRYAN R. MARTIN
Bryan R. Martin

Chairman and Chief Technology Officer

May 29, 2015

/s/ GUY L. HECKER
Guy L. Hecker, Jr.

Director

May 29, 2015

/s/ ERIC SALZMAN
Eric Salzman

Director

May 29, 2015

/s/ IAN POTTER
Ian Potter

Director

May 29, 2015

/s/ JASWINDER PAL SINGH
Jaswinder Pal Singh

Director

May 29, 2015

/s/ VLADIMIR JACIMOVIC
Vladimir Jacimovic

Director

May 29, 2015
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8X8, INC.
EXHIBIT INDEX
Exhibit Number

Exhibit Title

3.1 (x)
3.2 (a)
10.1 (b)
10.2 (c)*
10.3 (d)*
10.4 (e)*
10.5 (f)*
10.5.1 (g)*
10.6 (h)
10.7 (i)*
10.8 (j)*
10.9 (k)*
10.10 (l)*
10.11
10.12 (m)
10.13 (n)
10.14 (o)
10.15
10.16(p)*
10.17(q)*
10.18(q)*
10.19(r)*
10.20(s)*
10.21(s)*
10.22(t)*
10.23(u)
10.24(u)
10.25(u)

Restated Certificate of Incorporation of Registrant, dated August 22, 2012
Bylaws of Registrant
Form of Indemnification Agreement between the Registrant and each of its directors and officers
Employment Agreement dated September 9, 2013 between the Company and Vikram Verma
1996 Stock Plan, as amended, and form of Stock Option Agreement
Amended and Restated 1996 Employee Stock Purchase Plan, as amended, and form of Subscription Agreement
1996 Director Option Plan, as amended and Form of Director Option Agreement
Form of Director Option Agreement for 1996 Director Option Plan
Employment Agreement dated September 9, 2013 between the Company and Darren Hakeman
2006 Stock Plan, as amended
Severance Agreement and General Release
Form of 2006 Stock Option Agreement under the 2006 Stock Plan
Form of Notice of Award of Stock Purchase Right and Stock Purchase Agreement under the 2006 Stock Plan
Reserved
Lease dated April 27, 2012, between Registrant and O'Nel Office Holdings, LLC
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Annual Executive Incentive Plan.
Amended and Restated Contactual, Inc. 2003 Stock Option Plan
Form of Stock Option Agreement under the Amended and Restated Contactual, Inc. 2003 Stock Option Plan
Amended and Restated 2012 Equity Incentive Plan
Form of Stock Option Agreement under the Amended and Restated 2012 Equity Incentive Plan
Notice of Grant of Restricted Stock Unit Award and Agreement under the 2012 Equity Incentive Plan
Management Incentive Bonus Plan
8x8, Inc. Amended and Restated 2013 New Employee Inducement Incentive Plan
Form of Stock Option Agreement under the Amended and Restated 2013 New Employee Inducement Incentive Plan
Form of Notice of Grant of Restricted Stock Unit Award and Agreement under the Amended and Restated 2013 New
Employee Inducement Incentive Plan
Share Purchase Agreement, dated November 11, 2013, by and among 8x8 UK Investments Limited and 8x8, Inc. and the
material sellers and the material optionholders and Voicenet Solutions Limited
Employment Agreement dated October 6, 2014 between the Company and Mary Ellen Genovese
Employment Agreement dated January 7, 2015 between the Company and Puneet Arora
Subsidiaries of Registrant
Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
Power of Attorney (included on page 83)
Certification of Chief Executive Officer of the Registrant pursuant to Rule 13a-14
Certification of Chief Financial Officer of the Registrant pursuant to Rule 13a-14
Certification of Chief Executive Officer of the Registrant pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
Certification of Chief Financial Officer of the Registrant pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
XBRL Instance Document

10.23(v)
10.27(w)*
10.28*
21.1
23.1
24.1
31.1
31.2
32.1
32.2
101.INS**
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101.SCH**
101.CAL**
101.DEF**
101.LAB**
101.PRE**

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase

__________
* Indicates management contract or compensatory plan or arrangement.
**Filed herewith.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)
(p)
(q)
(r)
(s)
(t)
(u)
(v)
(w)
(x)

Incorporated by reference to exhibit 3.2 to the Registrant's Report on Form 8-K filed October 23, 2013 (File No. 000-21783).
Incorporated by reference to the same numbered exhibits to the Registrant's Registration Statement on Form S-1 Commission (File
No. 333-15627) as amended, declared effective July 1, 1997.
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.2 to the Registrant's Form 10-Q filed November 8, 2013 (File No. 000-21783).
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 4.1 to the Registrant's Form S-8 filed November 7, 2000 (File No. 333-49410).
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.5 to the Registrant's Form S-8 filed September 26, 2006 (File No. 333-137599).
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.3 to the Registrant's Form S-8 filed August 28, 2003 (File No. 333-108290).
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 4.2 to the Registrant's Form S-8 filed November 7, 2000 (File No. 333-49410).
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.6 to the Registrant's Form 10-Q filed November 8, 2013 (File No. 000-21783)
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.7 to the Registrant's Form 10-K filed May 26, 2009 (File No. 000-21783).
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.8 to the Registrant's Form 8-K filed November 5, 2013 (File No. 000-21783)
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.1 to the Registrant's Form 10-Q filed February 7, 2007 (File No. 000-21783).
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.10 to the Registrant's Form 10-K filed May 26, 2009 (File No. 000-21783).
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.12 to the Registrant's Form 10-K filed May 24, 2012 (File no. 000-21783).
Reserved
Reserved
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.15 to the Registrant's Form 10-Q filed July 22, 2011 (File No. 000-21783).
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.16 and 10.17 to the Registrant's Form S-8 filed September 19, 2011 (File No. 333-176895).
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.19 to the Registrant's Form S-8 filed August 11, 2014 (File No. 333-198012).
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.20 and 10.21 to the Registrant's Form S-8 filed August 28, 2012 (File No. 333-183597).
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.19 to the Registrant's Form 10-Q filed January 25, 2013 (File No. 000-21783).
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.23, 10.24 and 10.25 to the Registrant's Form S-8 filed September 10, 2013 (File No. 333191080).
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 2.2 to the Registrant's Form 8-K filed November 13, 2013 (File no. 000-21783).
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.2 to the Registrant's Form 10-Q filed October 22, 2014 (File no. 000-21783).
Incorporated by reference to exhibit 3.1 to the Registrant's Form 10-K filed May 28, 2013 (File No. 000-21783).
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Exhibit 10.28
January 7, 2015
Puneet Arora
3905 Jamie Place
San Ramon, Ca 94582
RE: SVP of Global Sales
Dear Puneet,
On behalf of 8x8, Inc., a Delaware corporation (the "Company"), I am pleased to offer you the position of SVP of Global Sales beginning
January 5, 2015. The terms of your new employment relationship with the Company will be as set forth below and will be subject to the
approval of the Company's Chief Executive Officer.
1. Position . You will become SVP of Global Sales. As such, you will have responsibilities as determined by the Company's Chief Executive
Officer. Your duties and responsibilities are subject to change depending on the needs of the Company.
2.

Compensation .
A. Base Salary . You will be paid an annualized salary of $275,000 payable in accordance with the Company's standard payroll policies
subject to normal required withholding.
B. Salary Review . Your base salary will be reviewed as part of the Company's normal salary review process.
C. Expenses . You will be reimbursed for all reasonable and necessary business expenses incurred in the performance of your duties as
provided in the Company's Employee Handbook.

3. Commission Plan . Starting with FQ4 2015 (January 5, 2015), while you are Senior Vice President of Global Sales you will be eligible to
participate in a Commission Incentive Plan, with a target annual commission of $150,000 earned quarterly based on achievement of quarterly
quota. In month one and two of the quarter you will receive a recoverable draw of $12,000 each month with a true up at quarter end based on
actual quarterly results in accordance with your Incentive Compensation Plan. In addition you will receive an annual $75,000 bonus tied to
MBOs that will be determined by the Chief Executive Officer. 40% will be paid based on quarterly targets and 60% based on annual targets. For
FQ4 2015 you will have a commission of $37,500 at target and $18,750 bonus tied to MBOs as determined for FQ415 by the Chief Executive
Officer.
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4.

Stock Awards .
A. Initial Equity Grants : Subject to approval by the Board of Directors, you will receive the following awards of stock-based compensation,
with the number of shares subject to each award to be calculated by dividing the value of each award stated below based on 30 tradingday average closing price of a share of the Company's Common Stock immediately prior to the grant date, and vesting commencing on
the your start date:
I. a nonstatutory stock option valued at $600,000 to purchase shares of Common Stock at an exercise price per share equal to
Market Value on the grant date, vesting as to one- fourth (1/4) of the shares subject to the option on the first anniversary of your
start date and as to one thirty-sixth (1/36) of the remaining shares at the end of each consecutive month thereafter , subject to your
continued employment or other association with the Company;
II. RSUs for shares of Common Stock valued at $300,000 which vest at a rate of one-fourth (1/4) of the shares after the 1st, 2nd, 3rd,
4th anniversary of your start date, subject to your continued employment or other association with the Company.
III. RSUs for shares of Common Stock valued at $150 ,000, which shares are subject to two vesting conditions: (A) none of such
RSUs shall vest unless and until the average of the Market Value of the Common Stock exceeds 150% of the Market Value on
grant date for at least one period of 30 consecutive trading-days during the four-year period following your start date; and (B) if
condition (A) is met, then 25% of such RSUs will vest on each consecutive anniversary of your start date, subject to your
continued employment or other association with the Company. If condition (A) is met prior to an annual vesting date in condition
(B), the unvested RSUs shall remain subject to the annual vesting requirement in condition (B). If condition (A) is not met within
the four-year period, none of such RSUs will ever vest;
IV. RSUs for shares of Common Stock ("TSR Performance Shares") valued at $150,000, which shares will vest subject to your
continued service and the performance of the price per share of the Common Stock relative to the NASDAQ Composite Index
("'IXIC) over the following three measurement periods:
A. 25% of the TSR Performance Shares can be earned between the grant date and June 30, 2016;
B. 5013776 % of the TSR Performance Shares can be earned between the grant date and June 30, 2017;
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C. 25% of the TSR Performance Shares can be earned between the grant date and June 30, 2018;
where in each such measurement period, (1) if the performance return on the price per share of Common Stock exceeds the performance
return on the NASDAQ Composite Index, (which shall be determined by subtracting the percentage return on the NASDAQ Composite
Index from the percentage return on the price per share of the Common Stock), then all of the TSR Performance Shares for such
measurement period will be deemed earned and will vest; (2) if the performance return on the price per share of Common Stock is more
than 50% lower than the performance return on the NASDAQ Composition Index, then none of the TSR Performance Shares for such
measurement period will be deemed earned or vest; and (3) if the performance return on the price per share of Common Stock is between
0% and 50% lower than the performance return on the NASDAQ Composite Index, then the number of TSR Performance Shares deemed
earned and vesting for such measurement period will be reduced by 2% for each 1% by which the performance return on the NASDAQ
Composite Index exceeds the performance return on the Common Stock. The performance return on each of the price per share of
Common Stock and the NASDAQ Composite Index will be determined in the manner described in SEC Regulation S-K, Item 201(e)(1) ,
which assumes a dollar amount invested in each at the applicable price of the Common Stock and the NASDAQ Composite Index at the
beginning of the measurement period, and which shall be compared with the dollar value of the investment at the end of the measurement
period based on the 30-day trading average price of each of the Common Stock and the NASDAQ Composite Index prior to and through
the grant date and the last trading day of each of the relevant measurement periods, as the case may be.
Ex.1 - Assume that for the period from the grant date through June 30, 2016 the beginning and ending prices per share of Common Stock
(determined as provided above) are $9.50 and $12.00 respectively, and the beginning and ending "IXIC are 3,660 and 3,750,
respectively. Assume no dividends are paid by the Company during the period. Therefore, $100 invested in Common Stock at the
beginning of the period is worth $126 at the end, a 26% return, and $100 invested in "IXIC at the beginning of the period is worth $103
at the end, a return of 3%. Therefore, the performance return on the price per share of Common Stock exceeds the performance return on
the NASDAQ Composite Index so if you are in continued service to the Company on June 30, 2016 you will earn and vest as to 25% of
the TSR Performance Shares.
Ex.2 - Assume that for the period from the grant date through June 30, 2017, the beginning and ending prices per share of Common
Stock (determined as provided above) are $9.50 and $8.00, respectively, and the beginning and ending "IXIC are 3, 660 and 3,250,
respectively. Assume no dividends are paid by the Company during the period. Therefore, $100 invested in Common Stock at the
beginning of the period is worth $84 at the end, (-16%) return, and $100 invested in "IXIC at the beginning of the period is worth $89 at
the end, (-11%) return. The performance
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return on the price per share of Common Stock compared with the "IXIC is (-5%) worse than the performance return on the NASDAQ
Composite Index. Therefore, the total number of TSR Performance Shares for the period is reduced by 10% (5% x 2) and 90% of the
50% of the TSR Performance Shares eligible to be earned during such measurement period, or 45% of the total number of TSR
Performance Shares will be earned and vest, if you were in continuous service to the Company through June 30, 2017.
B. Share Retention : You agree to acquire and retain an ownership interest in Common Stock which is equal in value to one times the
amount of your base salary in Paragraph 2(a). Shares counted for this purpose will consist of shares of Common Stock you own directly
by whatever means acquired, shares under unvested RSUs that are subject only to time-based vesting, shares held in a 401(k) or similar
plan, and shares acquired under the Company's Employee Stock Purchase Plan. You will have five years from your start date in which to
meet this stock ownership threshold. If at any time thereafter, while you remain SVP of Global Sales of the Company, your aggregate
share ownership as defined in this Paragraph 4(b) should fall below the threshold, you agree to retain shares as they vest and you acquire
them, and not to sell any of your shares of Common Stock, until your share ownership exceeds the threshold. In the event of a
termination of your employment, or a Corporate Transaction, this Paragraph 3(b) shall become inapplicable.
C. Corporate Transaction : In the event that you are subject to an Involuntary Termination (as defined below) within one year following a
Corporate Transaction (as defined in the 2012 plan):
I. if the condition in Paragraph 4(a)(iii) has been met as of the closing date of the Corporate Transaction (based on the price per
share of Common Stock being paid in such transaction), vesting shall accelerate with respect to the percentage of then unvested
RSUs still subject to the condition in Paragraph 4(a)(iii)(B) , which equals 100% times the quotient of the number of months from
the grant date to such closing date divided by 48, and the remainder of the unvested RSUs will continue to vest in accordance
with the original vesting schedule, subject only to your continued service subsequent to the Corporate Transaction;
II. any TSR Performance Shares for which the performance conditions in Paragraph 4(a)(iv) have been met as of the closing date of
the Corporate Transaction (based on the price per share of Common Stock being paid in such transaction) shall be settled by
delivery of the corresponding number of shares of Common Stock, and all other unvested TSR Performance Shares shall vest
over the remainder of the original period expiring June 30, 2018, subject only to your continued service subsequent to the
Corporate Transaction with no further performance conditions; and
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III. all remaining unvested options and RSUs granted under paragraph 4a(i) and 4a(ii), as of the closing date of the Corporate
Transaction shall continue to vest thereafter subject only to your continued employment or other association with the Company
and if, your employment is terminated without Cause (as defined below) within 12 months following a Corporate Transaction of
the Company , all of your remaining unvested options and RSUs granted under Paragraph 4 will vest in full.
D. "Involuntary Termination" means any of the following events: (i) without your express written consent, a significant reduction of your
duties, position or responsibilities relative to your duties, position or responsibilities in effect immediately prior to such reduction; (ii)
without your express written consent, a material reduction by the Company (or its successor) of your base salary as in effect immediately
prior to such reduction; (iii) without your express written consent, a material reduction by the Company (or its successor) in the kind or
level of employee benefits to which you were entitled immediately prior to such reduction with the result that your overall benefits
package is significantly reduced; (iv) without your express written consent , your relocation to a facility or a location more than 25 miles
from our San Jose, CA location immediately prior to such relocation; or (v) any purported termination of you other than for Cause (as
defined below); and
E. "Cause" means: (i) any act of personal dishonesty taken by you in connection with your responsibilities in your service to the Company
which is intended to result in your personal enrichment ; (ii) your conviction of a felony ; (iii) any act by you that constitutes material
misconduct and is injurious to the Company; (iv) any breach of fiduciary duty to the Company , (v) a material breach of any agreement
with the Company , or (vi) your initiating litigation against the Company.
5. Benefits . The Company will make available to you standard vacation, medical and dental insurance benefits. The Company will also make
available to you a 401(k) Plan. You are eligible for benefits on the first day of your employment. Medical benefits will start on your date of hire
and your dental will start on the first day of the month following your date of hire. You will be eligible to participate in the employee stock
purchase plan upon enrollment by February 1st or August 1st of any year.
6. Standard Confidentiality and Inventions Assignment Agreement . Like all Company employees , you will be required to sign the Company's
standard Confidential Information and Inventions Assignment Agreement (the "Confidentiality Agreement ") relating to protection of the
Company's proprietary and confidential information and assignment of inventions.
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7. At-Will Employment . You will continue to be an employee-at-will, meaning that either you or the Company may terminate your
employment at any time, without notice, for any reason or no reason without further obligation or liability to either party. Such termination will
not affect the parties' respective obligations under the Confidentiality Agreement. You will receive the Company's Employee Handbook with all
of our policies and procedures on your first day of employment, which Employee Handbook as in effect from time-to- time will be a part of the
terms of your employment with the Company.
8. No Outside Consulting . You agree to not sit on any board of directors, or do any outside consulting work for any other person or Company
while employed full-time at the Company other than with the advance written approval of the Chief Executive Officer of the Company.
9. Background Check . This offer letter is contingent upon the results of a background check and the completion of your reference checks and
may be rescinded at any time in the event the background check fails to meet the employment qualifications of the Company.
10.

Expiration Date . If not accepted, this offer will expire on January 8, 2015.

11.

Start Date . Your new position will be become effective as of January 12, 2015.

Please indicate your acceptance by signing and returning a copy of the signed letter to me via e-mail or facsimile at 408-436-6417.
Congratulations on your new assignment!
Sincerely,
By:_____________________
Vikram Verma
Chief Executive Officer
ACCEPTED:
_________________________
Puneet Arora
Date: _____________________
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EXHIBIT 21.1

SUBSIDIARIES OF REGISTRANT
Name

Jurisdiction of Incorporation

Netergy Microelectronics, Inc.

California, USA

Visit, Inc.

California, USA

Contactual, Inc.

Delaware, USA

Zerigo, Inc.

Colorado, USA

Voicenet Solutions Limited

United Kingdom

8x8 UK Investments Limited

United Kingdom

Exhibit 23.1
CONSENT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
We consent to the incorporation by reference in the Registration Statements (Form S-3 No. 333-187421, and Form S-8
Nos. 333-30943, 333-15627, 333-50519, 333-49410, 333-66296, 333-90172, 333-108290, 333-118642, 333-126337,
333-137599, 333-176895, 333-183597, 333-189452, 333-191080, 333-196275, 333-198012, and 333-199795) of our
report dated May 29, 2015, relating to the consolidated financial statements of 8x8, Inc., and the effectiveness of internal
control over financial reporting of 8x8, Inc., appearing in this Annual Report (Form 10-K) for the year ended March 31,
2015.
/s/ Moss Adams LLP
San Francisco, California
May 29, 2015

Exhibit 31.1
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
RULES 13a-14(a) AND 15d-14(a) UNDER THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 302 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Vikram Verma, certify that:
1. I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of 8x8, Inc.;
2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary
to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the
period covered by this report;
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material
respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;
4. The registrant's other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules
13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:
A. Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to
us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;
B. Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed
under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;
C. Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions
about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such
evaluation; and
D. Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant's
most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant's fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is
reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant's internal control over financial reporting; and
5. The registrant's other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant's auditors and the audit committee of the registrant's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent
functions):
A. All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which
are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and
B. Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant's
internal control over financial reporting.

May 29, 2015
/s/ V IKRAM V ERMA
Vikram Verma
Chief Executive Officer

Exhibit 31.2
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
RULES 13a-14(a) AND 15d-14(a) UNDER THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 302 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, MaryEllen Genovese, certify that:
1. I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of 8x8, Inc.;
2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary
to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the
period covered by this report;
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material
respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;
4. The registrant's other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules
13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:
A. Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to
us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;
B. Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed
under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;
C. Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions
about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such
evaluation; and
D. Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant's
most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant's fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is
reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant's internal control over financial reporting; and
5. The registrant's other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant's auditors and the audit committee of the registrant's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent
functions):
A. All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which
are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and
B. Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant's
internal control over financial reporting.

May 29, 2015
/s/ M ARY E LLEN G ENOVESE
MaryEllen Genovese
Chief Financial Officer and Secretary

Exhibit 32.1
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
18 U.S. C. SECTION 1350,
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
In connection with the Annual Report on Form 10-K of 8x8, Inc. (the "Company") for the year ended March 31, 2015, as filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the "Report"), I, Vikram Verma, Chief Executive Officer of the Company, hereby
certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that:
1. The Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and
2. The information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the
Company.

/s/ V IKRAM V ERMA
Vikram Verma
Chief Executive Officer
May 29, 2015
This certification accompanies this Report pursuant to § 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 and shall not, except to the extent required by
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, or otherwise required, be deemed filed by the Company for purposes of § 18 of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, as amended.

Exhibit 32.2
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
18 U.S. C. SECTION 1350,
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
In connection with the Annual Report on Form 10-K of 8x8, Inc. (the "Company") for the year ended March 31, 2015, as filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the "Report"), I, MaryEllen Genovese, Chief Financial Officer and Secretary of the
Company, hereby certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that:
1. The Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and
2. The information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the
Company.

/s/ M ARY E LLEN G ENOVESE
MaryEllen Genovese
Chief Financial Officer and Secretary
May 29, 2015
This certification accompanies this Report pursuant to §906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 and shall not, except to the extent required by the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, or otherwise required, be deemed filed by the Company for purposes of §18 of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, as amended.

